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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the preconceptions pertaining to engineering among high school students, and 

whether Engineer the Future’s video campaign has successfully increased the attractiveness of engineering 

among this target group. 

The research uses philosophical hermeneutics to examine the degree to which Engineer the Future has 

reached a fusion of horizons with the high school students in terms of both message and communication 

media used in the campaign. 

The findings are based on analyses of Engineer the Future’s videos and seven focus group interviews. The 

focus group interviews helped pinpoint the participants’ preconceptions of engineers and the activities and 

inspirational and informational sources the students used when selecting a study. 

The preconceptions showed an image of engineers as smart, but geeky and socially awkward people. The 

study environment is mostly perceived as unsocial and the link between engineers and computers is very 

persistent. 

The findings showed that Engineer the Future has – to some degree – reached a fusion of horizons in terms 

of the message. However, some aspects of the students’ ‘need to know’ was not covered by the videos. 

Moreover, the communications media (TV, cinema and social media) did not reach the marketing-critic 

Generation Y target group. 

Through tribe theory, it became clear that the social environment of the study is a necessary addition to the 

message. Reference groups and interpersonal influence theory supported the suggestion of using 

presentations and smaller-scale personal encounters with current students as a better way of influencing 

the attitude towards engineering. Attitude theory highlighted that direct experience is most effective in 

changing attitudes. As such, class excursions to engineering universities and companies are likely to 

improve the image significantly. Lastly, the Behavioral Sequence Model mapped the students’ decision-

making process when choosing a study, which will help time the marketing efforts correctly. 

In conclusion, Engineer the Future positively affected the image of engineering to some degree, but their 

methods can be improved.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem Identification 

The Danish Society of Engineers (IDA) and in particular the organization Engineer the Future (ETF) have 

recently highlighted an issue among students and the engineering industry in Denmark. They prospect a 

future lack of engineers especially in the fields of mechanical and technological engineering (Hvad Vil 

Engineer the Future, n.d.). They call for action on the matter. This thesis will focus on this issue and try to 

uncover why too few students are interested in these fields in spite of good job prospects and high salaries. 

I will start with a brief introduction to ETF and a general overview of the market they are operating in 

through a strategic market analysis. Then prior research on the topic will be accounted for. This will lead to 

the formulation of the research question and a short delimitation of the project. Then the research 

philosophy will be introduced followed by the research methods. After that the main part of the project, the 

analysis will be conducted. Following the analysis, four theories will be introduced supporting the 

discussion on how ETF can strengthen their activities in the future. Lastly, the conclusion will be presented. 

1.2 Strategic Market Analysis 

The strategic market analysis will focus on an external and internal analysis, give an account of the 

competitors that ETF has and lastly describe their target groups. 

1.2.1 External Analysis/Context 

The analysis will take point of departure in a PEST (political, economic, social and technological) analysis 

(Makos, 2013). Both the political, economic and technological factors calls for an increase in engineers. In 

the fall 2014 the Danish government set a goal to focus the number of study places available based on job 

opportunities in the future (Hjortdal, 2014). Technological advances will at all times make this case more 

important and increase the need for engineers even further. Where some jobs become redundant because 

of technological advances, engineers will always be needed to some degree in terms of them actually coming 

up with the new technologies (Fahlgren, 2014). Strangely, there is still a lack of interest in engineering. I 

will look at the social factors for answers to how the social constructs and opinions about being an engineer 

have affected the attitude and as such the number of applicants. 
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1.2.2 Engineer the Future – Internal Analysis 

Since ETF is an organization that to a large part is made from collaborations with other companies, the 

internal analysis will also give an account of some of the major collaboration partners. Firstly, however, I 

will give an account of ETF and its purpose. 

ETF is a technological alliance with a goal of bringing attention to Danish engineers and experts in 

technology. Furthermore, they have a goal of increasing the number of people with knowledge and 

specialties within technological development in the future (Vores Mission, n.d.). 

ETF was created in 2012-2013 by IDA. It is a partnership between IDA, several Danish technological 

universities, as well as companies and organizations within the industry (Om IDA, 2014). The mission of 

ETF is to create a movement that will draw attention to engineers and scientists and how they play a key 

role in developing solutions to some of the challenges of the future. The purpose of this movement is to 

create an inspiring story. This will be a story about engineers and scientists that is supposed to strengthen 

the professional pride within the different fields and attract more young people (Om IDA, 2014). 

1.2.2.1 ETF Mission 

ETF has the following mission: 

“Technology is paramount for development now and in the future. And in Denmark we have some of the best 

prerequisites for taking a leading part in and contributing to the technological development. Because we 

have talent. We have knowledge. Engineer the future is founded to start this realization. 

If we are able to see and make use of this potential and create ingenious solutions in the technological 

presence and future, Denmark will stand much stronger in the global market. This will create growth for 

Danish companies, and that will create more and new workplaces.” (Vores Mission n.d., translation: red.) 

ETF stresses how Danes are not focused enough on technology and its opportunities. According to a 

Eurobarometer survey, 22 % of EU citizens strongly agree with the statement that “science and technology 

can sort out any problem”, only 11 % of Danes strongly agree with this (Vores Mission, n.d.). ETF want to 

change this attitude. 

Another goal is to increase spending on technical and scientific research. Denmark is placed 27 out of 30 

OECD countries when comparing spending on technical research (OECD, 2012). 

However, most relevant to this thesis, is the fact that too few young people are interested in engineering. If 

this attitude is not changed, companies will go abroad in search for skilled labor. Compared to other OECD 
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countries only 2.6% of Danish 15-year olds are planning a career within engineering. The OECD average is 

6.9% (FIVU, 2013). These above findings indicate a need to change the attitude towards engineering if we 

are to meet future needs. 

1.2.2.2 What Is Being Branded 

In line with the mission of ETF the product or service which is being branded is engineers and with that the 

education towards becoming an engineer. In order to buy this ‘product’ you have to want to become an 

engineer, and therefore start the education towards that goal. How ETF has attempted to sell this brand will 

be shown in the analysis. 

1.2.2.3 Collaboration Partners Build Organization 

ETF builds upon a collaboration between IDA, Danish technical universities, and companies and 

organizations with an interest in engineers and science. The Board of Directors at ETF represent IDA, 

Confederation of Danish Industry (DI), Novozymes, Siemens, the Danish Association of Consulting 

Engineers (FRI), and the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) (on behalf of all engineering studies in 

Denmark at VIA, SDU, AU, AAU and DTU1) (Om Os, n.d.). A list of founding and other partners can be found 

in Appendix I. 

1.2.3 Competitors 

Since ETF is an organization working towards achieving higher awareness and does not at such sell a 

product they do not have direct competitors. However, one could say that their competitors are other 

university degrees within nature science, but the question then is whether this is actual competition, or just 

part of a higher common goal. 

Another possibility would be social sciences, business and language degrees. This is very possible, because 

these have managed to attract young people who want a long education. 

Lastly, ETF competes against the option of not choosing a long education – e.g. young people who choose 

mechanics as a practical shorter degree than university level. The question is whether these chose this 

degree because they do not want to spend the time it requires, or their interest is less academic. 

                                                             
1 VIA University College, SDU – University of Southern Denmark, AU – Aarhus University, AAU – Aalborg University, 
DTU – the Technical University in Denmark 
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1.2.4 Target Group 

Since ETF works towards realizing a number of goals, they also have several target groups. Such target 

groups are: organizations and companies within the industry who are not yet collaboration partners; 

teenagers or young people in the process of choosing their future career path; Danish media, which they 

need in order to expose the public to engineers; and the general public who needs to be part of the attitude 

change towards engineers. The choice of target group in general and for this thesis will be elaborated upon 

in 2.3 Delimitation and 5.1.2 ETF Target Group 

1.3 Prior Research 

In order to properly focus this thesis, it is important to give an account of the prior research done in the 

field. Since this study already is rather specific, similar research has been hard to come by, however, some 

similar aspects have been studied and below is an account of their findings. Most studies available are 

regarding the choice of colleges and the like in different countries, and as such not related to academic focus 

but only where the students choose to study. However, some studies on career and study choice are 

available. 

1.3.1 Influencing Factors on Career Choice 

One study has been conducted on the influencing factors on career choice of adolescents and young adults 

in rural Pennsylvania (Ferry, 2006). This study used focus groups with an emphasis on five key questions 

related to future career considerations of the students, how they learned about their choices and who 

influenced them (Ibid). 

This study found that family, school and community played a vital role in how youths were informed about 

career opportunities and they are therefore influential in the choice process. Economic and social 

circumstances merely colored their perceptions of appropriate choices (Ibid). 

Another important finding was that lack of family involvement in career choice decreased the ability to 

make decisions (Ibid). This could indicate that it is important to not only focus an effort on students 

themselves but also on parents and other influencers in order to create an all-round attitude change. 

Nonetheless, this study is very general and does not relate specifically to any one direction of studies. More 

research is needed in terms of what attitudes need changing. 
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1.3.2 Influencing Factors on Choice of Study 

The University of Copenhagen (KU) did a study in 2004 with the purpose of uncovering students’ 

influencing factors on choice of study and key sources of information (Kjærsgaard, 2004). 

The focus of this study is the specific KU activities and informational material related to promoting their 

own studies. One important finding is that 40% of students make their choice of future education during 

their first 10 years of school, while another 40% make this decision during high school. 

Moreover, they inquired the students about what inspired their choice of study, something that is also 

important in this specific case. However, the choices available is limited to some KU specific activities, open 

house, visit a study (mathematicians or geologists) – or more general activities, educational fairs and study 

oriented meetings. With study oriented meetings as the most inspirational source, inspiring 31.5% of the 

students, the second most popular option with 30.7% is ‘none of the above’. Unfortunately, the report fails 

to account for other sources of inspiration (Ibid). 

1.3.3 Interests versus Job Opportunities 

The Think Tank DEA2 conducted a study in 2013 focused on determining whether interests or job 

opportunities were most important when students choose their future study (DEA, 2013). 

In terms of unemployment, the students who chose a study with higher unemployment rates were less 

affected by this factor when choosing their study (Ibid). Furthermore, the students in studies with a low 

unemployment expectancy focused more on employment possibilities, high income and prestige, while the 

students in studies with high unemployment rates focused more on their academic interests, the 

opportunities of working abroad, and the social environment in that study (Ibid). 

However, 66% of the students with high unemployment rates and 84% of the students with low 

unemployment rates expect that it will be easy to find employment after they graduate (Ibid). This study 

underlines, that it is not enough to market the employment opportunities in order to increase 

attractiveness, other factors are equally important to students when choosing a study. 

In conclusion, engineering is a field with plenty of job opportunities, however interest in the study is lacking. 

Prior research give little pointers to what attracts and affects the choice of study. I will move on by 

explaining the focus and research question of this thesis.  

                                                             
2 DEA is an independent, non-profit think tank based in Copenhagen. Its mission is to promote intelligent and effective 
investments in research, education and innovation that contribute to higher growth and productivity. 
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2 Research Question 

2.1 Project Focus 

This thesis will be a case study of ETF. As such, a critical examination of what ETF has done in terms of 

branding and communication with specific focus on three advertising videos, ending with 

recommendations for future actions. Some of the questions that I will try to answer are: 

 What messages have they communicated through the videos? 

 How have these messages been communicated? 

 Which media are they using in order to create contact with the students? 

 Are they selling/branding the studies or professions in the right way? 

In order to give advice on these possible future focus points the main part of the analysis will be an 

explorative study of high school students’ perceptions of engineers. This will take a point of departure in 

future potential students. I will try to uncover their preconceptions of engineers and the profession of being 

an engineer. As such, defining the group of people that they would be associated with if they were to choose 

this career. 

2.2 Research Question 

The following research question will be examined. 

Which preconceptions exist among high school students towards engineers and engineering today? Has 

Engineer the Future’s video campaign succeeded in reaching the target and affecting this image and based 

on the preconceptions which actions can they take to improve their efforts in the future? 

As such, the analysis will start with a study of ETF’s videos. Second, focus groups with high school students 

will be examined in order to pinpoint the students’ attitudes towards engineering. Then the two will be 

compared in order to see if ETF has successfully reached their target with their message and through the 

right media. Lastly, these findings will be supported by theories in order to establish how to strengthen the 

actions in the future. 

2.3 Project Delimitation 

The analysis of ETF will focus on the three videos which have been part of ETF’s ‘knowledge and technology 

changes the world’ campaign. Other activities such as articles, social media posts and other advertisements 
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will not be included in the analysis. Of course these are influential in the bigger scope of changing the image 

of engineers, however the videos have been most widely distributed and are as such, regarded as the most 

important activity for this thesis. 

The study will only focus on high school students as an area of research and not students in grades 8, 9, or 

lower. Being the included as a target of communication by ETF, these will not be completely neglected. 

However, it is in high school that the students make their actual choice of study and therefore it is to be 

believed that these can contribute with a more nuanced and well thought of reasoning, as well as being the 

ones with an immediate choice to make. I acknowledge that some are interested in a sabbatical, and as such 

will not be making a decision until next year or even later, however at the end of high school the participants 

are presented with study choice activities more directly than in their gap year. Lastly, the students are the 

ones who ETF needs to influence in order to change the projections for the future. 

Lastly, since ETF is communicating as an organization and is cooperating with several other big 

organizations, engineering universities and companies in Denmark, these other participants will not be 

explored explicitly. Neither will professionals be included in the primary data collection since ETF already 

includes these in their own communication.  
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3 Methodology 

In this chapter, I will first reflect upon the paradigm, ontology and epistemology of the project. In that, I will 

explain the paradigm and its inherent assumptions that are relevant for this study in order to make sure 

this study is understandable for the reader (Nygaard, 2005). Then, I will explain philosophical hermeneutics 

and how it helps examine whether ETF has reached their target successfully. 

According to Nygaard (2005) these aspects are often skipped in social studies, however without making 

one’s methodological choices explicit it can be questioned whether the research is concrete enough and has 

the required quality to become a production of knowledge and not a mere everyday observation (Nygaard, 

2005). Moreover, the research process (finding a research questions, delimiting the research, generating 

data, analyzing and concluding) is controlled by the methodology which in turn is a product of the ontology 

and epistemology the researcher chooses when embarking upon the study (Ibid). As such, these need to be 

made explicit in order to make the right choices about methodology in order to make the research results 

subject for analysis (Ibid). 

3.1 Ontology, Epistemology and Paradigms 

To begin with, this project can be defined as a social study since it is concerned with researching human 

behavior. Nygaard (2005) defined social studies as such, “research in and about human behavior, social 

groups’, institutions’ and societies’ construction, development and operation” (p. 9). 

On an overall level the research paradigm underlying this study is somewhere in between critical theory 

and constructivist (Nygaard, 2005). A paradigm is to be understood as a basic set of values which define our 

actions. The paradigm helps us answer three questions regarding the research (Ibid). 

1. What is reality? (Ontology) 

2. How is reality acknowledged by the research? (Epistemology) 

3. How is reality researched? (Methodology) 

The order of these questions are not random, question one is determining how the remaining questions are 

answered. When working with the critical paradigm, the ontology of the project is limited realistic, the 

epistemology is subjective, and the methodology is dialogue and transformative. When working with the 

constructivist paradigm, the ontology of the project is relativistic, the epistemology is subjective, and the 

methodology is complex. The choice between critical theory or constructivism, and how this affects the 

project will be explained below. 
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3.2 The Critical Paradigm 

According to Darmer and Nygaard (2005) this paradigm could be called ideologically oriented inquiry, 

because it focuses on ideology, values and politics. The main point in critical theory is that our values cannot 

be separated from reality and as such, reality comes from within. This poses a dilemma, in spite of the values 

coming from within, there are good and bad values in critical theory. Consequently, you can have a right or 

wrong consciousness about the world. This is why the ontology of the critical paradigm is realistic, but 

within limits. There is a true knowledge about the world that we can discover; however, someone could 

misinterpret reality, and using this false knowledge try to paint an unreal picture of the world. My job as a 

researcher is to identify these false pictures and try to replace them with the truth (Darmer & Nygaard, 

2005). 

The epistemology in critical theory is subjective and the methodology is dialog. As a researcher, I am a part 

of the research and neither my values nor the values of the participants can be set aside while conducting 

the research. These values are what critical theory attempts to transform towards a true knowledge 

creating a better world. As said, this transformation happen through dialog, where the false believes are 

replaced by the truth. 

In critical theory, the purpose of the study is to create a realization for the research participants which 

replaces their false belief with a true reality. Likewise, I am trying to understand the false idea of an engineer 

that these high school students have, and see how I can best replace it with the truth about what an engineer 

is and how they work. The data collection in critical theory is focused on understanding the context and the 

result is a replacement of the false opinions with the truth. 

3.3 The Constructivist Paradigm 

Constructivism is in clear opposition to positivism. Constructivism regards reality as a construct created by 

people (Darmer & Nygaard, 2005). Consequently, constructivists do not believe that it is possible to find an 

exact truth about reality, but rather that we can attempt to understand how reality is constructed, which in 

turn become a continually reality constructing activity (Ibid). As such, reality is a construct which can be 

and needs to be interpreted, and we need to continually interpret the world in order to understand it and 

know how to act (Ibid). 

Regarding reality as a construct that we need to interpret, makes it non-existent and impossible to uncover, 

in the way a positivist would. However, reality becomes an interpretation, and since not everyone will 

interpret things in the same way, the epistemology of the project is subjective (Ibid). It is impossible to 
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separate the research from the researcher. In agreement with Darmer and Nygaard (2005) “the researcher 

cannot investigate something without interacting with it, affecting it and be affected by the research subject” 

(p. 28 (translated by red.)). Furthermore, the research data is not something that exists objectively, but 

rather something, that is created by the researcher and the research topic (Darmer & Nygaard, 2005). 

Lastly, it is impossible for me as a researcher to separate feelings, values and science and I must therefore 

attempt to interpret reality in all its complexity in order to create an understanding (Ibid). How I will reach 

this understanding, will be elaborated upon in section 3.5 Philosophical Hermeneutics. 

In their description of the different paradigms, Darmer and Nygaard (2005) explain that the constructivist 

research purpose is to reach an understanding. Likewise, I could argue that I am embarking this study trying 

to reach an understanding of what image an engineer has among high school students. The data collected is 

regarding the opinions of the participants, and these opinions are also what determine the results of the 

research. In the same way, the opinions about engineers and study choice is what constitutes my data, and 

will be part of the results and recommendations for further action in order to possibly change the image of 

an engineer, or change the advertising methods or channels. 

3.4 Conclusion on Research Paradigms 

As seen, both research paradigms can help me to enlighten the research question in each their way, using 

different methods. As already noted, I will be using philosophical hermeneutics to help me reach an 

understanding of the points of view that the participants in my study have. More precisely, I will be using 

Gadamers’ philosophical hermeneutics as described by Fredslund (2005). Why and how philosophical 

hermeneutics can aid this research project will, as mentioned, be explained below. However, first I will 

explain its relation to the critical and constructivist paradigms. 

According to Fredslund (2005) it would be very natural and easy to place philosophical hermeneutics as a 

constructivist study, because in the universe of Gadamer reality does not exist as something we can collect 

and call data. Philosophical hermeneutics are based on reaching an understanding through interpretation, 

which is built on individual preconceptions. Furthermore, we cannot separate these preconceptions and the 

research topic and as such, the result is a product of the two. 

However, Gadamer places a great deal of importance on the situation, which separates his theory from 

constructivism (Fredslund, 2005). The situation is what moves Gadamer’s theory closer to critical theory; 

he believes that the situation is determining our preconceptions and understanding. Furthermore, Gadamer 

includes a level of truth in his theory. Falseness occurs when we have not thoroughly challenged our 
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preconceptions and if we do not reach a true understanding of the points of view or situation of the 

researched.  As such, the process of understanding includes an understanding of the situation (Ibid). 

Now I will continue to explain why and how philosophical hermeneutics can help to answer my research 

question. 

3.5 Philosophical Hermeneutics 

First, I give a brief account of philosophical hermeneutics, including the hermeneutic circle and the 

difference between traditional hermeneutics and philosophical hermeneutics, I will also explain the 

importance of preconceptions, situation and horizon. Then, I will go into depth with the methodological 

consequences of using philosophical hermeneutics. Lastly, I will reflect upon the quality demands of 

philosophical hermeneutic research. 

3.5.1 Introduction to Philosophical Hermeneutics 

At the basis of all hermeneutic research is the hermeneutic circle. The parts of a text is only understandable 

when we see them in connection to the whole, and the whole is only understandable from the parts that 

constitute it. As such, we constantly move back and forth between the parts and the whole (Fredslund, 

2005). 

In relation to the hermeneutic circle, it is important to underline that text should be understood in the 

widest way possible, it is any type of text, spoken word, an action, event or case. The text is whatever our 

understanding is directed towards (Ibid). 

The traditional view of the hermeneutic circle, which was just described, dates back to the 15th century. In 

the 18th century an extra dimension was added to this view, in short, the context (time in history, society or 

the authors’ life) surrounding the text is important when trying to understand it (Ibid). We need to consider 

the bigger picture, just as the part of a text needs the whole. Another change in hermeneutic research was 

underlined by Gadamer, he criticized the belief that the subject and object could be separated. He does not 

believe that we can relate to a text neutrally and as such breaks with the positivist ideal of reaching 

objectivity (Ibid). 

3.5.2 Preconceptions and Understanding 

One of the central views that Gadamer present, is that our preconceptions of a case is central to the research. 

Normally in research, a preconception or bias is something we need to avoid (Ibid). However, Gadamer 

presents preconceptions as what they are, the prior understanding of a research topic, that leads us to 
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actually conduct the research. According to Gadamer, these preconceptions are a necessity of 

understanding something. If we do not have any knowledge about a phenomenon, how do we know which 

questions to ask? (Ibid). Therefore, philosophical hermeneutics adds the aspects of preconceptions and 

understanding to the hermeneutic circle. When the researcher cannot escape his preconceptions, the 

partition between subject and object cannot be sustained and the researcher therefore becomes part of the 

hermeneutic circle because preconceptions is a condition of understanding and vice versa. How I am going 

to handle myself as a researcher and part of the research will be discussed in the section about 

methodological consequences (Ibid). First, I will explain Gadamers notion of the situation and horizons. 

3.5.3 The Situation and Horizons 

In order to find out where our preconceptions come from and what guides the process of understanding, 

we need to understand Gadamer’s notion of the situation (Ibid). The situation is the starting point of our 

understanding, she explains how it is the context that surrounds the researcher. According to Fredslund, 

Gadamer’s ‘situation’ is to be understood as our histological aspect of our being, but she argues that our 

situation is also affected by our education, work and family – all these aspects guide our understanding of 

different phenomena (Ibid). 

Another important aspect of the situation is that just as the researcher has one situation, the research topic 

or participants will have another situation, and this situation is important to the understanding. The points 

of view that participants have cannot be interpreted without considering their situation. This means that 

both the preconceptions and the understanding of the situation shapes the interpretations we make. As a 

researcher it is impossible to escape the influence that our preconceptions have on the understanding of 

the situation (Ibid). 

Where our situation decides how or from where we see a situation when interpreting, our horizon describes 

the width of our view (Ibid). The width of the horizon describes how much we are able to see or include, 

other than what is just in front of us. If the horizon is too small, we risk losing important information. A 

broader horizon gives the advantage of seeing things as part of a bigger picture and put it into perspective. 

Furthermore, our horizon constantly changes as our preconceptions are challenged (Ibid). 

The process of understanding happen with the fusion of horizons (Ibid). According to Fredslund (2005) the 

fusion of horizons does not mean that people reach an agreement, but only that they reach a common space 

where understanding is possible. This understanding means that we should be able to put ourselves in 

someone else’s place. However, Fredslund stresses the fact that “putting yourself in someone else’s place does 
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not mean that we make ourselves superior to the other and leaves our preconceptions behind and reproduce 

the others’ understanding” (p. 81 (translated by red.)). Instead, we will be bringing preconceptions with us 

in the understanding process; as such, understanding is a productive action and not a reproductive action 

(Fredslund, 2005). This also means that understanding is never a result of something, but always part of an 

infinite process. Understanding is fleeting and will become part of our preconceptions when moving from 

one process of understanding to another. In other words, the understanding is part of the process where 

our preconceptions are affected, and our horizon is widening. 

In this thesis, there will be two processes of understanding. First, I am trying to reach a fusion of horizons 

through focus group interviews with high school students. I need to understand the high school students’ 

situation and opinions in order to know how to communicate a message to them and what this message 

should be. Second, the main part of the analysis will focus on whether or not ETFs’ videos are effective in 

their communication about engineers, as such I will be evaluating if there is a fusion of horizons between 

ETF and the high school students. 

The second fusion of horizons will be based on both the message and the media ETF has chosen for their 

advertising campaign. Firstly, I will look at the message, are they communicating the right message to their 

audience? Secondly, I will examine the choice of method, are they communicating in the right way and 

through the right channels or are they actually not reaching their target, making the first fusion of horizons 

redundant, because the target is not actually communicated to. Lastly, I will give advice towards how or 

where to better reach an understanding between the two. 

3.5.4 Methodological Consequences of Philosophical Hermeneutics 

In order to use philosophical hermeneutics, I will be using Fredslund’s (2005) operationalization of the 

concepts described above, in four methodological principles as guide for my analysis and research methods. 

The four principles are: 

1. To become aware of my own preconceptions 

2. To challenge my preconceptions and through that move my horizon of understanding 

3. To put myself in someone else’s place 

4. To become aware of the structure of the question, in order to challenge its horizon 

(Fredslund, 2005, pp. 83-93) 
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3.5.4.1 To Become Aware of My Own Preconceptions and To Challenge My Preconceptions 

In order to properly break with the subject-object relation as Gadamer does, I need to know what my 

preconceptions are before beginning the study, that way I will know what I am bringing into the 

understanding process. This is an important step because the preconceptions affect the research process in 

a certain way (Fredslund, 2005). However, as Fredslund (2005) stress, it can be difficult to really know what 

our preconceptions are because they are most of the time implicit and already part of us and our knowledge. 

Luckily, the second principle can help in trying to discover these preconceptions. Because, when we 

challenge our preconceptions, they become more obvious to us (Ibid). The way our preconceptions can be 

challenged, is in the meeting with other horizons. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that we can 

never become fully aware of our preconceptions, nor can we become fully aware of our situation or horizon. 

Fredslund (2005) suggest some methods for making preconceptions explicit. Because preconceptions are 

implicit, we need to do something more than self-reflection in order to reach realization. This is where the 

meeting with other horizons become helpful. 

The first step is to make the part of the preconceptions that are relevant to the research explicit. This 

includes elucidating my academic perspective, my assumptions and the theoretical frame of reference and 

methodological approach. The second thing I can do is to let myself interview about my preconceptions by 

for example a fellow student. The third method is to continually present the research in different situations, 

this way I will receive invaluable feedback which will help the research process (Ibid). 

3.5.4.2 To Put Myself in Someone Else’s Place 

To put myself in the place of someone else can be a challenge, especially if the two horizons do not fuse, and 

I therefore, do not understand the reality of my research participants. To understand my participants reality 

I need to be able to understand what it is they are saying and their situation. If this challenge proves too 

difficult, Fredslund (2005) suggest using theory to shed more light upon the topic or situation. Theory can 

help to broaden ones horizon, and as such, we can ask more question which might lead to a different 

understanding or interpretation of the text. 

3.5.4.3 Question Structure 

The last methodological principle regards the questions we ask. We cannot learn without asking questions. 

What is important in this context is that we ask open questions. Questions are limited by their horizon, or 

the possible answers the question has. I need to challenge the questions that I ask. The questions will be 

based on my preconception, and through focus on the preconceptions, I can move my understanding and 
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other, new questions might come to the surface (Ibid). This of course does not only relate to the interviews, 

but the entire analysis process, including the research question. 

3.5.5 Quality Criteria in Philosophical Hermeneutic Research 

Lastly, in order to assess the quality of the research, Fredslund suggests Kvales’ three criteria, reliability, 

validity and generalizability. These have, however, been modified to fit social studies. Following the three 

quality criteria I can argue that the interpretations made can actually be regarded as scientific inquiry. 

Reliability usually means that a research should be repeatable and then the same conclusions will be met. 

However, because of the researchers’ subjectivity, preconceptions and situation, this will never be possible 

(Fredslund, 2005). Instead, King and Horrocks (2012) suggest confirmability (or reliability) through the 

researcher showing sufficient detail about the process of data collection and analysis in order to show the 

reader how interpretations were made. 

The second criteria, validity, can be reached through two actions. First, to make ones preconceptions explicit 

and through these show the subject which is the researcher. This will be reached through the first two 

methodological principles. Second, that the researcher makes the research process explicit and explains 

which steps have been taken, leading to the interpretations. In contrast to quantitative research, qualitative 

research does not have as well defined standard methods. However, explaining and arguing for every step 

in the process will improve the chances of a fusion of horizons between the reader and the researcher in 

terms of the research process (Fredslund, 2005). 

Lastly, generalizability is usually not possible, since two situations are never the same. However, we are still 

able to discuss how the interpretations can be transferable to other situations. This will depend on an 

analysis of the differences and similarities between the two situations (Ibid). This process can be supported 

by the third methodological principle, using theory to better understand a situation (Ibid).  
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4 Research Methods 

This chapter will introduce different theories and methods for analysis related to both the analysis of ETF 

and their communication strategy and to the use of and practicalities surrounding focus group interviews 

and analysis of these findings. 

4.1 Analysis of Engineer the Future 

This analysis will be based on Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot (2012) Strategic Advertising Management. This 

book includes the key components to developing an effective communication plan – as such, a tool to 

evaluate whether or not ETF have been effective in their communication. Furthermore, De Pelsmacker et 

al.’s (2013) Marketing Communication will help to uncover areas such as how marketing communication 

works, target groups, brand strategies and media use. Before embarking upon the actual analysis, I will give 

an account of the most important points. 

4.1.1 The Marketing Mix 

When deciding how to market at product one first considers the necessary tools in the marketing mix, the 

4 P’s – product, price, place and promotion (De Pelsmacker et al. 2013). In this case, price is irrelevant (in 

its original sense) despite considerations such as time spent on education, which most relevant customers 

arguably would have done regardless. The remaining categories are directly relevant for ETF. 

Product is somewhat special in this case because ETF is not trying to ‘sell’ a tangible product or paid service. 

They are trying to ‘sell’ a free education (like most other educations in Denmark) and to affect an attitude 

towards this education. However, most theories behind selling are related to persuading a customer to buy. 

One could say that when doing that they need to convince the customer that this product is what they need, 

what they want and something that is good for them – much in the same way that an engineering career 

could be important to high school students. Place relates to how “the company manages the process of 

bringing the product from the production site to the consumer” (De Pelsmacker et al., 2013, p. 3). 

Promotion is central to the analysis, therefore it is important to have a clear definition in mind, and 

furthermore, the difference between promotion and advertising is of some importance. According to Percy 

and Rosenbaum-Elliot (2011) advertising has Latin roots, and the Latin word advertere roughly translated 

means ‘to turn towards’, as such, advertising is meant to turn a consumer towards a product, but in a way 

where we do not only call for attention, it is to be understood as a way of providing information and creating 

positive feelings. Promotion comes from the Latin word promovere which roughly translated means move 
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forward. As such, Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot (2011) distinguishes between the two, describing how 

“[a]dvertising is aimed towards the long-term building of positive brand attitude by ‘turning’ the consumer 

towards the brand; promotion is aimed at the more short-term tactical goal of – ‘moving forward’ brand sales 

now” (p. 4). However, in the marketing mix, promotion covers both advertising activities and promotion 

activities. De Pelsmacker et al. (2009) have a similar division of communications instruments. They divide 

them into image or theme communications and action communications. The first is aimed at improving 

relations to the customer, increase satisfaction or reinforce awareness and brand preference – similar to 

advertising. The latter, action communications, is aimed at stimulating purchase, influencing buyer 

behavior and persuading them to buy a product. 

Since promotion is the most important aspect of the marketing mix for this thesis, an easy way to get a good 

overview of tool available is given trough the communications mix. The communications mix include 

activities such as advertising, sponsorships, public relations, e-communication and point-of-purchase 

communication. I will not go into depth with the different tools and how they work here, however, when 

relevant to the case their strengths and weaknesses and how they are used will be explained in the analysis. 

4.1.2 Target Group Considerations 

When defining one’s target market several segmentation criteria can be of help. The goal of segmentation 

is to divide consumers into homogeneous groups who should react the same way to marketing efforts or 

have the same needs (De Pelsmacker, et al. 2009). De Pelsmacker et al. (2009) have divided the 

segmentation criteria into two different groups; objective segmentation variables, which can be measured 

objectively; and inferred constructs, they have to be defined before use, e.g. social class, psychographics or 

lifestyle (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot, 2011). Some of the most used objective criteria are geographic and 

demographic segmentation (De Pelsmacker et al. 2009). 

 In order to evaluate whether the groupings found through segmentation is effective, De Pelsmacker et al. 

(2009) have set up a number of requirements. These state that the segment needs to be measurable, large 

enough, attainable and different. Living up to these criteria one should have a homogeneous group who 

reacts similarly to marketing stimuli but differentiates from others so that the communication can be 

specifically targeted. 

4.1.3 Positioning 

Positioning, while being part of the of the marketing mix, entail some decisions for a marketer that are 

interesting in terms of attracting attention and effectively communicating a message. In order to establish 
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the position of a brand there are two critical questions to answer – ‘what is it?’ and ‘what does it offer?’ (Percy 

& Rosenbaum-Elliot, 2012). 

The first question, ‘what is it?’ will define the brand in terms of the category it belongs to, and establishes 

brand awareness. Brand awareness is important since the consumers must recognize a brand before 

purchasing it – or in this case know the study before making the choice to apply. 

A brand can be positioned either centrally or differentially (Ibid). If a brand is centrally positioned it is the 

market leader and able to deliver all the main benefits of the category (Ibid). A differentiated position is a 

positioning strategy where the brand is differentiated on the benefits, which are believed to be better than 

the competition (Ibid). These benefits are explained by the second question, ‘what does it offer?’, which is 

meant to establish brand attitude by creating a link between the brand and its benefit. Brand attitude needs 

to be favorable before making a purchase. It is a combination of what you know or learn about the brand 

and the feelings associated with it (Ibid). 

If the brand is differentially positioned, it can focus on either the user or the product. A user-oriented 

position is often used when a particular segment of the market is the focus. Furthermore, Percy and 

Rosenbaum-Elliot (2012) recommend using this position when the motivation for purchasing (or selecting 

a study) is social approval. A user-oriented position will "remind them of how good they will feel in using - 

and, importantly, displaying - your brand". (Ibid, p. 155). On the other hand, using a product-benefit-oriented 

position, “the positioning will be defined by specific benefits related to the product, not the user” (Percy and 

Rosenbaum-Elliot, 2012, p. 156). This is the appropriate position when the two scenarios described above 

are not appropriate (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot, 2012). 

4.1.4 Communication Strategy 

This section will go through some of the different types of objectives that can motivate a purchase or choice 

of brand. It is important that the communication to consumers leads to the right type of processing. In order 

to ensure that, the right communication objectives must be used. The communication strategy depends on 

three criteria, brand awareness, brand attitude, and brand purchase intention (Ibid). However, purchase 

intention is related to trial or repeat purchase of a product, and as such does not fit in the case of choosing 

a study since. The following will however explain brand awareness and attitude. 

4.1.4.1 Brand Awareness and Brand Attitude 

Brand awareness relates to whether the consumer is meant to remember a need and then recall brands in 

their mind which will satisfy that need, or if they see the product they want and recognize their need for the 
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product. As such, the difference between the two is whether the need arises before or after the exposure to 

or remembering the brand. 

Brand attitude deals with two things, whether purchasing the product requires high or low involvement, 

and is motivated by negative or positive emotions. According to Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot (2012) the 

difference between high and low involvement is that "when involvement is low and there is little risk involved, 

you do not really need to believe that the message is true. […] On the other and, when the decision is high 

involvement and fiscal or psychological risk is involved, you must accept the message as true before you will 

consider the brand" (p. 184). 

Motivation is crucial because we need to know why a person wants to buy something in order to identify 

the appropriate brand attitude or benefits sought (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot, 2012). The types of 

negative motivations that are important for a communication strategy are problem-solution (you have a 

headache and want relief), problem avoidance (buying the best tires in order to avoid a flat) and incomplete 

satisfaction (trying to find a product that preforms better than the one currently used) (Ibid). 

The types of positive motivation are sensory gratification and social approval. Sensory gratification means 

buying something because it makes you feel good or it is something you enjoy, this can be a piece of clothing 

or chocolate. Social approval is buying something in order to gain social reward by recognition from other 

people (Ibid). 

4.1.5 Media Strategy 

Having established the communication strategy, the next step when communicating is looking at the media 

strategy. 

4.1.5.1 Communications Disciplines 

Several different communication methods that can be used, all with their pros and cons. This section will 

give a brief overview of two of the most commonly used methods. The analysis will elaborate on the pros 

and cons of the ones used by ETF. When evaluating media there are several criteria to support the 

evaluation. These are reach, frequency and geographic flexibility (De Pelsmacker et al., 2013) 

Advertising is a type of communication where the sender is in complete control. It involves sending a 

message to a receiver through paid for media. Advertising is beneficial because of the control it gives over 

the message. However, it comes with a level of uncertainty since you can never be sure that people are 
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listening. Some examples of advertising media include TV spots, outdoor print advertising and newspapers 

(Ibid). 

E-communication is important in the increasingly online world of today. E-communication includes brand 

websites and social media, where the consumer can respond to campaigns, gives a stronger involvement of 

the consumer, which strengthens the immersion of consumers. Being present online is important both when 

generating brand awareness and for increasing loyalty. Other types of e-communication includes banner 

advertisement and direct e-mails, such as newsletters (Ibid). 

4.1.6 Creative tactics 

Some of the important criteria for success is how the creative tactics in an advert help grab attention, hold 

it and increase learning (understanding the message). 

In terms of attention the creative units are important to consider. Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot (2012) 

explain how "[c]reative units are such things as the size of a print advert […] or the length of a radio or 

television commercial […]. In many ways the creative unit is important in media planning, but first and 

foremost it is a tactical creative decision. The creative unit must be considered in terms of the best way in which 

to deliver the message, not to satisfy a media plan" (p. 263). A commercial can grab and hold attention using 

different tactics, these include words, pictures and music. Of course the relevant way to use either of these 

depend on the message that is being communicated (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot, 2012). 

Another important use of creative tactics is to help the target audience process the message (Ibid). Again 

the use of words can have a large influence on how the message is processed and how much energy the 

target audience must spend on understanding or deciphering the message e.g. the use of negatives, puns or 

sentence structure. 

Lastly, pictures can also influence learning. Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot (2012) explain that "there is a well-

understood superiority of pictures over words in learning" (p. 272). Some of their suggestions of what you 

need to pay attention to is the size of the picture, whether color is used, if the user can identify with what 

happens in the picture, if it is realistic or abstract, and if words are included (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot, 

2012). 

In summary the analysis of ETF will focus on their target group, position, communication strategy, media 

strategy and creative tactics. Moving on, the following will explain the focus groups and analysis of findings. 
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4.2 Focus Group Interview 

A focus group interview is an interview with several individuals at once. “[T]he reliance is on interaction 

within the group, based on topics that are supplied by the researcher who typically takes the role of a 

moderator.” (Morgan, 1997 p. 2) The main purpose of having a group interview is to produce data that 

would not otherwise be available without the group interaction (Morgan, 1997). 

Focus groups have been used in several ways: as a self-contained method as the principal source of data; 

and as a supplementary source of data supporting another data collection method; lastly, as part of multi 

method studies (Ibid). In this thesis, the focus group interviews will be part of a multi method study. 

4.2.1 Reasons for Choosing Focus Groups as a Method 

Focus Group interviews are beneficial to this thesis because the dynamics of group discussions can lead 

individuals to define problems in new and innovative ways (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The wanted outcome of 

using focus groups in this thesis is to come one step closer to the thoughts, perceptions and discussions 

students have regarding study choice and in particular perceptions and prejudice towards engineers. 

Being interested in how the community thinks about engineers and how to change this common attitude, a 

focus group interview will help me gain insight into this exact attitude. An individual might think one thing, 

but the pressure from outside perception can be more powerful than one would like to admit. Furthermore, 

Morgan (1997) advises to use focus groups when the wanted result is attitudes, opinions, experiences and 

perspectives which is exactly the goal in this thesis. These results will come from the sharing and comparing 

that happens between the participants during a focus group interview (Ibid). 

4.2.2 Structure of Interviews 

Morgan (1997) explain two concepts that define the level of structure in a focus group interview. These are 

interview standardization and moderator involvement (Ibid). In terms of interview standardization there 

was some degree of structure in the interviews in the sense that all groups took point of departure in the 

same discussion topics and general themes. This helped achieve an easier comparison between the 

interviews as recommended by Morgan (1997). He also describe how a higher level of structure will keep 

the discussion focused on the topics that interest the researcher (Ibid). Since the research topic is quite 

clearly defined the topics of discussion were also quite clear. However, the order of what was discussed 

when in the interviews was affected by the participants and their discussions. As such, in the interviews, an 

interview guide was followed, but freely in terms of the timing of each question and with room to ask follow 
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up questions that arise from the discussion. The considerations behind the interview guide and actual 

structure of the interviews will be explained in 4.2.6. Process Considerations. 

The level of structure allowed for a freer discussion of the chosen topics and an easier flow (Gordon, 1999). 

Because with a high degree of structure there is a risk of losing important points that the participants do 

not say since it might not be deemed relevant or occur to the researcher to investigate (Morgan, 1997). On 

the other hand, with less structure it becomes harder to compare the interviews because of the lack of 

control on which topics are discussed, but they might offer more new insights that highly structured 

interviews (Ibid). 

4.2.3 Types of Focus Groups 

Since I am interested in knowing how to affect a choice of study positively, I conducted “psychodynamic” as 

opposed to “dependent” focus groups (Ibid). Following Gordon’s (1999) advice, the moderator introduced 

the topic and only intervened when the group was struggling in its discussions. The argument for this model 

is that I was striving for a free discussion among the students about their opinions, prejudice and also to see 

how they affected each other in the discussion. I do not believe this would be achieved to the same degree 

with a dependent focus group. Furthermore, Morgan (1997) stress that “if the goal is to learn something new 

from the participants, then it is best to let them speak for themselves” (p. 40). However, the participants are 

used to some degree of teacher controlled discussions, and I believe this affected their way of speaking. In 

some groups, they were more prone to talking amongst themselves, where others were very dependent on 

the moderator almost only addressing the moderator. Nevertheless, in all groups they commented on the 

others’ points. 

4.2.4 Group considerations 

All the focus groups had between five and eight participants. In the beginning, the groups were bigger than 

in the end. This was chosen because with a larger group there is less risk of them not having enough to say. 

Smaller groups are more likely to lack discussion (Morgan, 1997). However, this was not the case with the 

smaller groups. On the contrary, the discussion went well and there were a greater chance more details. 

Moreover, in the larger groups some participants were more talkative making others somewhat passive in 

the discussion. 

I conducted seven focus group interviews. After the seventh interview, the theme was saturated and I 

expected everything they said during the interview (Ibid). From the beginning, I had chosen to divide my 

interviews between the two types of high schools that give access to engineering. As such, two interviews 
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were with technologically specialized high school students (HTX) where the remaining five were with 

regular high school students (STX). The reason why more of the groups were with STX was that these are 

more likely to choose studies other than engineering than HTX students are. HTX students are most often 

primed towards engineering or know beforehand that this is their interest. 

4.2.5 Participant Considerations 

The focus groups were rather homogenous since all participants were high school students. As such, the 

participants were similar in terms of age and social class. However, the aim was to have different sexes, 

which was achieved in six out of seven interviews. Race also differed in some of the groups. Morgan (1997) 

explain how more homogeneity improves discussions because participants feel more at ease when they are 

together with others from the same social background and lifestyle. 

One important bias to consider is generalizability (Ibid). These findings will not be generalizable for the 

larger public, and some limitations do occur. Firstly, the findings are mostly important for the younger 

generation, since these are the ones who will be choosing a study in the future. However, it is important to 

acknowledge that influence comes from several people (e.g. parents, teachers, grandparents, friends and 

media). Nevertheless, the ones that need convincing are the students and therefore their opinions are of the 

highest interest. 

However, the fact that students from two different branches of high school were interviewed does make the 

findings broader. This will also allow for comparison between two different types of students in potential 

future studies. Because of the different focuses between STX and HTX it is expected that the students have 

different opinions, prejudice and interests. 

A final caution is whether the groups should consist of complete strangers or of acquaintances (Ibid). One 

argument for choosing strangers, is that this limits assumptions that are taken for granted between 

participants. Because we are often looking for what is taken for granted – this is a major drawback when 

participants know each other well. However, acquaintances often make for an easier discussion because 

they already know how to interact with each other (Ibid). When studying at the same school, some 

participants, if not all, did know each other beforehand. However, with a small moderator intervention, 

assumptions were explained. 
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4.2.6 Process Considerations 

Some other guidelines that helped in the moderating process was four broad criteria set up by Morgan 

(1997). These four criteria for effective focus in interviews are range, specificity, depth and personal 

context. 

According to Morgan (1997) “successful groups discuss a range of topics that not only covers the issues that 

researchers already know to be important but also may bring up issues that the researchers had not 

anticipated” (p. 45). There is a risk of narrowing the discussions when assuming what is important, however 

I tried to create an environment where any comments or thoughts were welcome and learned many new 

things in the process of interviewing. Furthermore, starting with broad questions and letting them know 

that I was not looking for anything specific supported this purpose even further. 

The second, third and fourth criteria, specificity, depth and personal context, are rather similar. The main 

point in all three criteria is to make the participants give detailed and concrete accounts of their experiences. 

It is important to avoid generalities and personal experiences are called for in order to give depth to the 

discussion. Questions like, what they want to do after high school and if they know anyone who is an 

engineer, were meant to drive the participants towards these types of discussions and personal accounts. 

Furthermore, some had experiences with engineering schools and were able to give depth to the prejudice 

and otherwise general descriptions. 

Morgan (1997) gives several procedural advices for moderating a focus group. First, I gave a general 

introduction to the interview, and the goal of the thesis. However, in order not to lead them towards 

anything too specific in their discussion, I tried to keep it very general. 

Then, Morgan (1997) suggest the use of a first question which everyone can answer. The first question in 

all the focus groups was what they were considering doing after high school. Most of them interpreted this 

as what they wanted to study. In retrospect, this question could maybe have been formulated as more of a 

discussion starter, instead it made the participants speak nicely in turn very much directed at the 

moderator. After this question the interviews took whatever path the answers let to. Another advice from 

Morgan (1997) is to use the themes from the discussion to draw lines to other topics, this was used in the 

interviews and gave a softer transition between the topics of interest. 

In order to keep moderator involvement at a minimum, which at times was hard because the participants 

quickly became rather dependent, the questions in the interview guide was limited to four broad themes 
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with only a couple of sub questions, the interview guide can be seen in Appendix II. The interviews were 

conducted in Danish, since this would ensure an easier conversation between the participants. 

4.3 Analysis of Interviews 

For the analysis, I have chosen the method of categorization and unitization. According to Saunders et al. 

(2009) “[c]ategorizing data involves two activities: developing categories and, subsequently, attaching these 

categories to meaningful chunks of data” (p. 492). This is also called coding, finding major themes within the 

data and then finding codes or smaller chunks of text that apply to these themes giving a full picture of the 

points of view uncovered (Malhotra et al., 2012). 

Following, Malhotra et al.'s (2012) advice I first set up a broad group of coding categories based on the 

categories from the interviews. The categories provide a “well-structured, analytical framework to pursue 

[the] analysis” (Saunders et al. 2009, p. 493). Then, subcategories within each category was identified, in 

order to structure the data more easily. 

After defining the (sub)categories, I worked through the data finding pieces of data that applied to those 

categories. The data pieces could be anything from a single word, to a number of words and complete 

sentences. Coding helped to make the data more manageable and comprehensible (Saunders et al., 2009). 

Importantly, this is a method of identifying not how many people said the same thing, but how many 

different points of view were expressed during the interview. As such, the codes in each category includes 

both supporting and opposing statements. This process was carried out iteratively, constantly reviewing 

the categories and evaluating if the codes belonged here or if it needed a new category (Malhotra et al., 2012 

& Christensen and Olson, 2002).  
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5 Analysis 

5.1 Analysis of Engineer the Future’s Video Campaign 

The analysis will be based on the three videos that ETF has produced. The analysis will be supported by 

ETF’s answers to questions about their campaign and study related activities, the questions and answers 

can be found in Appendix III. The focus in the analysis will be the advertising strategy in terms of message 

and technical tactics of how to reach the target. Before beginning the analysis, I will give a brief account of 

the three videos, based on the narrative and what is happening in the videos. 

All three videos are based on a young engineer who tells what they do. During the video there are shots of 

them working professionally and shot from their personal life and hobbies. In all three videos have a first 

person narrative, until the final 10 seconds, where a general narrator for ETF says “knowledge and 

technology changes the world, what do you want to change, see more at engineerthefuture.dk”, the picture has 

the web address in the middle and the partners in the bottom. At no time during this video do we learn their 

names, as such it is only on social media (Facebook or YouTube) this is shown through the title of the videos. 

The first video is called ‘Jonas dresserer droner’ (Jonas trains drones) (Jonas, 2014). This video begins with 

a slow motion shot of Jonas making an elaborate dive, shots of this is included throughout the video. The 

first thing Jonas says is “I program flying robots, I am an engineer and I create drones”. In this sequence we 

see him working, including a shot of a drone falling to the ground, while he says “turn me on and I fly, 

hopefully”. 

In general, the video plays on flying, both with the dive and the drones. He continues to explain the many 

possibilities of working with drones. A few examples of how drones can be used are shown. Rescue services 

saving people at the sea, accompanied by a shot of a drone flying over water. Farmers keeping an eye on 

their cattle, accompanied by a shot of cattle in a field. 

Then he stresses that there will be many new jobs in this industry and that he might become rich. Here he 

is also shown partying and working on something on a napkin. His final comment is that the best thing about 

being an engineer is to be creative and invent things that other people can use. 

The second video ‘Martin vil tage livet af dødelige sygdomme’ (Martin wants to kill deadly diseases) begins 

with a shot of Martin and his dad sitting in an office and cooking dinner, while he says, “my dad is an engineer, 

so perhaps I am a bit brainwashed by that” (Martin, 2014). 
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Then we see Martin playing the violin, working on something in a laboratory, taking a run and working in a 

library while he explains that his dad was infected with malaria when Martin was a kid. He explains how 

malaria works, how deadly it is, and that his dad luckily survived. Next, he says “I am a chemistry engineer 

and have a small dream of developing my own medicine, a vaccine against malaria or perhaps be part of the 

team that develops an efficient cancer vaccine”. During this sequence we see more shots of him working, and 

doing karate. 

He ends the video with the message that as an engineer you need to understand the technical aspects, but 

you also need to think out of the box, if not you will never invent something new. This is accompanied by 

more shots of him playing the violin, and having dinner with his family. 

‘Anne-Cæcilie bygger 24 broer i Tanzania’ (Anne-Cæcilie builds 24 bridges in Tanzania) start out with many 

short shots, lights being turned on and seeing Anne-Cæcilie in a car, then brushing her teeth, putting on 

running shoes, biking home from a race and finally sitting in front of a computer with a model of a bridge 

(Anne-Cæcilie, 2014). The first thing she says is “once, I solved a math equation in a dream, therefore I always 

have a notepad by my bed, I am an engineer and I build railway bridges in Tanzania”. Then, she explains how 

she builds bridges, calculates whether the constructions are durable and when they are done, the trains 

drive 120 km/h instead of 30. Here we see her working, and a train driving through Tanzania. 

Then, we see her playing squash and again driving in the car over a bridge, while she explains that driving 

over a large bridge gives her a rush because she knows the calculations necessary to make them strong 

enough. During this last sequence, we see her working, at a party and climbing down a rocky landscape, 

while she says, “I am an expert in concrete and steel, and that is not the best pick-up line. One could say that I 

build bridges between people and countries, but to me it is mostly math”. 

5.1.1 Marketing Communication 

5.1.1.1 Marketing Mix – Product 

The ‘product’ in this campaign is already described in the introduction, namely engineers. The focus of the 

three videos is to give an impression of what it is like to be an engineer, and why it is an attractive profession. 

As such, what the target needs to ‘buy’ (or understand) is the picture ETF paints of engineers and a 

recognition that this is desirable to be. Nevertheless, if these videos are created to live up to their mission, 

they also want more students to become engineers. Therefore they should also want to become engineers 

and apply for the study after seeing the videos. 
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5.1.1.2 Marketing Mix – Place 

In this case, place poses a challenge, when looking at the traditional meaning, the place describes how “the 

company manages the process of bringing the product from the production site to the consumer” (De 

Pelsmacker et al., 2013, p. 3). If the product is to be understood as the one marketed in the videos, it is just 

a change of horizon in how the target sees an engineer, and their acceptance of this new definition. However, 

the strived towards outcome from this attitude change, is that more students choose engineering as a 

career. In this case the product will be the education, and the schools are already set at specific places, and 

will probably not move within the near future, as such, the consumers need to move and the distribution 

and place cannot change as easily. 

5.1.1.3 Marketing Mix – Promotion 

Since a large part of the remainder of the analysis will focus on aspects of ETF’s promotion through the 

videos, I will here give a brief account of the communications mix used by ETF in general, later the media 

strategy for the videos will be analyzed. 

5.1.1.4 Communications mix 

ETF has used traditional advertising, both TV and newspapers and print advertising. They are furthermore 

using their cooperation partners in a type of sponsorships communication. For example, ETF has not been 

exclusively present at open house activities at the universities, but been represented through participation 

from their partners (ETF Interview Q8). They have also used PR in order to make sure that engineers are 

used in the broad media picture, for example for interviews in news. PR is beneficial because consumers 

are less weary of it than advertising (De Pelsmacker, et al. 2009). Lastly, they have used E-communications 

both through their own website, and through social media activities. 

5.1.2 ETF Target Group 

5.1.2.1 Target Market 

Many of the characteristics of the target market have already been described in 1 Introduction and will be 

elaborated upon here. 

ETF’s activities have so far focused on the whole of the Danish population, however with extra focus on 

Generation Y and the following generation. Furthermore, they have focused on the influencers of this 

decision-making process, parents and student guidance counselors (SGC) (Interview, Q3). The following 

will be a brief discussion of why the target should still primarily be focused on the students. 
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Considering the requirements for effective segmentation, some of these targets can however be criticized. 

The entire Danish population, falls short since it is not a segment, but the whole out of which we find our 

possible targets. Furthermore, just to live up to the attainability requirement, ETF would have to advertise 

everywhere, in all media and places, in order to reach their target. 

That leaves us with three different targets, the students having to make a decision soon, their parents and 

the SGCs. However, the SGCs being professionals should be able to inform about all types of education, and 

as such, not be biased towards one type of degree. Moreover, instead of being a target for advertising, they 

should act as part of the purpose, advocating engineering to the students with relevant interests and 

abilities. 

That leaves the students and their parents, still two very different targets and roles the ‘purchase’ process. 

The parents are, as ETF also describe, influencers of the decision. An important influencer, but still just 

influencer. They can make their children aware of the option, but the ones which attitude needs to be 

changed, are still the students. Moreover, the students are the ones to actually make the decision, these are, 

or at least should be, the main target for the videos. Also, focusing on the parents makes the attitude 

changing process somewhat harder, because then the aim would be to change one attitude and also make 

them able to change the attitude of the secondary target (their children). As such, the communication would 

not only be focused solely on changing the parents’ attitude, but should also teach them how to change their 

children’s attitude, which might need another message to be convincing. I am not convinced that the videos 

are efficient enough in their message to give the parents these abilities. 

In conclusion, the high school students are most relevant as the target market for the analysis of whether 

the video campaigns have been effective. Now I will give brief description of the target. 

The most used objective segmentation criteria are geographic and demographic criteria. The geographic 

segments important in this case, is actually just that the targets are dispersed all over Denmark in both 

smaller and larger cities. In terms of relevant demographics, the target is as mentioned between 14 and 20 

years old, both male and female and is in either 8th or 9th grade or in high school. These are in a process of 

choosing their future career and therefore need influencing in terms of leaning towards a career within 

engineering. 

8th and 9th grade students are at an age where they choose their specialization in high school. This affects 

what they can apply to after high school in terms of course requirements. An increasing tendency shows 

that many of these students choose more humanistic course combinations because these are considered 
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easier and therefore give a higher likelihood of a good GPA (Steinmark, 2014). Therefore, they need to know 

the benefits of choosing an alternative path in terms of interests and study opportunities within 

engineering. 

High school students need to decide what they wish to do in the future. They need to know what is out there 

in order to make a well-founded decision for their future. Some students will have chosen technical and 

science courses and must to be informed of the benefits and opportunities of an engineering career. 

Some of the target is part of generation Y or millennials however; some of them are young enough to be part 

of the next generation – which does not yet have a definite term. According to De Pelsmacker et al. “[t]his 

generation has never known a world without computers, e-mail or the Internet. […] Millenials do not pay much 

attention to marketing although this generation is the most marketed to in history. […] Living in an age where 

information is everywhere and where everyone can reach them, millennials are very selective about who they 

listen to” (p. 127). These characteristics are key when trying to reach the target with a message. 

In this case, the most relevant inferred construct for segmenting, is benefit segmentation. Benefit 

segmentation is based on identifying the benefit of the product that is most relevant to the consumers 

(Schiffman et al., 2008). Possible benefits sought for the ‘students making a decision about a study’ segment 

could be a study that offers social acceptance, good economical prospects, they might focus on their 

academic interests, want job security, or an opportunity to be innovative. 

The videos address one obvious benefit of engineering in their final punchline, knowledge and technology 

changes the world, as such, if you are a person who wants to change the world, you might consider 

engineering. It also addresses a very specific target, namely the people interested in technology, now this 

might be meant very broadly however, my interpretation of technology is very limited and does entail some 

kind of computer or electronic component, which we will see later might be somewhat offsetting to part of 

the target group. 

Two of the videos underline how inventing something is what makes engineering great to them. The last 

video, has another focus namely the importance of math and solving equations, saying that this engineering 

is right for you if you like math. As such, the benefits offered by these three videos are changing the world, 

technology, inventing something and an interest in math. 

5.1.3 Positioning – Category Need and Brand Benefits 

As already mentioned, in order to evaluate whether the videos are positioned correctly, we must look at the 

brands position in terms of the category need and the brand’s benefits (Percy & Rosenbaum-Elliot, 2012). 
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ETF is in the ‘studies’ or ‘professions’ market category and differentially positioned, since it cannot deliver 

on all the benefits of the category (Ibid). It can compete with some similar studies, but engineering will 

never be able to compete with a degree in International Business or French to name a few and must 

therefore underline the benefits of an engineering career. 

In all three videos the term engineer is presented in the first sentence. However, it never really becomes 

clear that the purpose of the video is to consider engineering, this is only show when the speaker says 

“knowledge and technology changes the world, what do you want to change?” As such, the target must see the 

entire commercial before they are engaged with what they have actually seen and can start to consider if 

engineering is something they want to study. 

Furthermore, in both Jonas and Anne-Cæcilies cases we never learn what types of engineers they are. We 

know that Jonas works with drones, but not his specialization. Anne-Cæcilie builds bridges and is an expert 

in concrete and steel, but her direction of study is vague, especially because she highlights that to her, it is 

mostly about the math. Consequently, the category need, which should drive brand awareness and make 

the consumer aware of needing this brand, is not clear. 

The second position determining factor is the brand benefits, namely what does the product or service offer 

the consumer (Ibid). In this case, the videos succeed in giving engineering a differentiated position – you 

need to choose engineering if you are interested in technology, math or innovation and strive to change the 

world. 

The videos have a user-benefit-oriented position. They show engineers telling what they do and why they 

are happy about their careers. This reminds the target of how they will feel if they too chose to become 

engineers (Ibid). Moreover, they show how being an engineer gives an interesting, active and social life, 

motivating the need for social approval. This is a situation where “the user is looking for social rewards 

through personal recognition in using the brand” (Ibid, p. 155). 

5.1.4 ETF Communication Strategy 

5.1.4.1 ETF Brand Awareness 

ETF do not really do anything in the videos to drive either brand recognition or brand recall. However, they 

might be aiming for a recall strategy, which is partly implied since the advert calls for action in the end. They 

want the target to visit their website right now or when they recall a need to change the world or be 

innovative. ETF creates links between innovation and engineering, math and engineering, and changing the 

world through knowledge and technology and engineering. However, not once do the adverts mention 
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anything about studying to become an engineer. As such, they fail in creating a link between considering a 

future study and engineering as an attractive option – this would have been a stronger brand recall 

situation. Moreover, the mentions of engineering are few and vague. In two of the videos, we are not even 

introduced to their actual professions other than engineering, which on a bachelor level have more than 40 

different specializations (UG, n.d.). Moreover, in the end, instead of using the Danish word for engineering, 

they use the English word, because this is their brand name. As such, the recall of the adverts and image of 

engineers become weaker, since the students will most likely meet the Danish term in their search for 

studies. The use of words will be discussed in 5.1.6 Creative Tactics. 

5.1.4.2 ETF Brand Attitude 

The brand attitude strategy is divided into involvement and motivation. In this case, choosing a study, 

involvement is high because it has high psychological risk for the target to make a decision on what they 

want as a future career. High involvement require the target to believe the message (Percy & Rosenbaum-

Elliot, 2012). Furthermore, if the goal is to create an understanding and fusion of horizons, high involvement 

is necessary. 

The second brand attitude aspect to consider is motivation and whether this is positive or negative. In this 

case, the user-benefit-oriented position, which was focused on social approval, determines that the videos 

are positively motivated. The focus is to motivate the students with positive emotions. Furthermore, they 

mention characteristics of the engineering career and link these to positive emotional consequences. When 

Jonas says that he thinks engineering is great because he is able to invent something that helps other people, 

the invention is the characteristic of engineering that makes him feel good. 

5.1.5 ETF Media Strategy 

5.1.5.1 Communication Methods 

ETF’s videos have been shown on TV, in the cinema and through social media and blogs (Interview Q17). I 

will now go into depth with the different media and their pros and cons. 

TV is the medium with the second highest memorization coefficient, and it has a very effective reach of 

people since it can be adapted geographically and according to interest and reach people who are relevant 

within the target market (De Pelsmacker et al., 2013). Since the target is dispersed all over Denmark, being 

geographically adaptable is not that efficient in this situation. Adaptability based on interest can be efficient 

in reaching the target. TV has a good image building capacity and is beneficial in adding value to the 
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message. TV is ideal in transferring brand image, making it ideal when increasing awareness and changing 

the image of engineers. Lastly, the audio-visual message has great impact (De Pelsmacker et al., 2013). 

Another pro of using TV, is that the advert can be shown with a high frequency. However, the time to process 

the message is rather short when watching TV commercials (Percy & Rosenbaum-Elliot, 2012). 

In the cinema, we find many of the same benefits as a TV commercial; it is audio-visual and adaptable to the 

desired target. However, the attention to the advert’s message is even greater, because there are fewer 

distractions in the cinema. As such, the probability that they will process the message is higher. 

Furthermore, the positive state of mind that people generally are in, when visiting the cinema affect the 

message processing in a positive way (De Pelsmacker, et al. 2013). Consequently, trying to change the image 

of an engineer to a more positive one, the cinema provides great surroundings. Nonetheless, there are some 

disadvantages to using the cinema. First, the reach is limited, second, frequency is low and third, the lifetime 

of the message is very short. In conclusion, the ones that are reached, have a higher possibility of having 

their horizons expanded and their attitudes changed, but it is harder to reach the target through the cinema. 

Lastly, they have used social media and blogs to increase the reach of the videos. According to Percy and 

Rosenbaum-Elliot (2012) the internet is a media vehicle which facilitates a visual content, high frequency 

in exposures and most importantly a long time to process the message. The latter is an important 

characteristic when dealing with a high involvement message. Furthermore, online the message can be 

targeted very precisely to reach the relevant target, and the impact of the advert can be assessed on a daily 

basis (Ibid). However, users have developed a dislike of pop-up adverts (Ibid). 

On ETF’s YouTube channel, it shows that the videos have had between 4000 and 6000 views each. 

Furthermore, ETF has a Facebook page, with approximately 2600 likes, that is people with an interest in 

the organization. According to Statistics Denmark (n.d.) there are more than 420,000 teenagers between 

the ages of 14-19 years. As such, the reach of this target seems rather poor. 

5.1.6 ETF Creative Tactics 

5.1.6.1 Tactics for Attention 

The first characteristic of the videos that are relevant in terms of creative tactics for attention are the length. 

All three videos are 41 seconds. In general, the longer the commercial the more attention it will attract 

(although this relation is not linear as length increases) (Percy & Rosenbaum-Elliot, 2012). In terms of 

attention, a longer commercial is more likely to stimulate greater attention than a shorter one. Using 

positive motivation and inspiring social approval the interest should build throughout the duration of the 
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commercial with a strong brand identification at the end (Ibid). ETF’s videos manages to build interest 

throughout. However, in the end instead of creating a strong brand identity, they choose to present their 

internet address. Granted, the internet address is their brand name, however, in terms of processing the 

message they are only making it more difficult. 

Another tactic for gaining attention is the use of pictures and words. Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot (2012) 

recommend using fewer than twenty visual cuts per 30-second video, the video with Jonas has 23 in 41 

seconds, Anne-Cæcilie 25 cuts and Martin 34. Thus, the two first are better at holding attention than the last 

one. 

All three videos succeed in the first couple of seconds in gaining attention through unexpected words such 

as flying robots, drones, brainwashed, equation and Tanzania (Ibid). These are not words frequently used 

in commercials. 

5.1.6.2 Tactics for Learning 

Looking at the different tactics that can help enhance learning the three videos are succeeding. First, 

considering the words chosen, Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot (2012) suggest the use of concrete as opposed 

to abstract words. The slogan at the end is an example of a concrete message, knowledge and technology 

changes the world, there is doubt about what can change the world. Second, in order to ease processing the 

message, it is advised to avoid puns and negatives, in an earlier campaign the slogan used was “likes do not 

change the world, engineers do”, this way of explaining makes it more difficult to understand the message 

right away (Ibid). However, these three videos avoid using both puns and negatives. 

Second, pictures can help the processing of the message in several ways. Firstly, realistic pictures are more 

easy to process than abstract pictures. Secondly, showing the product in use aids associative learning (Ibid). 

In all three videos, we see them in different working situations, giving an idea of what it is like to work as 

an engineer. 

However, for high-involvement messages the recommendation is 60 seconds or longer, in order to ensure 

that the message is processed (Ibid). Hence, the three videos are a bit too short for the target to process the 

message. 

5.1.7 Message 

In the interview with ETF, they defined the message of the videos as the fact that knowledge and technology 

changes the world. They elaborate this by saying that if you want to change the world, create something, or 
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solve some of the larger issues in the world, you should consider engineering (Interview, Q15). 

Furthermore, as explained throughout this analysis, other messages derived from the videos are that 

engineering is interesting because you can create something. Engineering is a field where you work with 

math, technology and chemistry. 

5.2 Qualitative Interview Findings 

Moving on, I will analyze the focus group interviews. These should help to pinpoint whether the message 

and media right, or if it leaves something to be desired by the students on the brink of making a decision. I 

will be going through the three themes that emerged during the interviews, engineers (and their image), 

Engineer the Future and the videos, and study choice in general. An overview of the themes and their main 

sub-categories can be seen in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: General overview of interview themes and categories3. 

Throughout the analysis there will be references to Appendix IV showing where the different quotes and 

claims come from4. The quotes within each subcategory have been sorted according to high school and 

numbered. Abbreviations for the high schools will be used in the analysis. 

                                                             
3 The colors have been used to divide the three themes and does not serve any analytical purpose. The size of the boxes 
indicate themes and categories within that specific theme, the themes are in the larger boxes and the categories in the 
smaller ones. This applies for all the figures related to interview findings. 
4 All the quotes have been translated to English in order to create a flow in the analysis. 
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5.2.1 Engineers 

The first theme, Engineers, have been divided into three categories, with each their subcategories. The 

categories are Skills, Appearance5 and Universities. An overview of the subcategories is shown in Figure 2. 

Some of the subcategories have subcategories of their own, these will be presented when analyzed. 

 
Figure 2: Overview of the theme Engineers. 

5.2.1.1 Skills 

The first category, Skills, shows how the participants think engineers work, what type of people they are 

and which academic skills they possess; it also covers some of the emerging thoughts about the title and job 

market for engineers. 

- Don’t know 

The first subcategory relates to the ones that have no idea how engineers work or what the title entails. The 

sheer multitude of branches of engineering makes it harder for the students to grasp what it is. A participant 

said, “you don’t really know what it is because there are so many branches of it” (NAG 3). Another participant 

                                                             
5 The analysis of Appearance and its subcategories can be found in Appendix V. It expands on the image of engineers, 
however it did not serve a purpose in answering the research question 
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gave a possible explanation, she said “but it also comes down to the fact that you are unenlightened and you 

don’t know what it entails” (FG 1). As such, the complexity of the field and lack of information make the 

students uninformed. 

- The Title 

Opposite not knowing what engineering is, some of the interview participants gave some very positive 

comments on engineering as an academic title and the profession in general. At ØG they all agreed when 

one commented “I think that many here think it is a prestigious position to possess and that it is a good 

education” (ØG 1). It was furthermore mentioned that none of them would find it boring to be an engineer, 

and that the jobs are good (ØG 2). This opinion was also obvious at HL. They saw engineering as a safe 

option, because you are almost sure of a job upon completion of the degree (HL 1). When asked if the 

positive promise for the future has affected them, one answered, “job security, […] when I talk to people out 

there [at DTU] that as soon as you are finished as an engineer you practically have an internship with someone 

or someone comes to grab you eh, then you have a job more or less” (HL 2). 

- Salary 

Concerning the salary of an engineer a participant at NAG mentioned that it was probably a high paid job 

(NAG 1). However, another participant stressed that to her it was more important to choose something you 

want to work with for the rest of your life than a high paying job (NAG 2). At IJG and CG they were aware of 

the high salaries. In the latter interview, a participant referred to her uncle, who is a dairy engineer, saying 

“he has a really high salary, really, really high” (CG 1). 

- International 

Overall, it seems that the fact that engineering opens doors to the rest of the world is positive to the students. 

A participant mentioned that his father who is an engineer often travels with his job (IJG 2). Another 

participant from IJG had heard about Engineers without Boarders from a friend, which she found interesting 

(IJG 1). 

- What Do They Do? 

This subcategory has been divided into seven subcategories of its own, shown in Figure 3. First focus will 

be on the Don’t know and the Types of Engineers subcategories. Next I will focus on the different courses, 

paying particular attention to the descriptions of tasks. 
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Figure 3: Overview of the subcategories under ‘what do they do’. 

- Don’t Know 

Some participants were also unsure when asked about what engineers do. At IJG a participant said “if 

someone says I’m studying engineering then, you are like okay I don’t know what that means” (IJG 1). At HR, 

there was also doubt about what engineers do “I have no idea actually, it is one of, I have no idea what I would 

end up with after that degree […] that is also why I am in a doubt about DTU” (HR 1). Hence, not knowing 

what engineers do creates an uncertainty towards the career. A participant at ØG has a father who is an 

engineer, however, he still did not know what he does except keeping an eye on his employees and making 

sure everything is ok (ØG 1). This shows that information about the job and inherent tasks is important 

when considering engineering as a future profession. Furthermore, it not enough to have access to the 

information, it needs to be given to them directly. 

- Types of Engineers 

In the interviews, the participants were asked which types of engineers they knew the answers showed a 

very nuanced picture covering most specializations, however official titles were somewhat lacking. 

Examples of made up titles or specializations included “water engineer”, “something with cheese” and “ship 

engineer” (IJG 1, CG 7, IJG 4). Another lack in knowledge shows from the number of times civil engineer was 

mentioned as a specialization on its own. At DTU one can study to become a civil engineer within 28 

different specializations (Kandidatuddannelser, n.d.). 

However, at HL a participant mentioned “I have always seen it as several parts which are chemistry engineer, 

electronic engineer, power engineer and what else there might be” (HL 1). Here we see how engineering 

becomes specified precise and easier to connect to one’s interests. At IJG it was also mentioned that there 

is an engineer within any course (IJG 1). Nonetheless, a participant at IJG stated that he connected an 
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engineer with the classical specializations, which he knew from his grandparents (IJG 6). Thus, knowing 

someone who is an engineer affects the knowledge about engineering and the associations it brings to mind. 

- Building Bridges and Buildings 

Engineers are often associated with the construction of bridges and buildings. A participant from NAG said 

that he did not know what an engineer does, other than building bridges and making calculations (NAG 1). 

At ØG the description was elaborated upon, explaining that an engineer oversees the construction of 

buildings (ØG 1). A similar description was made at HR, an engineer is someone “wearing a hardhat, 

standing at a construction site and having the overview of some building, or a highway bridge, or the like” (HR 

1). However, at HL one of the participants made a clever observation “they can’t all build bridges” (HL 1). 

Nonetheless, this shows the preconception of engineers mostly working with construction of buildings and 

bridges. 

- Mathematics 

Several participants mentioned that engineers work with difficult math (NAG 2). To some, the math can 

even become a breaking point, a participant mentioned that she found math on a B level in high school hard 

enough. Another participant said “the concept engineer can scare away many people because, at least it is 

what I think about engineers, is that there is a hell of a lot of mathematics” (IJG 3). Furthermore, in the case 

of engineers working with architects, the engineer is believed to be the one who does all the drudgery of 

making sure the calculations are ok (IJG 1). 

- Physics 

Mostly, the mentions of physics were rather vague, saying that you need to know physics and that engineers 

are interested in physics and math. However, at IJG a student noticed how when watching the video with 

Jonas in the interview, math and physics is not the focus when creating the drone, instead the drone is the 

focus of the project and math and physics are just facilitators making the drone fly (IJG 1). This practical use 

of courses was also present in the interview at HL, a participant noted “such things like using, eh, the laws 

and concepts of physics to build something I have always thought was very, very cool” (HL 2). The attraction 

towards engineering comes from what you can create using the knowledge gained through courses. 

- Chemistry 

The connection between engineering and chemistry was not as apparent in the interviews. Nevertheless, it 

was noted that a chemistry engineer creates drugs (IJG 1). Then, another participant explained how 

engineers create the machines used in the production of drugs in pharmaceutical companies (IJG 2). Lastly, 
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at HL, it was exemplified that an engineer can also create bombs or medicine (HL 1). However, it seems that 

the chemistry and medicine related specializations are forgotten by the students, or they have not been 

made aware of their existence. 

- IT and Technology 

IT and technology is also often associated with engineers. Engineers are skilled at computer games and 

programming (NAG 1 & 2), but also described as the ones just punching in numbers (IJG 1 & HR 1). At HL a 

participant gave a possible explanation to this image, looking at “Hollywood movies, in those it is always the 

tiny skinny man with, eh, round square or whatever glasses and, eh, sitting in front of a computer typing away” 

(HL 4). As such, the image of an engineer is affected by the entertainment industry. 

Another popular belief related to IT and technology is that the field is dominated by males (HL 1 & 2). At 

HL, the participants described the number of males at the IT related specializations as a vicious cycle since 

their ‘geeky locker-room-mentality’ scare away the females (HL 3). As such, the predominance of males 

scare the females away, moreover computer games are more appealing to males (HL). Furthermore, at CG 

the interest in IT and technology for females is described as unsexy (CG 1). Still, one of the female 

participants argued that there is a difference between using a computer for work, and programming the 

computer or wanting to take it apart (CG 4). Nonetheless, working with IT and technology is not positive 

nor described as desirable. 

- How Do They Work? 

This subcategory describes how engineers work and the subcategories that will be analyzed can be seen in 

Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Overview of the subcategories under ‘how do they work’. 
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- Practical 

A theme that was discussed in all interviews was the practical element of working as an engineer. At HL a 

participant explained how math is connected to reality through the phrasing of questions (HL 2). 

Furthermore, working with programming and IT the problems they solve are reality-oriented (HL 3). The 

practical aspects are also related to making things work in practice, a participant described that engineers 

“make the calculations of which materials we need where and how much we need to make it financially viable 

and in a way where it actually lasts […] it is about how you can make things work in practice I imagine” (CG 

2). Lastly, it is described that engineers work by actually having things in front of them and looking at 

problems in real life (ØG 2). 

Mostly this was a positive characteristic (NAG 1, HL & HR). At HR a participant explained “I am not that 

bookish, therefore I want to study to become a civil engineer” (HR 1). However, at FG a participant was 

concerned that the degree will be too superficial, therefore he preferred a more theoretical degree (FG 2). 

- Innovative 

Engineers are described as innovative people who are good at generating new ideas (IJG 1). At HL a 

participant elaborated on the thought saying, “if there is a problem that cannot be solved, with any of the 

methods we know already then it is the engineer’s job to find a way, a new way that has not been tried, in order 

to like solve this problem, as such innovation is definitely a keyword in the field of engineering” (HR). Moreover, 

engineers are believed to have a broad perspective on things (ØG 2), which they use to research, invent, or 

develop new technologies (ØG 1). 

- Problem Solving 

Engineers are also believed to be working with problem-oriented focus (ØG 1). As such, they are presented 

with an issue and then it is their job to find a solution one way or another (HL 1). This is a state of mind that 

is imposed on them during their education, a participant referred to a visit at DTU describing how “they had 

these assignments where it is like some problem and then they had to like find a solution” (HR 4). Furthermore, 

engineers were believed to enjoy solving these issues (ØG 2). 

- Creative 

Inventing new things require a creative mind (ØG 1). A participant from IJG described an engineer as 

“someone who on some level also is creative and like dares to and like think out of the box” (IJG 1). However, 

at CG they also limit the amount of creativity by comparing engineers to architects, where architects are 

believed to be more creative than engineers (CG 2). This corresponds well with the description under 
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Mathematics where engineers are described as working for architects making sure the constructions are 

possible in real life. 

- How Are They? 

This subcategory will describe the engineer’s character. The four subcategories can be seen in Figure 5. Two 

of the subcategories (Geeks and Clever) are also personality traits but have been given their own 

subcategory because of their relative weight in describing the engineer. 

 
Figure 5: Overview of the subcategories under ‘how are they’. 

- Interests 

Academically engineers are described as people who like math, physics, technology, biology or chemistry 

(NAG 4, 5 & ØG 1, 2, 4). Moreover, engineers make these scientific interests part of their personal life and 

they are passionate about it (NAG 2, 3). A participant from HL said that math, physics and chemistry is 

“something they all like and study in their free time […] when there is news about some field they as the first 

stay informed” (HL 1). 

- Personality 

Engineers are thought to have a logical mindset (CG 1, HR 1). They were described as being down to earth 

or will become so over the course of their education (CG 3). Engineers are focused and enjoy their work 

(FBR 2, CG 2). They are curious, not just in their field of work but also in general and with a special focus on 

seeing the world (IJG 3). At IJG a participant said that they are “very passionate, eh and like to go into depth 

with things generally, not just with math but also in life” (IJG 1). While another participant described how 

engineers are “the types that like to try new things and really see the world” (IJG 2). Lastly, they were 

described as sweet and very smart people (NAG 1). 
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- Geeks 

Engineers were often described as geeks; however, it seemed to be more a label of the students than the 

professionals. However, engineers were thought of as nerds and kind of special (IJG 1, 2 & FG 1). At NAG a 

participants made a distinction between socially awkward and nerds. She described that “there is a 

difference between cool nerdy, where people really get into the details and think that what they are working 

with is really cool, and then not socializing and just sitting alone behind a screen and being that type of a nerd 

(NAG 2). Hence, it is accepted to care about your field of study or work if you still show that you can be 

social, whereas focusing on an online instead of offline world shows a less accepted type of geek. 

- Clever 

Engineers are described as having a broad world view, and also a large academic knowledge within their 

relative fields (ØG 1 & CG 1). The fact that engineers are believed to be clever, is to some a hindrance towards 

considering the study. A participant at NAG expressed concern that the pressure would be too high because 

everyone is really clever (NAG 1). As such, it is important to consider whether this is an image that needs 

changing, or if it is a natural barrier that eliminates the students that would quit their studies anyways 

because of the academic level. 

5.2.1.2 Universities 

This last category within the theme of engineers deal with the different universities in Denmark and their 

image both concerning engineers and in the case of The University of Copenhagen the image of the 

alternative to an engineering career while still being a scientific degree. The reason why this category has 

been singled out and not incorporated into the general image of engineers is that there seems to be a 

distinction between the image of an engineer and the engineering students, and while engineering is the 

end goal, it is also important to consider the image of the institutions where engineering is taught. 

- The Technical University of Denmark 

The subcategories under the Technical University of Denmark can be seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Overview of the subcategories under ‘the Technical University of Denmark’. 

- The People 

This subcategory will go into depth with the descriptions of DTU students and staff. Beginning with the 

professors at DTU, they were described as dry and quirky (NAG 1, 3). However, one participant found them 

funny, and another thought that they were trying too hard to be funny (NAG 2, 4). 

Most often, engineers are thought of as being male. At HL, where the high school is situated within the DTU 

campus area, their immediate thought was that there were 95% males and 5% females (HL 2). However, 

they quickly changed this to 50-50 or 60-40 when also considering the chemistry and biology 

specializations (HL 3, 4, 5). Their conclusion was that the more technological and IT minded specializations 

had an overweight of males, which could come close to 90-95%, and the biology and medicine focused 

studies had more females. At HR, a participant also believed he saw more females than males at DTU, again 

this was in connection to a biology course (HR 2). 

There is a general idea that the people at DTU are geeks, where you do not understand what they are saying 

and situations quickly become awkward (CG 1, 2). However, at FG they believed DTU to have fewer super 

nerdy students compared to KU or AU (FG 7). A possible explanation is that engineering was described as 

more superficial compared to studying physics or mathematics at KU or AU. At FG they believe the students 

to be more relaxed (FG 7). Another image of engineering students is that they prefer LAN6 parties to regular 

parties and getting drunk (FG 1). It should be noted however, that this image relates to IT students. 

Lastly, the students have an image as dopey, hoody wearing types, or quirky people. This image sticks in 

spite of the representatives at the open house event being fresh and clean shaven (ØG 2, 3 & FG 5). At ØG 
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their explanation was that it was only the top 10 students representing the studies at the event, or that they 

were too new to DTU to have become the hoody wearing types (ØG 5 & 6). 

- Social Life 

The social life at DTU is, on the one hand, similar to the image of the people. Thus, a nerdy place where 

people care about doing other things than getting drunk, again we have the example with the LAN parties 

(FG 6). Furthermore, at FG a participant expressed concern that DTU might not be diverse enough because 

it only focuses on engineering (FG 3). 

On the other hand, the participants describe DTU as a place with a great unity and which is very welcoming 

(IJG 1 & HL 4, 5). For example a participant explained “I talked to some IT and economics students at DTU 

who attend both DTU and CBS7, and eh they said that they liked the social life at DTU much better, they thought 

there was a greater unity” (HL 4). Furthermore, the dorms at DTU have a positive and social image as places 

where people enjoy each other’s company (HL 1). This shows that DTU might actually have a great social 

life, but it is not communicated clearly. In the end, it all comes down to where you think you will fit in the 

best socially (FG 8). 

- Academic Life 

The academic life at DTU is believed to be more practical and applicable in contrast to theoretical (IJG 1 & 

CG 1). The connection between assignments and reality is something that is valued among the participants 

(HR 2, 3). At NAG the academics of DTU is not linked to biology (NAG 1), which is a great barrier when trying 

to market engineering to STX students that are less technologically interested. If these students are unaware 

of the possibilities within biology, their options of becoming engineers will be missed. Lastly, the academic 

level in math and physics have been described as difficult but in a good way (ØG 1). 

- Other 

The last comments about DTU is that there is a certain amount of prestige in having a degree from DTU (IJG 

2). However, some of the participants expressed concerns about applying to DTU because they are not as 

familiar with the place, and therefore KU is the safe choice (IJG 3 & CG 1). 

- The University of Copenhagen 

According to the participants, studying at KU is more focused on research (IJG 1). A participant explained it 

like this “if you study mathematics at DTU you do it to use it in practice while at KU you can always do research 
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in something more abstract” (IJG 2). Furthermore, the students at KU are believed to prefer theory to 

practice (HL 1). 

To some, the social environment at KU is thought of as less united compared to DTU (IJG 5, 8). However, 

others describe it as being fine and as a place where the participants can more easily see themselves fit in 

(IJG 6 & CG 1). One reason why KU has an image of being more divided is that fact that the faculties are 

spread out in the city (FG 3). A participant said that it is “somewhat different because it is not that campus 

feeling” (IJG 7). However, the close proximity to KU and the greater likelihood of knowing someone who 

studies at KU result in a more well founded image of the social life. “You know how great it is at KU, like how 

social it is, things are happening all the time” (FG 2). This shows the importance of personal encounters in 

order to convey an image of the social environment. 

- Aarhus University 

Aarhus University is a university where all the different studies are situated in the same place. As such, it 

enjoys a greater diversity in their student bars, and makes it possible to meet all types of people in the same 

place (FG 2 & ØG 4). However, to some participants the thought of moving to Aarhus (or anywhere outside 

Copenhagen) is unthinkable (ØG 1). This might be the reason why in many interviews the option of studying 

outside Copenhagen was never mentioned. 

5.2.2 Engineer the Future 

The second theme discussed in the interviews was ETF. Two categories emerged from the analysis. An 

overview of the categories and their subcategories can be seen in Figure 7. Prior Knowledge deals with the 

degree to which the participants knew ETF beforehand. The second category, Videos, relates to the 

reactions to the three videos. 

 
Figure 7: Overview of the categories and subcategories under ‘Engineer the Future’. 
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5.2.2.1 Prior Knowledge 

- Don’t Know 

Most of the answers when asked if the participants knew ETF was ‘no’ (HR 1 & ØG 2). Some participants 

had heard about the organization, and their reactions will be explained below. 

- Know by Name 

The knowledge of ETF goes from having heard it mentioned but not knowing what it is about (NAG 1) to 

others mentioning the commercials in reference to the brand (ØG 3). A participant even made a specific 

reference to the video with Anne-Cæcilie, asking if it was the one with a girl building bridges in Africa (ØG 

5). However, most of the references were rather vague, an example being “I have seen the advert I just haven’t 

noticed […] what was it called again?” (ØG 6). Furthermore, in spite of knowing the name, no one seemed 

able to explain their purpose, except from a participant at HL, he asked if it was a corporation aimed at 

increasing the number of applicants for the engineering studies (HL 1). 

- Aided Recall (via the video) 

Some participants recognized ETF when the videos were mentioned or shown to them during the interview. 

A participant mentioned that especially the music was recognizable (HL 1). Others recognized the video 

from being on TV, and remembered Jonas and then even mentioned that he builds drones (HR, 1, 2, 3). 

Finally, a participant from FG recognized the video but misunderstood the message, since he said that he 

had not noticed it being from DTU (FG 1). 

5.2.2.2 Videos 

- Good 

Starting off with the positive reactions, the first person narrative is appealing because it makes the videos 

more personal (NAG 1, HR 4). The video concretely explains what you can do as an engineer, and portrays 

something you can relate to doing (HR 1 & CG 4). ETF also succeeds in making what they do interesting (IJG 

2). Besides, at HL a participant liked how it shows both the ‘product’ and the education, meaning that you 

see what the study is and what you can create as an engineer (HL 1). Lastly, it was beautifully made (IJG 3). 

- Unrealistic 

Other comments regarding the videos were that Anne-Cæcilie was not the average engineer (ØG 1). Thus, 

she did not fit the general image of what an engineer looks like and neither did Jonas (ØG 2). Furthermore, 
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at CG the video with Martin was criticized for not being realistic and was described the ‘perfect example’ of 

what an engineer could be, to the participants this seemed to idealistic (CG 1, 2). 

- Mathematics 

Seeing the video with Anne-Cæcilie the participants at ØG commented on the inclusion of math in the video 

and said “it really underlines how good you have to be at math” (ØG 1). However, seeing the video with Jonas 

at HL, they mentioned that it did not show any math or surprisingly little of it (HL 1, 2). In both interviews 

though, they expressed that the advanced level of math is a barrier for applying to the study, thus, not 

showing it can lead a higher percentage of the target to consider engineering. Then again, it might be false 

advertising and lead to a higher dropout rate. 

- Other 

This subcategory will explain the remainder of opinions expressed after watching the videos. 

Firstly, a participant thought the video could have been a little longer (CG 1). Another participant thought 

that the word engineer could have been mentioned earlier in the video (CG 4). Since this was a comment to 

the video with Jonas, it could seem like the information about him being an engineer was not expressed 

clearly enough. 

In a few cases, the image of an engineer was actually changed for participants. A girl at CG said that “there 

is also a focus on that it like also is creative instead of the idea that engineers do nothing but drudgery for the 

creative people” (CG 3). At IJG a participant asked what type of engineer Jonas was, and when learning that 

he is an electrical engineer he said “that is cool, because I think electrical engineer is somewhat boring and 

that they sit and repair printed circular boards and such things in large companies” (IJG 2). However, in the 

latter example, if just seeing the commercial on TV, he would never had learned that his idea of an electrical 

engineer was misunderstood. 

At FG they wanted the videos to include more specific information about the difference between studying 

engineering at DTU or science at KU (FG 1, 2). At HL there was confusion about whether the video was 

meant to explain about the study or just the profession, because it only showed the profession (HL 1). 

At ØG they found the videos very staged and criticized the videos for ‘showing off’ (ØG, 2, 1). Finally, at CG 

they were skeptical toward the whole idea of advertising a study. A participant said “I just think, every time 

I watch a video that wants you to do something specific I just always think like, oh no, they are totally desperate, 

they are totally desperate for people to study thing, it must be really boring” (CG 5). As such, it must be 

carefully considered how these students opinions are to be changed. 
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5.2.3 Study Choice 

This theme relates to the details about study choice and the students’ recommendations for ETF about how 

to inform about engineers. The categories and sub-categories identified can be seen in Figure 88. 

 
Figure 8: Overview of the subcategories under ‘study choice’. 

5.2.3.1 Inspiration 

This category will explain the sources of inspiration that have affected the participants in their study choice. 

The first source of inspiration is the parents. Several participants have parents within engineering, and at 

HL a participant said “well, my dad is an engineer and I have always had a sort of technical interest at least, 

so I chose my study based on that interest” (HL 1). Another participant mentioned seeing his father working 

and thinking it was interesting (HL 2). A participant at HL also said that his family had definitely inspired 

his choice of study (HL 3). 

Another inspiration to study choice is one’s friends, or classmates. At CG a participant said “your friends 

wants to study at KU” (CG 1) and therefore it is an easier choice, because you would not be alone. 

Furthermore, they mentioned hearing something about a study from someone you know as a primary 

source of inspiration (CG 2). 
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In line with being inspired by classmates, school in general is also a place of inspiration. A participant from 

NAG mentioned, “at school you get in touch with things you would not see otherwise” (NAG 1). Some of the 

participants had been inspired from study related visits to the different universities arranged by their 

teachers (HL 4, HR 1). A participant at HL said that his math teacher inspired him to choose HTX (HL 6). 

Finally, inspiration can come from interests related to subjects in school, a student at HL explained that his 

favorite subjects had always been math and physics and that using these subjects to build something was 

really cool (HL 5). 

Some participants were not inspired by anyone or anything, they simply found the study on their own (ØG 

1, 3). However, others found inspiration online (HL 7) or through following what they are good at (ØG 4). 

As such, making their interests and skills the basis of the decision. Finally, a participant mentioned how he 

during a study ‘internship’ was inspired towards a different specialization than the one he was trying out at 

the internship (HR 2). 

5.2.3.2 Information 

This category will help to pin down the different sources the participants have used in order to gain 

information about their future study. 

- Online 

UG or ‘uddannelsesguiden’ (the guide for education) is most popular in the search for information about 

studies. It was mentioned in all the interviews. UG is created by the Ministry of Education and contains 

information about all studies in Denmark from 10th grade until university and adult education (About 

UddannelsesGuiden, n.d.). 

Several of the participants used the universities’ own webpages. However, the students do not exactly 

praise the webpages of the different studies. At NAG and HR the participants thought that DTU’s webpage 

was confusing and the information needed was not easily found (NAG 1, HR 2). Furthermore, they argued 

that only the people who are truly interested in a study will go to the specific webpage, it is not an effective 

method for changing opinions (HR 3). 

The use of social media as an informational source was also reflected upon. At NAG and FB they could not 

imagine using it in their search, they use social media for other purposes (NAG 3, FG 2). Furthermore, 

advertisement on Facebook is mistrusted and therefore can hurt the image instead of improving it (NAG 5). 

Conversely, at CG they were open to the thought of using social media in their search (CG 3). 
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- Student Guidance Counselors 

The second source of information the participants have used, is the school’s SGC. They have been used in 

personal meetings where the student seeks them out (NAG 1, HL 2). At HL, they also had to fill out a 

questionnaire about their study plans, and the ones who were in a doubt were invited to a meeting (HL 3). 

Furthermore, the SGCs have lectures where they inform about the application process. However, at ØG the 

lecture was mostly informative, telling them how to use UG, which they already knew (ØG 3, 4). Thus, they 

would have liked a SGC with a more specific knowledge of science (ØG 5). 

- Fairs 

The participants have been to several different types of fairs and open house events prior to making their 

choice. This subcategory has therefore also been divided into four subcategories. 

 

Figure 9: Overview of the subcategories under Fairs. 

- In General 

At IJG they referred to Uddannelseskaravanen (the educations caravan), which is a selection of studies and 

other options that visit the schools and set up stands. However, in the words of one of the participants “it 

was extremely chaotic the small room you go around in, you definitely don’t learn what you can’t understand 

in those two seconds you talk to someone about what the study really is about” (IJG 2). At CG they were not 

satisfied with the fair concept either because of the brief conversations and superficial questions. A 

participant said “you come out and stand in a stand for maybe five minutes, right and just ask, well is it cool to 

go there and are there many parties and there always are” (CG 1). 
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- The Bella Centre (Education Without Limits) 

A fair which most of the participants had heard of or visited, was ‘education without limits’ at the Bella 

Centre. A common impression was that the amount of folk high schools was overwhelming (IJG 2 & ØG 1, 

4). Furthermore, the fair was described as overwhelming in general and it was almost impossible to find 

the stands you were interested in (HR 1). Lastly, at the AU stand a participant was referred to a computer 

with their homepage when asking a specific question (FG 2). The only good thing about the event were the 

lectures they hosted (FG 1). 

- Open House 

At the universities’ own open house events, the information is only related to the studies at that specific 

university, and therefore much more focused. DTU were in several interviews praised for their open house 

event, for example, the amount of people at the stands meant no waiting in line (ØG 2). Furthermore, the 

fair was interesting because of the students’ project presentations, which displayed what you can do with 

the degree (HR 1). 

- Det Rullende Universitet 

Lastly, ’Det Rullende Universitet’ (university on wheels) is a concept from AU where several students ‘take 

over’ a high school for a couple of hours, teach a class and afterwards they have a question session. Only FG 

was visited by these students, however they managed to leave quite an impression (FG 1). Several students 

from FG considered going to AU, after having heard about the study and study atmosphere, where no one 

from the other interviews considered leaving Copenhagen. 

- Student for a Day 

Another source of information about a study is to be a student for a day. However, information about this 

option seems to be lacking. When a participant from ØG mentioned the option, another participant said that 

he did not know this option, where she replied, “you probably did not ask” (FG 4). Furthermore, a student 

from FG had seen offers from KU about becoming a student for a day, but did not know if DTU offered the 

same (FG 1). A student from HR was still waiting for an answer for her request to visit DTU (CG 1, HR 1). 

5.2.3.3 How to Inform About Engineers 

This final category has collected some of the suggestions and ideas the participants have concerning how 

they think information should be conveyed, which message to give and how to reach them in order to 

change their perspective. 
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- Where 

A place suggested repeatedly to inform about engineers is at the schools. It is a great place to meet 

something you otherwise would not have seen (NAG 2). Furthermore, ETF could have lectures for science 

students and perhaps show the video during the lecture (FG 1). At HR, a participant suggested this as a good 

method of reaching more STX students (HR 3). Another place to inform about engineers is online. However, 

social media is not preferred as a communication method because the lack of trust in social media 

advertisements (NAG 4, 5). 

- What 

Firstly, the participants would like more information about the studies in general (FG 1, ØG 1). They would 

like more precise knowledge about the studies, like the videos exemplifying the creation of drones or curing 

malaria (HR 7). 

Secondly, it was suggested to also focus a campaign on 7-9th graders, influencing these students to choose 

science specializations in high school (ØG 5-12). Some students choose an easier subject combination in 

order to reach a high GPA. Then, afterwards they take supplementary courses, which does not affect their 

GPA. Furthermore, taking math at an A level in high school gives the students more than 100 new studies 

to which they are directly qualified in terms of course requirements (ØG 4). Lastly, the discussion stressed 

that it is important to diminish the image of math and physics as difficult compared to other subjects (ØG 

8). 

Third, it was suggested to focus on the different specializations within engineering. A participant explained 

that “there are so many different, what was it specializations with engineering that it is difficult to explain 

what an engineer actually […] of course there are some common features […] when you hear engineer you 

think that like it doesn’t say much about what, what he is doing” (IJG 1). Their idea is to advertise the electrical 

engineer or chemistry engineer, instead of engineers in general (IJG 8). However, as a participant at HR 

mentioned, this can become very costly if all the videos are to be of the same quality as these three and 

include the multitude of specializations available (HR 2). 

Fourth, the social aspects of the study should be included as a selling point. The social aspects of the study 

is important when choosing a study, and this part of the image should be in focus (IJG 2 & ØG 14). This could 

include a focus on the international aspects of the study also focusing on the travel opportunities (IJG, 3, 5). 
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Lastly, some participants suggested highlighting the job opportunities and the work of an engineer (IJG 10). 

Knowing more about the work processes and what you can do afterwards gives a fuller image of an engineer 

(IJG 7). A participant at HL also suggested connecting engineers with the products they have created (HL 2). 

- Who 

At NAG they suggested having the SGCs or engineering student inform about engineering (NAG 1, 2). If it is 

a student, it is important the person does not look like the stereotype described earlier (NAG 2). 

Furthermore, it should be someone who is good at public speaking, they should be well prepared and not 

the typical IT student who will stutter his way through the presentation (HL 1). Additionally, at FG a 

participant pointed out that she wanted to be with someone like her; as such it needs to be a person you 

can easily relate to (FG 1). Lastly, the presenters or informants should both be students explaining the study 

life and professionals explaining what an engineer works with. 

- How 

The first idea of how to change the image of an engineer is have lectures at the schools where an engineer 

comes and tells about their studies and work (NAG 1, IJG 5, ØG 1). A participant mentioned that they would 

probably never seek the information themselves, instead they would need to be placed in front of them (CG 

1). Furthermore, hearing first-hand about a study always makes it sound more interesting (FG 1). In 

connection to this, they also suggest question session at the schools, where the students can ask university 

students questions about their studies (FG 3). It is important to show the opportunities that an engineer 

has (NAG 3). This can be done through videos or presentations. A participant suggested making videos for 

each of the different specialization (ØG 3). This would give the target easy access to information about all 

the different studies. 

Second, it was difficult for some participants to describe what an engineer works with. However, this could 

be changed if engineering was included in some of the subjects in school (IJG 1). Hence, “working with 

solving problems because if you, well, for example mentioned something with an engineer having to calculate 

something” (IJG 7). 

Another idea is to create a webpages with info about all the different studies (IJG 3). This would be a page 

with pictures of the different engineers, giving them a personality. Furthermore, it was suggested to include 

a search function, where companies could register what type of engineers they employ. Furthermore, the 

webpage would be a good place to include the video presentations of engineers (IJG 3, 8). The videos could 

also be vlogs (video blogs) where the camera follows a student for a couple of days (ØG 4). Such a video 
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would show both the academic and social parts of the study. Lastly, chat forums for questions about the 

study could be incorporated into the webpage, making it possible to seek advice from current students or 

professionals (HL 2). 

ETF could also create posters or flyers to be distributed at the high schools. Flyers are easily accessible and 

a quick source of information (HR 1). Posters are also a way of attracting attention at the schools. 

Lastly, the companies that use and need engineers, were encouraged to speak up about their needs (IJG 9). 

The suggestion is that the “companies that need engineers could open up for which jobs and how a position 

would be like out there, right” (IJG 9). This would give a greater transparency and limit the preconceptions. 

Moreover, through visits to the universities and different companies the students could see first-hand how 

engineers are taught and how they work (FG 4, 6). In line with this, a participant mentioned bringing a drone 

or similar with them at fairs (IJG 10). This would both attract attention to the stand, physically show what 

an engineer can do, and create a basis for conversation. 

5.3 Fusion of Horizons 

Now that both the advertising campaign and the findings from the focus group interviews have been 

analyzed, I will go into depth with the question of whether the adverts have been a success. Have they 

succeeded in reaching their target and have they managed to change the image of an engineer? 

5.3.1 Interpretive Aspect - Is the Message Understood? 

As established in the analysis ETF’s message is that technology changes the world. Furthermore, from the 

analysis of the videos it became clear that creating something was a central part of being an engineer. 

5.3.1.1 Technology 

It can be argued that the students have grasped what it is to be an engineer; at least technology was often 

mentioned as one of the skills associated with an engineer. However, it is uncertain whether ETF and the 

participants have the same understanding of technology. 

ETF uses technology as an overarching term that encompasses all engineering degrees because these are 

technologically founded. When studying to become an engineer, you can study at the Technical University 

of Denmark, and become an engineer within anything from IT-technology to biotechnology. 

However, from the interviews, it does not seem that the students share this very broad understanding of 

what technology is. Most often, it is mentioned in connection to IT, computers or sitting in front of a screen. 
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As such, using the phrase ‘technology changes the world’ shows that ETF has not understood the situation 

the target comes from. Thus, it is very likely to generate the wrong associations for the target, making the 

message unclear. Consequently, using the phrase ‘technology changes the world’ is risky. At best, the 

students catch the other mentions of engineering, and from that deduct the meaning on their own. Worst 

case scenario the videos create a direct link between engineering and the use of IT, which does not seem 

attractive to almost any of the girls, or several of the boys in the interviews either. 

5.3.1.2 Creativity 

The second most prominent message in the videos was the link between engineering and creativity. 

Creativity is central when inventing new things or solving problems. The participants applauded the 

creative and innovative sides of engineering. 

Generally, there seemed to be a link between engineering and solving problems or being innovative, 

however the link between engineering and creativity was weaker. In several interviews, the engineer was 

compared to an architect and described as the less creative of the two. Furthermore, in one of the interviews, 

a student was actually surprised at the revelation that engineering can also be a creative profession. 

However, the understanding of creativity also differ. Jonas mentions it in connection to creating something 

new, however in the interviews creativity is often referred to in connection with architects. Comparing how 

an architect and an engineer work with the creation of a building, both might ‘think out of the box’, however 

the engineer might stick more to the practical solutions which comes from a scientific degree, where the 

architect might seek more artistic ideas. Thus, will the use of ‘creative’ attract the truly artistic types, and 

are these the types, which should be attracted to the profession? Will these personalities thrive under the 

constraints of physics, math and technology? 

5.3.1.3 Fusion of Horizons 

In general, the video with Martin seems to be a good candidate for a video, which could result in a fusion of 

horizons. His specialization, chemistry is one of the lesser mentioned specializations in the interviews. As 

such, creating a link between engineering and chemical technology and the development of medicines 

creates potential for expanding the targets horizon. However, the video is very idealistic which did not 

appeal to the participants making the message less trusted. 

In one of the interviews a horizon was actually expanded when showing the participants the video with 

Jonas. However, the credit cannot go solely to the video, because it was only after reading in the video’s text 

description that Jonas was an electrical engineer that the student realized that this profession was actually 
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not what he imagined – his preconception was wrong. Had the participant seen the video in any other 

context, on TV or in the cinema, he might never have realized this. Should the video have reached a fusion 

of horizons during the screening, the message should have included the specific degree that Jonas has. 

5.3.1.4 The Message in General 

From 5.2.3.3 How to Inform About Engineers, it is clear that the students are also searching for answers the 

videos do not touch upon. The videos all focus on the profession of being an engineer and not the study to 

become an engineer. The participants seem to want knowledge about both. As such, ETF only succeed in 

telling half the story the students need in order to move their horizons. The students are interested in 

knowing the study environment. They seem to think they know the study and social environment at KU and 

deem this cooler than the lesser known study and social environment at DTU. As such, the students lack 

incentive to choose DTU, since they believe KU will be a better match socially. 

The videos succeed in showing three different specializations of engineers, which live up to the students 

comments that there should be a greater focus on the specializations and not just the title engineer. 

However, in spite of delivering three different specializations, these specializations are not made specific 

enough in the videos. 

Lastly, one interview showed confusion since the students thought DTU was the sender of the message.  As 

such, the ETF brand was not successfully learned in this situation. Whether or not this was affected by the 

interview focusing on engineers and DTU perceptions in general is hard to say, however it is a possible 

explanation for the confusion. Nevertheless, an advert should be able to make the target remember their 

brand name no matter what the situation is, and in this case, it failed. 

5.3.2 Media Choice 

The second aspect of whether ETF have managed to create a fusion of horizons is through the media chosen 

for the advertisement videos. 

ETF have shown the videos on TV, in the cinema and on social media. However, not many of the students 

remembered seeing the videos. Only a few remembered seeing it on TV, and some referred to YouTube 

commercials, none of the participants mentioned seeing the video in the cinema. 

As mentioned, the cinema is a good medium for a high involvement message, however the reach in the 

cinema is low. Of course, the number of participants in this qualitative study is by far not representative in 

determining whether ETF has successfully reached their target through the cinema. 
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TV commercials seems less of a good idea, many of the participants claim that they no longer watch TV. 

Instead, they focus their attention at streaming services, free of commercials. 

Lastly, social media were for many of the participants deemed completely wrong for the videos because 

they are seen as a nuisance or unserious because of the nature of commercials on social media. Some did 

say that they watch some YouTube commercials, if the theme was right. And since both the melody and the 

actual videos were remembered by some, after watching them, a few of the participants actually recalled 

the brand name. Some students deemed social media as the wrong medium simply because they are not in 

the right state of mind when browsing their Facebook newsfeed. Thus, ETF catches the students when they 

are in a wrong state of mind making attention and learning unreachable. Furthermore, taking into account 

that generation Y is selective in who they listen to in terms of marketing messages another approach all 

together might be needed. 

In order to pinpoint when and how to reach the target in order to optimize the chances of learning and 

understanding, theories about attitude change and the decision making process will be elaborated upon in 

the following chapters, 6 Theoretical Support and 7 Discussion.  
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6 Theoretical Support 

This chapter will explain some theories that can aid ETF in creating a campaign, with a more focused 

message and greater likelihood of understanding and learning. Some theories will help determine the 

message that should be communicated, while others will support some of the suggested technical changes, 

presented in 7 Discussion. 

According to modern consumer behavior theories, a consumer can be seen as either narcissistically driven 

looking for new experiences through consumption in a search for the meaning in life or as influenced by 

tribes, trying to display belonging to the tribe through consumption (Østergaard & Jantzen, 2000). The 

following theories will elaborate on the latter approach and describe the importance and influence of 

communities or tribes on consumption. 

6.1 The Influence of Tribes and Interpersonal Relations on Consumption 

As argued in consumption studies, the tribe a consumer belongs to has great influence on purchasing 

behavior. This section will elaborate on the importance of tribes (Cova & Cova, 2002). Furthermore, I will 

go into depth with interpersonal influence, give an account of influencing tactics and explain the importance 

of reference groups (Arnould et al., 2005). 

6.1.1 Tribal Marketing 

Cova and Cova (2002) describe that: “the consumer of [today] is less interested in the objects of consumption 

than in the social links and identities that come with them” (p. 595). However, they also argue that in 

marketing the Northern countries are very often characterized by individualism. They propose adopting a 

more Latin view on marketing focusing on societing. Societing entails that researchers “analyse economic 

activity not as an independent activity but as one embedded in a societal context, which, at the same time, 

encompasses it and renders it possible” (Ibid, p. 595). In line with the research philosophy, where the object 

cannot be parted from the situation, this fits well with adopting a view on consumerism as something that 

cannot be disconnected from the social context. 

In the Latin view, the consumption objects are viewed for both their value and their linking (Cova & Cova, 

2002). Consumers purchase goods and services, because through these they can show a certain community 

or tribe that they belong (Ibid). As such, marketing should be seen as an “activity of designing and launching 

of products and services destined to facilitate co-presence and the communal gathering of individuals in the 
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time of the tribes: a kind of ‘tribal marketing’” (Ibid, p 600). This theory takes marketing to a micro-social 

level where consuming is an act focused on creating social links and building a social frame. 

However, an aspect where Cova and Cova’s (2002) notion of tribes as the focus of marketing efforts fail in 

connection to the case at hand is the fact that tribes are described as having a short lifespan and it does not 

focus on the normative influence of the group or of the individual group members on one another. As such, 

the following will expand on how to tackle interpersonal and group influence on the consumer, since neither 

of these can be overlooked. 

Nonetheless, it is important to remember that a tribe, contrary to brand communities, are not explicitly 

commercial, and the tribes exist regardless of the brand. Furthermore, a consumer can belong to several 

tribes at a time (Ibid). The brand contributes to establishing and/or reinforcing the link between the 

consumers (Ibid). 

6.1.2 Interpersonal Influence 

Taking the source of influence to a smaller scale, Arnould et al. (2005) describe interpersonal influence as 

“altered thinking or behavior as a result of others’ accidental, expressive or rhetorical communications” (p. 

585). They explain that consumers “rely on observation, feedback from others about their own and society’s 

institutions, their specific training or education, and of course what they see and hear in mass media” (Ibid, p. 

586). Furthermore, the consumer’s beliefs, feelings and actions are affected by their social and cultural 

contexts. The consumer’s ideas and behavior are also affected by the others in the society or culture, in 

terms of developing or reshaping these (Arnould et al., 2005). 

Research has shown that in 90 percent of purchases of major durables, the consumer is likely to obtain 

information from an interpersonal source. When there is high financial or social risk, the consumer is more 

likely to prefer this source of information to be personal (Ibid). In terms of word-of-mouth information, the 

consumer is more likely to believe someone who knows the consumer personally than a stranger, but the 

consumer is more likely to trust personal recommendations from strangers, than professional accounts of 

product benefits, because the personal recommendations tend to be unbiased (Ibid). For this reason, 

several recommendation and rating websites are frequently used before making high involvement purchase 

decisions (Ibid). 

Several tactics can be applied when using interpersonal influence in marketing efforts. The tactics include 

reciprocity where consumers are given a free sample making them feel obliged to make a purchase; and 

commitment and consistency where consumers make attitudes consistent with behavior (Ibid). Moreover, 
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influencing tools regarding the person the consumer is presented with includes finding someone who is 

credible and believable, similar to the consumer, attractive or likeable. The theory of social comparison 

highlight that “people need to compare themselves to others in order to evaluate their own abilities and 

opinions” (Ibid, p. 604). People we like are seen as more trustworthy. In a marketing point of view, it is 

therefore important to try to establish close contact and cooperation with the customers in order to create 

a commercial friendship (Ibid). These tactics will be explained in more detail in 7 Discussion when used. 

6.1.3 Reference Groups 

Reference groups are “groups whose perspectives, attitudes, or behaviors are used by an individual as the basis 

for his or her perspectives, attitudes, or behavior” (Ibid, p. 608). Reference groups serve as agents of 

socialization and learning, this includes both the reference groups to which we belong and the ones we do 

not belong to (Arnould et al., 2005). Reference groups are classified on the basis of membership – informal 

or formal; attraction - whether the consumer wants to be part of the reference group; and degree of contact 

– member or not. From this we can detect four different types of reference groups (Ibid). 

 Avoidance – a group the consumer is negative towards and not a member of 

 Disclaimant – a group the consumer is negative towards but is a part of 

 Aspirational – a group the consumer is positive towards but not a member of 

 Contactual – a group the consumer is positive towards and a member of 

The influence of reference groups are based on several factors: visibility and distinctiveness; relevance to 

the group; information and confidence; and search good or experience and credence goods. For example, if 

the purchase is not visible or distinctive to the reference group, the influence is low; furthermore, if it is 

irrelevant to the groups the influence is also low. However, if the consumer is unsure about their own level 

on information on a matter and the group is believed to know more, the group is given more influence. This 

is especially relevant if the product is complex or unfamiliar (Ibid). Lastly, if it is easy to assess the quality 

of the good (search goods, e.g. lettuce, carrots or banana) the reference group is less influential. Conversely, 

if it is more difficult to assess the quality of the good in advance (experience good, e.g. movies) the consumer 

relies on the surrogate experience reported by the reference group (Ibid). 

6.2 Attitudes and Attitude Change 

First, this section will shortly define attitudes and attitude formation, and then I will go into depth with 

suggestions as to how attitudes can be changed. 
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6.2.1 What Is an Attitude? 

Schiffman et al. (2008) describe attitudes as, “a learned predisposition to behave in a consistently favourable 

or unfavourable way with respect to a given object” (p. 248). The mentioned object is broadly defined as a 

product, product category, brand, service, possessions, product use, causes or issues, people, advertisement, 

internet site, price medium or retailer. Schiffman et al. (2008) elaborate on attitudes by explaining how they 

are the result of direct experience with a product or word-of-mouth information. They can also spur from 

mass media advertising, the internet or other forms of direct marketing. Furthermore, attitudes are 

relatively consistent with behavior. However, in some instances in spite of a positive attitude towards a 

product behavior can be affected by different circumstances. A student might prefer studying biomedicine 

at KU, but because of the high GPA requirements, the student applies to study technical biomedicine at DTU 

instead. Lastly, attitudes are affected by the situation they occur in, therefore it is important to understand 

the situation or the relationship between behavior and attitudes can be misinterpreted (Ibid). 

6.2.2 Structural Model of Attitude 

In order to better understand the relationship between behavior and attitudes, we can use several different 

structural models that capture the underlying dimensions of an attitude. I will explain the multi-attribute 

attitude model ‘the attitude towards behavior model’ (Ibid). 

The attitude towards behavior model focuses on “the individual’s attitude towards behaving or acting with 

respect to an object rather than the attitude towards the object itself” (Ibid, p. 253). Hence, keeping to the 

example used earlier, this model would examine the student’s attitude towards applying for biomedicine 

and technical biomedicine instead of the attitude towards the actual studies. This is beneficial because the 

realism in which the object is attainable affects the attitude towards that object. Most people will be positive 

towards the ‘luxury model’, however, the attitude towards purchasing the product might be negative 

because it is expensive, or in terms of studies unreachable in terms of GPA (Schiffman et al. 2008). What 

this model can also show, is that there can be one attitude towards the study, and an entirely different 

attitude towards actually having to study it. Here the behavioral part is actually studying a subject, one 

might very well find engineering interesting or describe it positively, without ever having an intention to 

study it themselves. 

6.2.3 Attitude Formation 

In order to understand how attitudes are changed, we first need to know how attitudes are formed. This 

explanation will include how attitudes are learned and the sources of influence in attitude formation (Ibid). 
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Firstly, attitudes are learned when a consumer moves from having no attitude towards an object to having 

some attitude. This is the result of purchasing or use the product. Alternatively, the consumer can gather 

information about an object and through this information form an attitude towards (Ibid). The more 

information the consumer has about the object, there more likely they are to form an attitude. However, 

“research suggest that only two or three important beliefs about a product dominate the formation of 

attitudes” (Ibid, p. 258). Hence, it is important to provide the consumer with key benefits of the product or 

service which distinguishes it from the competition (Schiffman et al. 2008). 

Secondly, the sources of influence on attitude formation include direct experience, contact with others and 

marketing efforts (Ibid). Direct experience is the primary means by which attitudes are formed. In ordinary 

product marketing, direct experience is easily reached through price cuts or free product samples. When 

trying the product and evaluating it positively, the likelihood of repurchase is high (Ibid). 

Contact with others whose opinions we respect is another source of influence on attitudes. For example, 

family is a great influence on attitude providing us with many of our basic values and beliefs (Ibid). 

Marketing efforts generally also have an influence on attitudes. More efficiently is direct marketing or 

micromarketing which is targeted at smaller consumer niches, and therefore matches their interests and 

lifestyles better than mass marketing. Nonetheless, according to Schiffman et al. (2008) “research has shown 

that attitudes that develop through direct experience (e.g. product use) tend to be more confidently held, more 

enduring and more resistant to attack than those developed via indirect experience (e.g. reading a print 

advertisement) (p. 158). 

6.2.4 Strategies of Attitude Change 

To begin with, it is important to know that consumer attitudes can be changed through two different ‘routes 

to persuasion’ – a central and a peripheral route (Schiffman et al., 2008). Which of the two routes that are 

in use when, depends on the motivation or assessment skills at play. When a consumer is considering a high 

involvement object, the central route is in play because the consumer actively seeks information about the 

product. With a low involvement object learning and attitude change happen through the peripheral route 

(Ibid). 

Of course, many of the aspects of attitude formation are also valid for attitude change. However, an 

additional four strategies to attitude change will be explained. The strategies are: 

1. Changing the consumer’s basic motivational function 

2. Associating the product with a specific group, event or cause 
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3. Resolving two conflicting attitudes 

4. Altering components of the multi-attribute model 

(Schiffman et al. 2008, p. 260). 

Changing the consumer’s basic motivational function is also known as the functional approach. The 

approach is divided into four different terms of function: the utilitarian, the ego-defensive, the value-

expressive and the knowledge function. 

Changing an attitude using the utilitarian functions of the product is done by highlighting a product’s 

utilitarian function not yet considered. A study does not have utilitarian functions rendering this strategy 

inoperable. The ego-defensive approach acknowledges the consumers need to maintain their self-image 

through products by giving a sense of security and personal confidence. The value-expressive function 

focuses on showing the consumers that the product lives up to their values. This entails knowing the 

consumer attitudes and anticipating their values, lifestyle and outlook. Lastly, the knowledge function 

addresses the consumer’s ‘need to know’ by emphasizing the products advantages (Schiffman et al. 2008). 

Associating the product with a special group, event or cause, is basically improving the attitude through a 

brand-cause alliance. It is important to underline the motivation behind the support of a cause, otherwise 

the consumers form their own motives for the association, which can be both positive or negative (Ibid). 

The third strategy involves resolving two conflicting attitudes through information. 

Lastly, altering components of the multi-attribute model can happen through changing the relative 

evaluation of attributes, changing a brand belief, adding an attribute and changing the overall brand rating 

(Ibid). Changing a brand belief, the message needs to be compelling and repeated several times, otherwise 

it will not overcome the natural resistance to letting go of established attitudes. Furthermore, if adding an 

attribute to the product description, this attribute needs to be of importance to the consumers as well as 

perceived as superior compared to the competitors (Ibid). Which of these strategies ETF can benefit from 

will be part of the discussion in the following chapter. 

6.3 Decision Making 

A helpful tool used to tap into consumer’s decision-making process is the Behavioral Sequence Model (BSM) 

(Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot 2011). It deals with the decision making process and is rooted in the cognitive 

process models of buyer behavior (Ibid). Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot (2011) explain that “[w]hat is 

important is that the manager begin to think about how consumers make decisions in the category, and at 

what points in this process advertising and other marketing communication can influence what brand is 
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chosen” (p. 131). This importance is the same when trying to influence students and their attitudes with a 

goal of changing their attitude towards engineers. The BSM identifies probable decision-making stages and 

then determines who is involved and where, when and how the stage occurs (Ibid). First, I will give a brief 

description of how to use the model and then, in 7 Discussion, the BSM for this case will be described. 

The first important part to consider is the different decision stages the consumer goes through prior to a 

purchase. Likewise, a student deciding what to study goes through several different stages in their decision 

process. In a classic and basic version of the BSM the decision stages are need arousal, brand consideration, 

purchase and usage. These stages can be expanded depending on the product of purchase. The number of 

stages depend on whether it is a low or high involvement product or service. Low involvement purchases 

often require fewer decision stages (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot, 2011). 

The second step is defining decision roles of the people involved in making the purchase or in this case, 

deciding upon a study. The reason why these roles are important to pin-point is that marketing 

communication is not only aimed at individuals but individuals in a role (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot, 

2011). Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot (2011) suggest five different roles. initiator, influencer, decider, 

purchaser and user. Any one person can have several different roles depending on the purchase stage. When 

knowing what role an individual plays, it becomes easier to target the communication directly at them 

(Ibid). 

The third step is determining where the decision stage is likely to occur. “We need to know where members 

of our target audience (which at this point is potentially everyone involved in the decision process) are likely 

to be making decisions” (Ibid, p. 135). This goes for all likely locations at all stages of the decision process. 

The timing of the decision stages is important because we need to know if this decision should be affected 

a long time before the purchase, or in the store (Percy and Rosenbaum-Elliot, 2011). 

The last consideration is how the decision stage is likely to occur. How is the need aroused, where will the 

consumers find information about the product or service, and how is the purchase going to take place? 

These final considerations will establish one of the steps in a positioning strategy for the marketing 

communication (Ibid).  
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7 Discussion 

This chapter will look at how ETF can use the theories described above in order to improve their message 

and targeting strategy. 

7.1 Which Type of Consumer Behavior Should Be Addressed 

Firstly, it is important to determine the consumer behavior perspective future advertising strategies should 

address. In order to distinguish between the consumer as an individual or as part of a tribe. 

So far, the videos have addressed the consumer from a consumer research perspective focusing on the 

individual’s skills, accomplishments and benefits of becoming an engineer. The videos focus on a main 

character and only in brief situations are they seen in social situations. Anne-Cæcilie is seen working in a 

team, Martin is seen with his family and Jonas is shown partying. The remainder focus on the individuals. 

However, the interviews made it obvious that the participants were seeking knowledge about the social 

environment of their future university. Thus, a consumption study perspective, focusing on the consumer 

as a tribe member, might create a better message giving the consumer a better idea of the profession and 

study environment. Consequently, the following section will explain how ETF can improve their message 

through a focus on tribes, reference groups and interpersonal influence, and resonating better with the 

target. 

7.2 Tribes, Reference Groups and Interpersonal Influence 

Tribes and reference groups need to be considered in the case of ETF because they can help to understand 

the situation of the target. Cova and Cova (2002) described how consumers build a social frame for 

themselves. This social frame in the moment of choosing a new study is being rebuilt. The target is going to 

change school, maybe even move away from home, they will find new friends and experience a new manner 

of teaching. Most of their existing social frame is disappearing and has to be replaced. As such, the students 

are targeted in a situation where they are looking for the social links, which fit their current life and 

interests, but also fit with the picture they have of themselves and their new expected social life. 

However, ETF cannot create the social links or frame for the students (Ibid). The tribes already exist at the 

universities and in the work places. What they can do, is show the target these tribes and improve their 

insight. As such, ETF can support the tribes through the creation of aspirational groups by showing their 

attractiveness and similarities to the target. These similarities can be based on interests (as the three videos 

do) or through showing the social and study atmosphere at the different engineering specializations. In 
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brief, prior to becoming an engineer, the target needs to aspire towards being part of the engineering 

student tribe. 

Another important point is that the general description of an engineer is too broad. Therefore, showing the 

study environment or what an engineer works with, needs to be specific to the different specializations. In 

spite of their common technological understanding, there is a great difference between specializing in 

buildings or bridges, IT and programming or chemistry and biology. However, differentiating between the 

specializations will also make it easier to target the message more specifically at different groupings of high 

school students. 

It is also important to consider the existing reference groups, which influence the target’s decision. These 

groups have high influence because the decision is distinctive, it is complex and somewhat unfamiliar, and 

it is an experience good. Therefore, when convincing the target of choosing something different from their 

reference group, they need help explaining why this choice is right. Many of the participants described DTU 

as a place where the people are geeky both socially and in terms of their looks and they believed KU to have 

a ‘cooler’ study environment. Given the right tools, the target can convince their friends of the opposite 

making the choice easier. 

At FG the interview revealed an example of interpersonal influence. They had presentation from existing 

students, where they taught something they had learned at the university and then a possibility to ask 

question. Interpersonal influence is powerful, especially when making a high involvement decision. In 

several of the interviews, the participants mentioned presentations as a better way of influencing their 

decision. Presentations will give them a message they otherwise might not have paid attention to. Some 

participants thought engineering interesting, but said they would never have considered it because of the 

preconceptions. The only situation in which they would engage with the message is through a presentation. 

These presentations should be held by existing first or second year students in order to increase the 

similarity. Furthermore, the presentations could be specialized, with separate presentations for biology or 

physics focused high school specializations. This way, the message is not as broad as ‘become an engineer’, 

but targeted specifically at the different classes which will increase their similarity to the presenter, making 

them more credible. Another tactic that can be applied to these presentations is the ‘foot in the door’ 

technique. This can be achieved through small assignments, which exemplifies the working process at the 

technical universities. This way the students have performed engineering assignments, and if they like 

those, they are more likely to make attitudes consistent with the behavior. 
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Lastly, the presentations can be accompanied by small presents using the reciprocity tactic. Giving the 

students presents such as a pen, notepad or some candy might increase the possibility of holding their 

attention towards the presentation because they feel obliged to do so, and increased attention increases the 

likelihood of learning. Furthermore, this thing, might serve as a reminder of engineering later when they 

are considering their options. 

7.3 Changing Attitudes 

Now I will look at how to change attitudes by first assessing how the structural model of attitude change 

can help ETF increase their understanding of the attitudes towards engineering. Afterwards the attitude 

change strategies will help to see how the image of an engineer can become more positive and attractive as 

a profession and study. 

7.3.1 Structural Models of Attitude Change 

As described in 6 Theory the attitude towards behavior model focuses on the attitude towards doing 

something rather than the object itself. In this case, analyzing the attitude towards being an engineer and 

performing their tasks instead of the attitude towards engineers. In the interviews the tasks of an engineer 

were described as doing other peoples calculations, but also as project focused, creative and innovative, and 

practical work. However, mostly the students were uncertain about what engineers do, or how they work. 

As such, it is impossible to have an attitude towards the behavior without knowing the attitude object. 

Consequently, informing about how an engineer works, showing the work places or focusing more on study 

internships where they visit the universities will give them a greater knowledge on which to base their 

attitude towards being an engineer. 

7.3.2 Strategies of Attitude Change 

Firstly, since only two or three important benefits about the product dominate the attitude it is important 

to affect the belief and make the students aware of why engineering is different from other scientific 

degrees. From the interviews, we saw that the participants are interested in knowing what an engineer 

works with, but also how the study environment is. Making a clearer message of how they work, both as 

students and employees would accomplish this goal. Furthermore, this might be possible through one 

combined message since the education is very connected to reality and the problem solving way in which 

engineers handle the problems at hand. 
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A strong attitude-forming factor was direct experience. In this case, the students can be given or seek 

themselves, ‘samples’ of the study. It was clear that at HTX they had a greater idea of how engineers and 

engineering students work, because their assignments are constructed in the same way as the engineering 

students’, with a focus on ‘how would you solve this real life problem using math or physics?’ Implementing 

these assignments in STX, maybe including ‘engineer’ in the phrasing of the question, would give a stronger 

connection to the study and profession. Furthermore, advertising the option of visiting the university and 

being ‘student for a day’ would be a strong direct experience. Lastly, some of the participants mentioned 

that their class had visited DTU and participated in courses. This way the students who would not consider 

engineering, are given the experience in spite of a lack of interest. The second influencing factor is contact 

with others. After the presentations, offering the option of asking questions one-on-one will facilitate this. 

Here the same tactics as for interpersonal influence can be used. 

In the analysis, it was established that choosing a study was indeed a high involvement decision, thus 

information about the study is important to the consumer. Therefore, ETF needs to focus on the central 

route to persuasion and provide facts about the study. The consumer is expected to seek information about 

the studies, however, what ETF needs to do, is place engineering as one of the possible studies to consider. 

The following will look more closely at the strategies for attitude change and their application to this case. 

Changing the basic motivational functions focuses on the utilitarian, ego-defensive, value-expressive or 

knowledge function. The ego-defensive function focuses on the consumers self-image. As such, showing 

which image comes from being an engineer will make it easier for the students to aspire to become one 

themselves. In this way, the videos are successful since the characters portrayed are confident and skilled 

at their work. However, it is important to keep this reference in mind when establishing contact between 

the target and a presenter or representative of engineering. 

The value-expressive function focuses on showing the consumer how their values match with the product 

or service. This entails knowing their attitudes and values or lifestyle. From the interviews we saw that the 

participants prioritized the study environment. Through showing them the diversity in students and social 

aspects of the study ETF can increase the match between their values and the technical universities. The 

same is relevant when looking at the knowledge function. This value would satisfy one of the participants 

‘need to know’ considerations of the study, in general, the videos only focus on the profession of being an 

engineer, where the participants desire knowledge about both the profession and the study. 

The second strategy, associating the product with a special group, event or cause is to some extent already 

included in the videos. Engineering is connected to changing the world, however, this seems to be too 
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ideological for the students to just plainly accept. Further, with the diversity in engineering specializations, 

it is hard to connect them to just one single cause. However, exemplifying that they develop medicines, 

shelters for refugees or satellite phones for use in catastrophe situations improves the image, although they 

also risk creating the opposite effect and students thinking ‘that will never be me; I might as well never 

consider it’. 

Third, resolving two conflicting attitudes, focuses on changing negative attitudes. This requires informing 

the target about the benefits of the study or profession specifically targeting the ideas that they have which 

might be imprecise e.g. showing the study environment, making the engineer seem less geeky and socially 

awkward. 

Lastly, altering components of the multi-attribute model had several different possibilities. Changing the 

relative evaluation of attributes can focus on making the image of engineers less geeky, making the relative 

evaluation of DTU as a place with geeky engineers and KU as a more modern place still focused on science. 

7.4 Decision Making 

This last section will discuss how the BSM can help map the consumer’s decision making process in order 

to reach the target at the right time. An example of what the BSM might look for a high school student is 

shown in Appendix VII. 

Because choosing a study is a high involvement decision, the student goes through several decision stages 

before making a decision. These stages are need arousal, remembering need, identify interests and options, 

evaluate study options, decide on a study and university, apply for studies, and start studying9. 

7.4.1 Need Arousal and Remembering Need 

The first two stages are very similar. However, they have been included as two different stages because of 

their timing. Knowing that you need to choose a future study can happen anytime, however, at some point 

the student will remember this need, and then move on to the subsequent stage, identifying interests and 

options. 

At the two first stages the student or someone from their family, friends or perhaps a SGC reminds them of 

the need to choose a study. Therefore, all of these are listed as initiators, because any of the mentioned 

parties can spur an interest or remind the student of their future need. This happen when they hear about 

                                                             
9 The last three stages, decide on a study and university, apply for studies and start studying, will not be explained 
since the students have made their decision, and marketing efforts will no longer be influential. 
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an interesting profession or study, or the student is asked about plans for the future. This stage can happen 

anywhere. 

At this stage, ETF can influence and inspire the students through presentations. Furthermore, class visits to 

universities and engineering companies can be a source of inspiration and extend their knowledge about 

engineering. Lastly, pushing to include engineering in their everyday train of thought can be reached 

through affecting the way questions are asked in assignments in school. 

7.4.2 Identifying Interests and Options and Evaluate Study Options 

The third and fourth stage are defined by systematic explorations of options. The student takes role of the 

decider, because the decision is nearer. Family, friends, SGC, university representatives and current 

students take part as influencers. However, at the evaluation stage only the family, friends and perhaps SGC 

are involved. From the interviews it was clear that the SGC are not frequently sought out for information or 

discussion, they serve more as an initiator at the prior two stages. 

At these stages, students make information searches about studies, they visit universities at open house 

events, they attend study related fairs for inspiration and information, and discuss their future more 

frequently. It is also at this stage that the students consider the ‘student for a day’ option. 

The fairs and open house events are usually held in January and February prior to the quota two application 

deadline, as such, parts of this stage will occur at this time or just before. Prior to the fairs the students will 

identify interests, in order to narrow the number of studies they needs to visit. Otherwise, it is part of the 

year or half a year prior to the application deadline that the students enter this stage. 

The task of the influencers are to either bounce ideas with or discuss the different options available in terms 

of friends and family. SGC, study representatives and current students serve as sources of inspiration or 

information about the possible studies. 

At these stages ETF still have the option of affecting the students. They can make them aware of engineering 

through the activities mentioned in the first two stages. At this stage, presentations and the option of one-

on-one conversations with a current student becomes even more influential because the students will have 

specified their concerns and questions compared to the two first stages. ETF can create a greater focus on 

the student for a day possibilities, since it did not seem from the interviews that all of the participants were 

aware of this option as a source of information. 
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An important takeaway from the BSM is that while the students are the main focus in this thesis, their family 

and friends also play an important role in their decision making process. The friends will of course be 

targeted with the same efforts as the students themselves, however, focusing some of the marketing efforts 

on the family can be influential in making engineering a part of the study options mentioned when taking 

part as initiators and discussed in the role of influencers. 

Lastly, the student’s own need for information search online is important in their decision making process, 

and it is important to provide the right and needed information in the places where they are already 

focusing their search. As such, having a separate webpage with information about engineers might never 

attract their attention, rather integrating information about engineers in the places already used, is more 

important. In all of the interviews, UG.dk was mentioned as a place where the students conduct their 

information searches; however, here the studies are divided between nature sciences and technical 

sciences. As seen in the analyses of fusion of horizons, this might never lead the student to an engineering 

degree because of the word technical.  
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8 Conclusion 

The goal of this thesis was to examine the following research question 

Which preconceptions exist among high school students towards engineers and engineering today? Has 

Engineer the Future’s video campaign succeeded in reaching the target and affecting this image and based 

on the preconceptions which actions can they take to improve their efforts in the future? 

The analysis showed that the engineer is seen as a very nuanced person. However, some general stereotypes 

existed among the participants. The engineers is typically a man, somewhat geeky with a great interest in 

math and physics. Furthermore, they are innovative but also socially awkward. 

The analysis also showed that the messages in the videos were positively received, however some 

participants found the videos too ideological. Furthermore, the message was lacking in terms of telling the 

target the information they need. The greatest lack was seen in terms of telling the target about the 

engineering study, and since choosing a study is their immediate future it has a great deal of affect in their 

decision making process. Nonetheless, the videos proved successful in affecting the image of engineers and 

resulted in a few cases of expanding the target’s horizon on the matter. 

Furthermore, in terms of reaching a fusion of horizons in a technical manner, the analysis showed that this 

had more or less failed. Many students claimed that they do not watch TV, and none mentioned that they 

had seen the video in the cinema. Although this is not a quantitatively representative number of 

participants, it shows that the target group for the videos might be too small for such a media. Lastly, the 

use of social media targets the students at a place and time where ETF is unable to influence them because 

they are in a wrong state of mind and not considering their future studies when browsing Facebook. 

The theories and discussion showed that a focus on reference groups and tribes can tackle the students’ 

need for a more thorough understanding of the social environment surrounding an engineering student and 

engineer. Furthermore, interpersonal influence seems to be the most effective way to deliver the message 

about engineering, and the efforts needs to be more face to face, using presentations or class excursions to 

the studies and companies in order to catch their attention and create an interest. Furthermore, direct 

experience is an effective way to influence their attitudes as well as personal contact with existing students. 

Lastly, the BSM showed that the marketing efforts need to be focused on the students earlier in their 

decision making process, and intensified during the months prior to applying for the study. 

In conclusion, Engineer the Future positively affected the image of engineering to some degree, but their 

methods can be improved.  
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10 Appendices 

10.1 Appendix I – ETF Partners 

Founding Partners Partners 

AAU (Aalborg Universitet) 
Alectia 
Atkins 
ATV (Akademiet for de Tekniske Videnskaber) 
AU (Aarhus Universitet) 
Balslev 
Coloplast 
Cowi 
Danfoss 
DI 
DTU (Danmarks Teknologiske Universitet) 
EKJ Rådgivende Ingeniører 
FRI (Foreningen af Rådgivende Ingeniører) 
GTS (Godkendt Teknologisk Service) 
Haldor Topsøe 
IDA (Ingeniør Foreningen i Danmark) 
Lego Koncernen 
Linak 
Moe 
Novozymes 
Orbicon 
Rambøll 
SDU 
Siemens 
Terma 
VIA University College 

BK Ultrasound 
Cheminova 
DIP 
Dong Energy 
FM Larsen Rådgivende Ingeniør 
Force Technology 
GEO 
HOFOR 
ISP 
JDM Rådgivende Ingeniører APS 
Kirkholm Maskiningeniører 
Lasse Grønbech Power Electronics APS 
LM Wind Power 
Microsoft Danmark 
NNE Pharmaplan 
NNIT 
Novo Nordisk 
PJD A/S 
R&D 
Scandinavian Micro Biodevices 
Sund & Bælt 
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10.2 Appendix II – Interview Guide 

Intro om projektet 

Til at starte med vil jeg gerne lige fortælle lidt om hvad vi skal lave i dag. 

Interviewet i dag vil handle om studievalg og fordomme, for at sige det lidt kort. Jeg har i min opgave fokus 
på organisationen Engineer the Future, og deres mission om at flere af jer skal starte på Ingeniørstudier. 

Mit formål med i dag er at finde ud af hvad i gør jer af tanker om nogle af de her emner som i skal diskutere. 
Jeg vil derfor rigtig gerne høre om jeres personlige erfaringer, oplevelser eller tanker – så selvom det måske 
ligner noget der er sagt i forvejen, så byd meget gerne ind med jeres egen historie eller mening. Jeg leder 
ikke efter noget specifikt som sådan, jeg vil bare gerne vide hvad i gør jer af tanker. 

Lige et par regler som vil lette mit arbejde senere hen. Jeg skal skrive alt hvad der bliver sagt ned efter 
interviewet, så der skal kun være en der snakker af gangen. I må meget gerne kommentere på det de andre 
siger, men så skal det være til alle, der skal ikke være nogen små samtaler med sidemanden. Sidst men ikke 
mindst, så skal alle kunne deltage i diskussionen. 

Først vil jeg gerne have i lige fortæller jeres navn og alder. 

Præsentationsøvelse (Kun brugt i nogle af interviewsne) 

Til at starte med, kunne jeg godt tænke mig at lave en lille præsentationsøvelse, så vi lige får løsnet lidt op. 

Så vi tager lige 2 minutter og i snakker sammen 2 og 2. Det jeg gerne vil høre efter de to minutter er en 
præsentation af jeres sidemands yndlingsdrink og hvilket dyr i helst ville være og hvorfor. 

Interview10 

Hvad i har gjort jer af tanker for jeres fremtid efter gymnasiet – hvad vil i gerne lave når i bliver færdige? 

 Hvis naturvidenskabelige retninger – hvilke tanker har i gjort jer omkring muligheden for 
ingeniørstudier?  

 Kunne i ser jer selv om ingeniør?  
 Har i overvejet andre retninger end ingeniør?  

Om ingeniører 

 Hvilke retninger ved eller tror i man kan blive ingeniør i? 
 Hvad arbejder en ingeniør med tror i?  
 Hvordan arbejder en ingeniør? 
 Hvad for nogle slags mennesker er det der bliver ingeniører. Beskriv en ingeniør. 
 Hvilke personlighedstræk tror i de har?  
 Hvordan tænker de?  
 Er de anderledes end andre mennesker? 

Engineer the Future 

 Kender i ETF (Deres formål er at gøre ingeniører mere synlige og som sagt at få flere gymnasieelever 
til at være ingeniør uddannelser.) 

 Hvordan kan ingeniører blive mere interessante eller synlige, hvilken info mangler i? 

                                                             
10 Bullets represent possible questions for clarifying/expanding 
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o Har i set Engineer the Futures nylige kampagne? (Hvis de ikke har set den, vis en eller to af 
videoerne) 

o Har den påvirket jeres indtryk af ingeniører? 
o Er budskabet noget i kan relatere til? 

Studievalg 

 Hvor skal de hen for at fange jeres opmærksomhed tror i? 
o Sociale medier 
o TV kanaler, tispunkter, programmer 
o Uddannelsesmesser, på studiet, evt. som spot på jeres specifikke skole intranet? 
o Hvordan tror i man kan gøre gymnasieelever mere interesserede i de tekniske uddannelser, 

og hvornår skal man skabe interessen? 
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10.3 Appendix III – ETF Interview 

Spørgsmål til Engineer the Future 

Q1 - I har ifølge jeres hjemmeside, et mål om at få flere til at vælge ingeniøruddannelse, hvad er 

jeres primære indsats for at opnå dette? 

Q2 - Hvordan arbejder I med at ændre opfattelsen og synligheden af ingeniører, og hvor? (TV, 

internet, aviser) 

Vi fokuserer på aktiviteter der kan påvirke synet på ingeniører (identitet), at øge den faktuelle viden om, 

hvad det vil sige at være ingeniør og hvor mange ingeniørretninger der er (øge vidensniveau) og børn og 

unges forståelse af ”engineering” som videnskabelig tilgang til verden (problemløsning) 

If. til aktiviteter der kan påvirke synet (identitet) fokuserer vi på:  

At skabe rollemodeller for standen, som de unge kan spejle sig i jf. konkurrencen om Danmarks sejeste 

ingeniør, brandingmateriale der tager udgangspunkt i virkelige unge mennesker og deres historier (film, 

annoncer, etc.), pro-aktivt pressearbejde så der sættes ansigt på optagstal (Fx sommerens historie om 

Stephanie vælger jobsikkerhed og skal læse til civilingeniør (Radioindslag DR Fyn, 30. juli 2015), insta-

ingeniøren der går på skift blandt ingeniører,etc. 

Vores grundoverbevisning er, at der er så mange fantastiske unge mennesker, så det der bedst kan give 

andre et godt og autentiske billede af livet som ingeniørstuderende/ingeniør er nogle der selv har valgt det, 

og ved hvorfor de gjorde det.  

Vi øger vidensniveauet ved: 

 At øge opmærksomhed omkring ingeniøruddannelserne. Flere ingeniøruddannelser meldte om ml. 

20-30% flere besøg til Åbent hus efter vores indsats på sociale medier op til disse arrangementer.  

 Bruge vores talspersoner som spydspidser for at udbrede viden om de mange retninger og 

muligheder.  

Vi fokuserer på ”engineering” igennem en børn og ungeindsats der er ved at blive udviklet i samarbejde 

med førende eksperter med henblik på at give børn og unge konkrete erfaringer med denne metode. Målet 

er materiale og tilbud til grundskolen.  

Q3 - Hvem ser I som jeres primære fokus, gymnasieelever, folkeskoleelever, deres forældre? 

Hidtil har vores fokus været den samlede danske befolkning overordnet set dog med særligt fokus på dem 

der står overfor et studievalg og de der påvirker dette herunder forældre, studievejledere, etc.   

Q4 - Hvilken identitet prøver I at opnå? Er ingeniører formålet med jeres markedsføring eller er det 

Engineer the Future eller begge dele? 

Vores fokus er at øge kendskabet til mulighederne som ingeniør.  

Q5 - Har I fastlagt nogle mål for hvornår jeres indsats har været en succes? 

Ja!  

http://www.dr.dk/radio/ondemand/p4fyn/p4-morgen-2015-07-30-06-05-4#!/03:31:40
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Uddannelsesindsatsen 

Q6 - Hvor har jeres primære fokus i forhold til gymnasier ligget? Er det via reklamer, 

uddannelsesmesser, artikler eller noget andet? 

Da vi ikke er færdige med vores uddannelsesindsats der skal ramme børn direkte i grundskolen og 

gymnasiet har vores indsats hidtil været baseret på branding tiltag via paid og owned media.  

Q7 - Samarbejder I direkte med studiestederne, uddannelsesmesser, åbent hus, 

uddannelseskaravanen eller andre tiltag? 

Q8 - Jeg kan se at i har deltaget til åbent hus, har dette været på alle ingeniøruddannelserne?  

Blandt vores mange partnere er samtlige ingeniøruddannelser i Danmark. Det er således disse, som 

partnere, i Etf der har sat fokus på Etf til selve aktiviteterne. Derudover har hele alliancen været med til at 

sponsorere reklamespots og andet til brug på sociale medier der har sat fokus på Åbent hus.  

Q9 - Har i også deltaget på mere generelle uddannelsesmesser? 

Nej.  

Q10 - Har i lige stort fokus på alle ingeniørretninger, eller lægger i ekstra fokus på de mekaniske 

og tekniske linjer hvor der eftersigende skulle komme en ekstra stor mangel på ingeniører i 

fremtiden? 

Vi skelner ikke på den måde. Vores ønske er at udvide forståelsen af hvor mange retninger der faktisk er at 

vælge imellem.  

Q11 - Differentierer I mellem almene gymnasier og HTX, HHX og HF? 

Nej  

Q12 - Er der nogle steder hvor jeres indsats har været større end andre? 

Nej 

Q13 - Har I også målrettet en indsats mod folkeskole elever?  

Den er som nævnt på vej. 

Q14 - Vil I sige der er en primær fokus på enten folkeskolen eller gymnasierne, og hvorfor? 

Vi har fokus på begge dele med forskellige virkemidler.  

 

Om videoen 

Q15 - Hvad er jeres hovedbudskab med videoerne? 

At viden og teknologi forandrer verden. 

At hvis man vil skabe forandringer i verden og blive klædt på til at skabe noget og/eller løse nogle af verdens 

store udfordringer, så skal man overveje at blive ingeniør. Hør gerne klippet på vores hjemmeside hvor 

Peter Lund Madsen, Connie Hedegaard, Lasse Birk Olesen, m. fl. siger det så fint.  
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Q16 - Hvem er målgruppen for videoerne? 

Q17 - Jeg har set reklamevideoerne i fjernsynet og ved at de også har kørt i biografen, hvilke andre 

medier har i brugt til at eksponere videoerne? 

Sociale medier, bloggere, annoncer på print og IRL. 

Hvilke kanaler, programmer og film har i brugt til at vælge segmenter til visningerne af videoerne? 

Det er sket i samarbejde med vores mediebureau og bygger på deres viden om målgruppers adfærd. 

Q18 - Har alle 3 videoer fået lige mere eksponering, eller er der en eller to som har fået flere 

visninger? 

Lærke: Så vidt jeg ved, kørte de alle lige meget i efteråret og til Åbent Hus i februar. Vi lavede nye versioner 

til studievalgs-kampagnen i juni 2015 - her valgte vi to ud, den med Martin og den med Jonas med en 60/40-

vægtning. 

 

Sociale Medier 

Q19 - Har I brugt penge på online annoncering? 

Ja. 

Q20 - Er fokus mest på jeres egne medier eller er der nogen samarbejder med studiestederne, 

so.dk (studerende online), studieportalen, uddannelsesguiden eller andet? 

Studiestederne (ingeniøruddannelserne) er vores partnere. 

Q21 - Har I brugt Facebook til annoncering og hvordan? 

Lærke: Ja. I vores studie-valgskampagne her i juni lavede vi promoverede post på facebook til en meget 

specifik målgruppe. Vi boostede også enkelte egne post. Vi havde et PR-bureau på, gennem vores 

reklamebureau, der stod for den del og budgettet i samarbejde med os på sekretariatet. 

Q22 - Har det været målrettet nogle bestemte segmenter (alder, geografi, interesser) 

Forskellige dele af kampagnerne har været differentieret forskelligt. 

I efteråret 2014 satte vi en bred dagsorden i brede medier (bio, news, TV2, bannere, annoncer , etc.) 

Op til Åbent hus var fokus på studieparate unge 

Op til studiestart var fokus på dem der stod overfor studievalg. 

Q23 - Har I benyttet dark posts, eller kun almindlige reklamer? 

Lærke: Begge dele. 

Q24 - Kan I afsløre nogen fremtidige planer for hvordan I vil forsøge at ændre ingeniørens image? 

Vi arbejder videre med både branding, viden og så den omtalte ungeindsats.  
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10.4 Appendix IV – Interview Themes, Categories, Subcategories and Codes 

Full interviews can be seen in Appendix VIII (CD-rom) 

Interview Theme – Engineers 

References to high schools: NAG - Nærum Gymnasium, IJG - Ingrid Jespersens Gymnasieskole, HL – HTX 

Lyngby, FG - Frederiksberg Gymnasium, ØG - Ørestadens Gymnasium, CG – Christianshavn Gymnasium, HR 

– HTX Roskilde. 

Category Subcategory Subcategory Quotes 

Skills 

Don't know 

  

NAG 

1. det er ikke fordi man ved rigtig noget om sådan, de forskellige slags, altså der 
er mange forskellige ingeniøruddannelser 

2. jeg ved intet om det overhovedet 
3. man ikke rigtig ved hvad det er fordi der er jo mange sådan grene af det 

FG 

1. Men det handler vel også lidt om at man er uoplyst og man ikke ved hvad det 
indebærer 

The title 

ØG 

1. jeg tror der er ret mange her der synes det en flot stilling at have og at det er 
en god uddannelse 

2. gode jobs ikke, (MD: Jo) altså bagefter så, jeg tror ikke der er nogen af os der 
tænker sådan det ville være nedern at være ingeniør 

HL 

1. at være ingeniør er anset som en ret sikker øh vej 
1. Jobsikkerhed, det har jeg altid, altså det lyder som om at så snart og det har jeg 

også hørt når jeg snakker med folk derude at så snart man er færdig på 
ingeniøruddannelsen så er du nærmest allerede inde i praktik hos nogen eller 
også så kommer der nogen bare tager dig, øhm og så er du i job nærmest 

Salary 

  

NAG 

1. man kan sikkert tjene nogle gode penge  
2. jeg tænker man skal hellere vælge noget som man gerne vil resten af livet end 

at vælge noget som, ej okay det kommer jeg til at tjene kassen på  

IJG 

1. de tjener meget 

CG 

2. han tjener virkelig godt, virkelig virkelig godt 

International 

  

NAG 

1. der er mange der kommer sådan udefra, fra sådan andre lande også, altså ikke 
fordi jeg har noget imod det overhovedet, men det er også noget helt andet 

2. der er mange udvekslingsstudenter virker det som om 
3. det er sådan ret internationalt miljø og det jeg personligt ret glad for 

IJG 
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1. ingeniører uden grænser og det synes jeg i hvert fald var ret spændende 
2. Min egen far han har rejst rigtig meget med sit job 

What do 
they do 

 

Don't know 

NAG 

1. jeg ved ikke hvad en ingeniør laver overhovedet, sådan, ud over at bygge broer 
[griner] regne på og alle mulige ting 

IJG 

1. hvis der er en der siger jeg læser ingeniør så, er man sådan nå okay det ved jeg 
ikke hvad betyder 

ØG 

1. (Snakker om sin far) jeg ved ikke helt hvad det er han laver, holder øje med 
sine medarbejdere ved jeg, sørger for alt kører som det skal  

HR 

1. Jeg aner det faktisk slet ikke, det er en af, jeg har ingen ide om hvad jeg ville 
ende med efter den uddannelse / derfor er jeg også lidt i tvivl om DTU 

Types of 
Engineers 

IJG 

1. vandingeniør / bygningsingeniør / civiluddannelserne / kemisk ingeniør / der 
er jo en ingeniør indenfor hvert felt der skal bygge de apparater vi jo ser os 
selv løbe rundt og lege med så der er jo utallige grene. 
De laver jo fx nogle af de der apparater du ser dernede (S: ja) [uhørligt]. Sådan 
et kemisk sådan farmaceut firma jo der er jo alle mulige maskiner der kan 
cyntetisere alle de her stoffer de øh er jo lavet af ingeniører og udarbejdet af 
ingeniører 

2. robotingeniør  
3. design og innovation  
4. skibsingeniør  
5. biotekniske  
6. når jeg hører ingeniør så tænker jeg også de der gamle klassiske uddannelser 

fordi det er alle ens bedsteforældre 

ØG 

1. Kemiingeniør 
2. bygningsdesign, kemi 
3. Elektroingeniør 
4. der mange sådan diplomingeniør eller civilingeniør og øh det kan både være 

sådan måske med til at udvikle skibe eller om øh som bygningsingeniør hvor 
man kigger på hvordan bygningen skal være og hvordan det skal konstrueres 

5. maskin- og teknologi og så en der er bioteknolog 

HL 

1. jeg aldrig set sådan en, altså set en ingeniør som en ingeniør jeg har altid set 
det som sådan flere dele som er kemiingeniør, svagstrømsingeniør, 
stærkstrømingeniør og hvad der nu ellers er 

CG 

1. Civilingeniør 
2. Kemiingeniør 
3. bygningsingeniør, det ved jeg ikke om det hedder 
4. noget industri med maskiner 
5. Teknisk 
6. Fødevareingeniør 
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7. noget med oste 
8. mejeriingeniør 
9. der findes vel uendeligt mange 

Building 
Bridges/ 
Buildings 

NAG 

1. jeg ved ikke hvad en ingeniør laver overhovedet, sådan, ud over at bygge broer 
[griner] regne på og alle mulige ting 

IJG 

1. at det er dem der bygger broer 
2. en ingeniør det er sådan en der bygger broer 

ØG 

1. som bygningsingeniør hvor man kigger på hvordan bygningen skal være og 
hvordan det skal konstrueres 

HL 

1. de kan jo ikke bygge broer alle sammen / men han kan måske lave en bombe 
eller et eller andet, eller han laver medicin eller sådan noget 

HR 

1. hjelm på, som står ude på en byggeplads og er den der har overblikket over en 
eller anden bygning, eller motorvejsbro, eller lignende 

Math 

NAG 

1. der er meget mat 
2. man forbinder en ingeniør med at være sådan noget rigtig tørt matematiktungt 

noget 
3. Interesser - Fysik og matematik 

IJG 

1. praktik på en tegnestue / de tog ligesom alt skraldet kan man sige øhm fordi 
de ligesom skulle sidde og holde styr på alle udregningerne var i orden 

2. det er jo dem der sidder og kværner tallene igennem og ja altså er helt nede på 
det matematikske og øh de tekniske niveauer. 

3. selve begrebet ingeniør kan skræmme mange væk fordi at det jeg i hvert fald 
tænker om ingeniør det er en helvedes masse matematik  

ØG 

1. dem der er ingeniør de sikkert helt gode til matematik 

CG 

1. ingeniører behøver jo ikke have noget med naturvidenskab at gøre 
nødvendigvis, det kan også godt være hovedsageligt funderet i matematik for 
eksempel og så noget kreativt oveni 

CG 

1. er ret dygtig til matematik 

HR 

1. mange ingeniører de er meget matematiske 
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Physics 

NAG 

1. Interesser - Fysik og matematik 

IJG 

1. det er ikke matematikken og fysikken der ligesom er i fokus det er dronen 

HL 

1. de har jo alle sammen en, alle sammen den samme grundlæggende viden om 
matematik og fysik og kemi 

1. sådan noget som at bruge øh fysikkens love og begreber til at bygge et eller 
andet det har jeg altid synes var mega mega sejt, 

Chemistry 

IJG 

1. Er en kemisk ingeniør dem der laver stoffer 
2. De laver jo fx nogle af de der apparater du ser dernede (S: ja) [uhørligt]. Sådan 

et kemisk sådan farmaceut firma jo der er jo alle mulige maskiner der kan 
cyntetisere alle de her stoffer de øh er jo lavet af ingeniører og udarbejdet af 
ingeniører 

HL 

1. men han kan måske lave en bombe eller et eller andet, eller han laver medicin 
eller sådan noget 

IT/Technical 

NAG 

1. Der er monster god til computerspil 
2. Interesser – Programmering 

IJG 

1. det er jo dem der sidder og kværner tallene igennem og ja altså er helt nede på 
det matematikske og øh de tekniske niveauer. 

HL 

1. SP: det du sagde med de der 95-5 det er sådan mere IT? SV: Det er nok mere de 
der elektronik der 

2. de her sådan meget IT mindede dele af det, det er nok flest drenge 
3. der kan godt gå meget mandehørm i den, rigtig rigtig hurtigt [D: og ellers så] 

og så tror jeg der er nogen piger de siger bare fra, og det forstår man jo godt, 
så, det er lidt en ond cirkel 

4. bare Hollywood film, der er det jo altid den lille spinkle mand med, øh, runde 
firkantede eller whatever briller og, øh sidder foran computeren og taster løs, 

5. ret mange drenge som der finder computerspil fx mere appellerende end 
piger, og bare generelt at de er mere interesserede i computer den del af det 

CG 

1. (hvorfor er piger ikke interessede i teknik og IT) De er ikke så sexet 
2. Det bliver bare for teknisk 
3. det bare traditionelt er for mænd og drenge der arbejder med det 
4. forskel på at bruge en computer og sidde og skille den ad og sådan / 

Programmere alt muligt på den sådan 

HR 

1. så det ikke bare er en eller anden nørd der sidder foran en computer med en 
smøg i munden og et par store briller og kigger ind på nogen og taster hele 
dagen 
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How do 
they work 

Practical 

NAG 

1. det tror jeg for de fleste at det er klart plus point, at det er meget praktisk 

IJG 

1. Det er meget sådan anvendt praktisk fag  

FG 

1. jeg er mere teoretisk anlagt (Som svar på om de kunne se sig selv som 
ingeniører) 

2. det bliver for teknisk i forhold til teoretisk at man måske ikke kommer ned i 
dybden med de ting jeg kunne tænke mig / det bliver lidt mere praktisk og, og 
lidt mere erfaringsmæssigt hvis det er man tager en teknisk uddannelse 

3. jeg synes ikke den spændende process er ikke den med at få det til at virke ude 
i virkeligheden, jeg synes det spændende det er det at opdage det først på rent 
teoretisk plan 

ØG 

1. min far har også studeret bygningsdesign på DTU, så han øh jeg kan ikke huske 
så meget men jeg tror han sådan er designer bygning på papir og så den 
teoretisk del og den (N: praktiske) ja praktiske del og så se hvis det passer 
eller det, det kan gøres sådan 

2. have tingene i hånden og kigge på det 

HL 

1. kunne lide at have hænderne om noget eller sådan mere at det har en praktisk 
anvendelse 

2. teknisk matematik, klart mere hvor du skal prøve at perspektivere det ud i 
virkeligheden 

3. (HTX) hvad kunne et problem være som man kunne løse ved hjælp af 
programmering eller IT, øh så det er også igen sådan virkelighedsorienteret 

CG 

1. der er så mange forskellige det handler vel bare om hvordan tingene i praksis 
kan gøres, altså nogen sidder og får nogle smarte ideer som hvor de gør nogen 
planer som man rent faktisk kan gøre noget ved 

2. lave beregningerne med hvilke materialer kan vi bruge hvor og hvor meget 
skal vi bruge for at gøre det både økonomisk rentabelt og sådan at det rent 
faktisk også holder så det er meget sådan nogen ja egentlig det der med 
hvordan man kan få ting i praksis til at fungere forestiller jeg mig 

HR 

2. jeg er ikke så meget til det boglige, så jeg vil gerne læse noget civilingeniør 

Innovative 

IJG 

1. man ligesom skal være sådan god til også at kunne, æh, få sine egne ideer til 
tider ikke 

ØG 

1. forskning altså man forsker noget så opfinder nogen udvikler nogen nye 
teknologier 

2. deres tanker det bred og kigger ikke sådan der (N: Snævert) snævert 
3. innovativ og kreativ 

HR 

1. der er også det innovative aspekt 
1. hvis der er et problem der er et problem som der ikke kan blive løst, med 

sådan nogen metoder som vi kender i forvejen så er det jo ingeniørens arbejde 
at finde en måde, en ny måde som der ikke er blevet prøvet for til ligesom at 
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løse det her problem, så innovation er helt klart et nøgleord indenfor 
ingeniørfaget 

Problem 
Solving 

ØG 

1. man får et problem der skal løses og så indenfor de specifikke områder 
2. folk der kan lide at løse problemer 

HL 

1. Altså kigge på nogle problemer og så se, kan vi løse det her på en eller anden 
mærkelig måde / det er nok mere sådan problemløsning 

HR 

1. ingeniører de arbejder med problemer, øhm, dels for at løse dem eller for at 
finde nye innovative måder at komme udenom problemer på 

2. enten at forske eller løse problemer indenfor et eller andet 
3. det noget med problemløsning og det var også sådan jeg fandt ud af da jeg var 

på studiepraktik 
4. det var noget med sådan at, altså de fik stillet nogle opgaver hvor der ligesom 

var et eller andet problem og så skulle de ligesom finde frem til en løsning 

Creative 

IJG 

1. nogen som er på et eller andet punkt også er kreative og som ligesom tør og 
sådan tænke ud af boksen 

ØG 

1. De er kreative, vil jeg tro / det med at man skal udtænke noget nyt ting det skal 
det kræver man er kreativ / innovativ og kreativ 

CG 

1. (kreativt og akademisk) Men det er vel egentlig også lidt det man kan som 
ingeniør 

2. det er mindre kreativt altså der er mindre kreativt arbejde i det i forhold til 
arkitekt 

How are they 

 
Interests 

NAG 

1. de går op i altså uddannelse, altså hvad de nu læser  
2. det er sådan deres livagtig 
3. hvis man vælger at gå noget naturvidenskabelig (M: Jo) så tror jeg generelt folk 

brænder ret meget for det 
4. Fysik og matematik 
5. Kemi og teknologi 
6. Informationsteknologi 
7. Programmering 
8. jeg ville nok ikke forbinde dem med DTU altså de der biologiske linjer 

FG 

1. lidt fælles bevisthed ikke, altså de fokuseret på næsten de samme emner 

ØG 

1. Folk der kan lide matematik og fysik tror jeg 
2. Ja og kemi 
3. generelt folk der er gode til naturvidenskabelige fag 
4. Det kunne jo være biologi eller kemi eller fysik og matematik 

HL 
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1. (Matmatik, fysik og kemi) noget som de alle sammen er glade for og læser i 
deres fritid / når der er nyheder indenfor et eller andet felt så holder de sig 
som de første orienteret om det 

2. deres hobbier de måske lidt mere sådan det er meget specifik hobby (fiskeri 
eksempel) 

CG 

1. folk der godt kan lide at arbejde med projekter 

Personality 

NAG 

1. sådan typisk lidt nørdede, rigtig kloge og søde mennesker, men sådan lidt 
specielle til tider 

2. naturvidenskab bygger jo meget på sådan det logiske 

IJG 

1. meget passioneret øhm og godt kan lide at gå i dybden med tingene generelt 
ikke kun i matematik men bare også med livet 

2. typer der også godt kunne lide at prøve nogle nye ting virkelig se verden 
3. de alle sammen også sådan stille fyre også i hverdagen / Sådan nysgerrige, 

nysgerrige folk der både er sådan nysgerrige på deres fag men også på at rejse 
ud i verden 

FG 

1. Drikker meget kaffe 
2. Koncentreret personlighed 

CG 

1. det er folk der rimeligt sådan logisk anlagt 
2. folk der godt kan lide at arbejde tror jeg 
3. man er rimeligt sådan jordnær hvis man bliver ingeniør / eller så bliver man 

det nok 

HR 

1. har en meget logisk tankegang 
2. han kan altid finde en løsning eller også vil han prøve at finde en løsning, 

Geeks 

NAG 

1. det var ikke sådan noget noobet noget 
2. der er forskel på fedt nørdet og noget hvor folk de går virkelig ned i detaljer og 

synes det er mega cool det de selv arbejder med og så til at man sidder og man 
slet ikke socialiserer og man så bare sidder alene med sin skærm og nørder på 
den måde 

IJG 

1. de lidt mere nørdede typer 
2. for det ene var folk ret nørdede  

FG 

1. De lidt skæve typer 

Clever 

NAG 

1. tør man at komme ind på det der område hvor alle er sygt kloge og man ved 
ikke om man kommer til at holde til presset på en eller anden måde 

ØG 

1. deres tanker det bred og kigger ikke sådan der (N: Snævert) snævert 

CG 

1. relativ meget faglig viden i forhold, altså indenfor sit fag 
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Appearance 

Looks 

  

NAG 

1. Med lidt fedtet hår  
2. det tit sådan de skilter med de er fra DTU, så har de sådan en sweatshirt fra 

DTU på eller en eller anden sådan lidt kikset jakke et eller andet, 
3. Det er typisk udvekslingsstudenterne der har DTU tøj på 
4. en laboratorierotteagtig der ikke rigtig komme ud 
5. Måske nogle briller 

IJG 

1. en meget st[or] altså ikke sådan tyk men sådan høj bred mand med fuldskæg  
2. Mit billede er lidt mere sådan lidt mindre spinkel mand med briller eller sådan 

meget brainy type 
3. jeg ville tro at den ingeniørstuderende var lidt mindre nørdet udseende eller 

sådan virkende, bare de ingeniører jeg har mødt har de bare mindet måske lidt 
mere om sådan forretningsfolk og sådan noget i deres udstråling synes jeg. 

4. De går mere i jakkesæt end, end naturvidenskabeligt studerende måske (G: 
Jaja) altså sådan når du er på arbejde. 

ØG 

1. (Ser de ud på en bestemt måde?) Det tror jeg ikke rigtig, nej 
2. Alle sammen med hættetrøjer på, langt hår, ikke været i bad i 4 dage 

CG 

1. sådan kikset, gik ikke sådan der op i sit altså du ved man kan godt altså, tøjet 
2. virkelig nørdetypen 
3. Lav med briller 
4. der var virkelig mange der havde briller 

HR 

1. så det ikke bare er en eller anden nørd der sidder foran en computer med en 
smøg i munden og et par store briller og kigger ind på nogen og taster hele 
dagen 

Boys 

  

NAG 

1. sådan nogen drenge ligesom der sidder og ikke går i bad [flere griner] at der 
bare ikke er nogen piger overhovedet 

2. jeg tænker straks på en dreng  

IJG 

1. Det er som regel en mand / alle dem jeg kender hvis forældre der er ingeniører 
det er alle sammen fædre 

2. jeg har lidt svært ved sådan at finde sådan en stereotyp bortset fra det som 
regel er en mand. 

HR 

10. mænd hovedsageligt 

Girls 

  

NAG 

1. det er jo både blandet og piger men det er jo mest drenge  

IJG 

1. for det andet så var det der med at se en kvinde en meget meget sjælden ting 

HR 

3. der er selvfølgelig også kvinder i faget 
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Schools DTU The People 

NAG 

1. vi var ude at se sådan et fyrværkerishow, eller sådan et juleshow, der var det 
godt nok også nogle tørre lærer der var derude altså 

2. de var meget sjove 
3. en spøjs gammel professor 
4. de prøvede lidt for meget for at gøre det sjovt 

FG 

1. i stedet for at det går op i øller og sådan noget så går det op i LAN / det er det 
jeg har hørt fra dem jeg kender der studerer datalogi 

2. man møder mange skæve typer til, i deres miljø sådan, nogen der bare helt 
udstikker fordi de netop er så fokuseret på få emner 

3. ikke går så meget op i sprog og samfundsfag og historie og sådan noget 
4. Altså der er alle mulige typer på DTU 
5. flere af de der skæve, sådan lidt sære typer 
6. jeg tror det mere også hvad kan man sige alsidigt på DTU end det er på HTX for 

at være ærligt 
7. på DTU så tror jeg folk er lidt mere afslappede end nogen af de der 

supernørder jeg tror der lidt mindre supernørder på DTU, jeg tror de lidt mere 
afslappede 

8. jeg synes faktisk DTU var hyggeligt mennesker at være sammen med 

ØG 

1. der er nok mange nørder ikke? 
2. der var sådan nogen typer derude der [uhørligt] kogte og sådan 
3. dem vi snakkede med de var bare nybarberet skæg og helt friske 
4. Så der er begge dele 
5. Sådan top 10 de samlede 
6. det er dem er lige kommet, de er ikke nået at gå med de her hættetrøjer endnu 
7. jeg ved jeg skal ikke gå rundt med hættetrøjer og sådan noget det gider jeg 

ikke, de typer der skal jeg ikke være, så. 

HL 

1. jeg tror lige her der har vi ikke rigtig de store fordomme om det netop fordi vi 
kan se, også hvis man går rundt på campus her ude på DTU og det er alle slags 
mennesker og alle slags udseende, så der er ikke rigtig de store fordomme om 
det 

2. (Dreng/pige fordeling) 95-5 eller sådan noget 
3. Nejnej, der er også alle de her kemi og biologi 
4. Den er vel omkring halv-halv 
5. så mere 60-40 eller sådan noget 
6. vi havde også selv nogen, en pige ude og fremlægge om en eller anden IT 

uddannelse, hvor hun var sådan virkelig virkelig into it 
7. hvor man sådan wow 
8. Det havde vi ikke lige forventet 
9. Men piger kan også godt 
10. der er nogen områder hvor at drengene sådan er dominerende og på samme 

måde også med pigerne er dominerende i sær sådan noget med kemi og 
medicin kunne jeg forestille mig 

CG 

1. jeg ved ikke om det bare er fordi de tænker på et helt andet plan end en selv at 
man ikke helt forstår det at man føler sig lidt akavet 

2. (Deres nørdede matematiklærer) hans søn havde synes at typerne derude var 
vildt nørdede 

3. jeg kender altså også nogen men det er så godt nok udvekslingsstuderende der 
går på DTU og de er ikke nørdede og der er jo også andet end, altså der var en 
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der studerede kommunikation eller sådan noget på DTU hvor jeg tænkte sådan 
kan man det, men det altså det kan man åbenbart godt 

4. Jeg føler også der er mange drenge på DTU 
5. (Internationalt studiemiljø) jeg ved, sådan at de har helt vildt mange 

udvekslingsstuderende også derude 

HR 

1. Nej det, fifty-fifty. 
2. Jeg tror faktisk næsten jeg så flere piger end jeg så drenge 

Social life 

NAG 

1. tanken har aldrig strejfet mig, med at læse på DTU, jeg tror bare der er alt for 
mange fordomme 

2. jeg synes altså ikke der er så mange fordomme 
3. jeg har i hvert fald ikke nogen fordomme, jeg ved ikke, min far arbejder ude på 

DTU på mikrobiologi 
4. jeg tror viden omkring emnet det kommer til at hjælpe på fordommene fordi 

fordomme opstår oftest fordi man ikke ved så meget om det 

IJG 

1. Men samtidig var det også ret socialt synes jeg / der var ret godt sammenhold 
2. miljømæssigt der ville jeg nok kalde DTU mere nørdet i virkeligheden  
3. jeg tror ikke man kan undgå der er nogen nørder og sådan rundt omkring, også 

sådan socialt ikke 

FG 

1. det er mere indelukket, man kommer man lærer og så tager man hjem igen 
2. Jeg tror at DTU er fedt lige som alle andre steder, jeg tror det er meget det 

samme 
3. der ikke er så mange forskellige folk / lige så festlige / alle ved noget om lige 

præcis de emner og alle har ligesom interesseområder / jeg tror det er lige så 
festligt, jeg tror bare ikke det er så alsidigt 

4. de måske hygger sig på en anden måde 
5. i stedet for at det går op i øller og sådan noget så går det op i LAN 
6. KU, hvor man tager ud og drikker en masse bajere hele tiden så tager du i 

stedet for ud og laver nogen lidt nørdede ting sammen i stedet for 
7. Jeg tror stadig de drikker 
8. Jeg tror det hele handler om hvor man tror man vil fungere socialt bedst ikke 

HL 

1. dem der bor på de her kollegier tror jeg har sådan har det rigtig godt sammen 
2. jeg var på studiepraktik på DTU og der snakkede de rigtig meget sådan det 

sociale liv og hvor mange barer de har og fester og sådan nogen ting 
3. det er ikke fordi at man sådan tit øh, møder folk der studerer på DTU ude i 

byen 
4. Jeg snakkede med nogen IT økonomi studerende på DTU som går på DTU og 

CBS, ja øh og de sagde de kunne meget bedre lide det sociale liv på DTU, de 
synes der er meget mere sammenhold 

5. de er rigtig rigtig interesserede i at holde et godt fælleskab 

HR 

3. grunden til at jeg gerne vil læse på ITU det mere fordi det er en international 
skole, øh, det er der også på DTU, 
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Academic life 

NAG 

1. jeg ville nok ikke forbinde dem med DTU altså de der biologiske linjer 

IJG 

1. Så hvis du læste matematisk på DTU så gør du det for at anvende det til et eller 
andet mens på KU så kan du altid forske i et eller andet abstrakt 

FG 

1. mere fokuseret fagligt hvor her var det lidt mere hygge stemning (reference til 
HTX) 

ØG 

1. (Matematik og fysik) de sagde det svært men det var på den fede måde, så, 
hvis du kan lide det, så det i orden 

CG 

1. DTU skulle også være mere sådan praksis hvor KU skulle være mere sådan 
teoretisk 

2. jeg har læst at DTU skulle være bedre til sådan at forberede en på hvis man 
ville ud at forske eller sådan noget 

HR 

1. jeg foretrækker det praktiske, at man kan komme ud og bruge sine hænder 
frem for hvis man ender på KU så er det meget, teoretisk baseret, 

2. vi været ude på DTU også flere gange og det, i forskellige sammenhæng, som 
regel med bioteknolog og ja, det virker som en god måde at arbejde på i 
forhold til hvad man er vandt til 

3. det var noget med sådan at, altså de fik stillet nogle opgaver hvor der ligesom 
var et eller andet problem og så skulle de ligesom finde frem til en løsning 

5. alle er jo eksperter på området 

Other 

IJG 

1. forskel jeg tror bare at DTU er meget sådan alment kendt mellem andre folk, 
altså jeg kender i hvert fald mere til DTU end jeg kender til de forskellige 
uddannelser der er på KU ikke 

2. jeg tænker der også meget mere sådan præstige i måske at sådan sige at man 
har læst på DTU 

3. DTU jeg kunne godt fungere der, men nu det mit liv og jeg går ret meget op i 
mit liv så vil jeg hellere tage det sikre valg og gå på en af de andre universitet 
som jeg kender mere 

CG 

1. Jeg tror bare ikke man ved nok om DTU 

KU 

  

IJG 

1. KU det er mere sådan akademisk ikke anvendt tilgang til fagene og arbejde 
inden for dem og mere sådan forskningsbaseret 

2. Så hvis du læste matematisk på DTU så gør du det for at anvende det til et eller 
andet mens på KU så kan du altid forske i et eller andet abstrakt 

3. det måske er lidt mere sådan individuelt  
4. hvor KU de er mere nørdet fagligt fordi det er mere sådan specifikt  
5. det nok ikke er det samme sammenhold overhovedet som på DTU som der 

blev sagt 
6. det altså et fint sammenhold de har.  
7. lidt anderledes fordi det ikke er det der sådan campusagtig 
8. jeg synes ikke at det virkede som om at sammenholdet på KU var lige så stærkt 

som på DTU 

FG 
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1. KU, hvor man tager ud og drikker en masse bajere hele tiden så tager du i 
stedet for ud og laver nogen lidt nørdede ting sammen i stedet for 

2. man ved hvor fedt det er på KU altså hvor meget socialt der er, der sker jo hele 
tiden ting, 

3. det der med ligger samlet for jeg synes jeg har hørt rigtig meget godt om KU, 
men det der med at det ikke ligger samlet det synes jeg er lidt mærkeligt, jeg 
vil gerne have det er samlet, så er der flere mennesker, det er bedre 

HL 

1. på KU jeg tænker de foretrækker øh at der er meget teori og at det måske er 
sådan lidt mere abstrakt 

CG 

1. Jeg har faktisk overvejet at lade være med at vælge DTU fordi at jeg tænkte at 
det måske ville være federe sådan studieliv eller jeg sådan bedre ville kunne 
med de mennesker der studerede på Københavns Universitet 

CG 

1. der er mere sådan internationalt studiemiljø på KU end der er på DTU 
2. man tænker umiddelbart at KU er en lille smule mere åben på en eller anden 

måde 
1. der var bare meget god stemning synes jeg, det var sådan set det eneste 

indtryk jeg fik 

Aarhus Universitet 

 

FG 

1. jeg tror kun det er endnu vildere hvis du kommer på Aarhus, der sker der 
endnu flere ting, 

2. (Imod DTU): så synes jeg det er ret fedt hvis der er sådan mange forskellige 
mennesker og sproglige og altså og tekniske 

ØG 

1. det der med så skal man flytte ikke (generelt udenfor København) 
2. fordomme om det kedeligt derovre 
3. Ej Aarhus skulle være meget fedt 
1. Jeg tror også altså jeg synes også det ville være federe hvis øh det hele er 

samlet som på, hvor alle retninger møder hinanden-agtig, ikke var delt op 

 

Interview Theme – Engineer the Future 

Category Subcategory Quotes 

Prior 
Knowledge 

Don't know 

NAG 

1. Næ 

IJG 

1. Jeg ville ikke lige kunne sætte en finger på hvad det var for noget 

ØG 

1. Nej 
2. Overhovedet ikke 

HL 

1. Siger mig ikke så meget 
2. Nej 

CG 

1. Nej 
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HR 

1. Jeg har ikke hørt om dem før nu 

Know by 
name 

NAG 

1. Jeg tror måske jeg har hørt det blive nævnt sådan, men jeg aner ikke hvad det handler om. 

IJG 

1. Det ringer en klokke 

ØG 

1. Ja 
2. Jeg har hørt om det 
3. Har der været reklamer i fjernsynet for det? 
4. Jeg tror også jeg har set det i fjernsynet 
5. Er det en med hende der der bygger broer i øh Afrika 
6. Jeg har set reklamen jeg har bare ikke lagt mærke til / Hvad hedder det igen 

HL 

1. Er det ikke sådan et samarbejde for at få flere folk ind på ingeniøruddannelserne 

CG 

1. Har der ikke været sådan en reklame med dem? 
2. Ja jeg synes jeg har hørt navnet før 

Aided recall 
(via video) 

NAG 

1. Er det der hvor der er eller anden der bygger broer i et eller andet i Afrika 

FG 

1. Vi havde ikke lagt mærke til at det var DTU 

HL 

1. det var der jeg havde set den / specielt melodien kunne jeg genkende 

HR 

1. ja det er sgu da rigtig, den har været i fjernsynet den der 
2. Jeg kan bare huske den der video, jeg kan i hvert fald huske ham 
3. hvor han bygger droner 

Videos Good 

NAG 

1. Jeg synes det der virker mere sådan tiltalende fordi der får man, der er det lidt mere sådan 
menneskeligt 
en sådan der video noget det tror jeg ville, altså det ville jeg falde mere for eller hvad man 
siger, fordi at det er sådan lidt mere personligt 

IJG 

1. Jeg synes den er god, men jeg har jo aldrig set den før 
2. Det lød rigtig spændende 
3. den synes jeg var meget flot lavet 
4. Jeg synes da også den var god selvom den ikke var sådan, jeg synes alligevel den var sådan jeg 

synes man forstod hvad han lavede trods alt […] jeg tror der er mange der alligevel har 
idealisme i den 

ØG 

1. (Anna-Cæcilie og Jonas) lidt mere interessant end den anden 

HL 

1. Jeg synes det fint det her, altså det er det her med produkt og sådan og uddannelse ikke 

CG 

1. Jeg synes den kommer ud med budskabet 
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2. Jeg synes den fungerer fint 
3. (Martin og Jonas) Den synes jeg er meget bedre 
4. Det er mere noget man kan forholde sig til at komme til at skulle lave 

HR 

1. jeg synes sådan nogen video ligesom hvor man kan få et indblik i hvad kan du bruge det her 
til, det synes jeg er meget godt. 

2. Ja, det er meget konkret 
3. mere konkrekt om hvad en ingeniør kan være ikke 
4. jeg tror også det fungerer meget godt det der de har gjort i reklamerne med at tage et konkret 

eksempel med en eller anden person så der ligesom også var et ansigt på den her ingeniør 

Unrealistic 

ØG 

1. Hun var ikke gennemsnit 
2. det jo ikke sådan man forestiller sig en ingeniør som ser sådan ud 
3. da vi var ude på DTU der var folk der så sådan der ud, men det var eddermame ikke de fleste 

der så sådan der ud 

CG 

1. sådan urealistisk på en eller anden måde 
2. sådan meget sådan perfect eksempel 

Mathematics 

ØG 

1. den understreger virkelig at man skal være god til matematik 
2. hvis allerede i forvejen er lidt bange for matematik så vil det bare skræmme folk væk 

HL 

1. der er ikke noget matematik der bliver vist og der er ikke noget af det der som folk måske kan 
blive skræmt lidt væk af 

2. Det var der faktisk overraskende lidt af 

Other 

IJG 

1. Hvad var han for en type ingeniør ham der 
2. det jo fedt fordi jeg tænker elektroingeniør det er sådan lidt kedeligt og de sidder og reparere 

nogle printplader på sådan noget store virksomheder 

FG 

1. de reklamefilm der skal der være specifikt hvorfor skal du være ingeniør, hvad er forskellen 
på ingeniør til at være normal, eller studere sammen med alle mulige andre steder 

2. Hvad er et normalt universitet hvad er DTU, forskellen 
3. vi vil gerne have konkrete punkter 
4. Når jeg ser noget spændende om kemi, den der har jeg set på YouTube og der har jeg med 

vilje ladet den køre fordi jeg så det var noget som interesserede mig 
5. Man kunne bruge den til foredrag 
6. når vi har morgensamling fx, bede skolen om at måske få lov til at komme ud, holde et lille 

foredrag for nogle af de naturvidenskabelige klasser vis filmen så man ligesom får den ind 
med, med noget teoretisk viden 

7. Jeg tror det ville virke super godt hvis man viste den i fjernsynet først 

ØG 

1. lidt sådan noget nørde noget ikke altså det er robotter 
2. se hvor gode vi er og hvor godt det går for os 
3. meget iscenesat 

HL 

1. jeg synes ikke rigtig den gik ind og fortalte så meget om sådan selve uddannelsen hvis det er 
det som det handler om, men hvis formålet var at man skulle bare få folk til at vide sådan 
hvad ingeniøren lavede øhm så virkede det vel fint nok 

CG 

1. Den kunne godt have været lidt længere 
2. Sådan lidt stereotyp måske tænker jeg 
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3. Så er der også fokus på at det sådan faktisk også er kreativt i stedet for den der forestilling om 
at ingeniører de laver ikke andet end sådan de kreatives slavearbejde 

4. det der med at nævne ordet ingeniør lidt før tror jeg måske sådan ville være meget smart 
5. Jeg synes bare hver gange jeg ser en video der sådan vil have en til at gøre et eller andet 

bestemt så tænker jeg bare altid sådan der, åh nej, sådan de helt desperate, de er helt 
desperate for at folk læser det her, det må være pisse nederen 

6. jeg får mindre lyst til at blive ingeniør når jeg ser det der 

 

Interview Theme – Study Choice 

Category Subcategory Subcategory Quotes 

Inspiration 

NAG 

1. det er sådan på skolen man kommer sådan mest i kontakt med det man ikke 
ellers ville se (i sin dagligdag) 

IJG 

1. min far er ingeniør så jeg sådan ved rimeligt meget om det 

ØG 

1. Nobody  
2. Mest fornuftige 
3. bare noget jeg selv fandt på tror jeg lidt 
4. bare fordi jeg tror det er fordi jeg er god til det 

HL 

1. Ja altså min far er ingeniør og jeg har altid haft den slags teknisk interesse i 
hvert fald så jeg har valgt min uddannelse efter den interesse 

2. min far han er også ingeniør så jeg ser også nogle gange noget af hans arbejde 
og sådan noget som jeg også synes er lidt spændende og kigge lidt over 
skulderen og se hvad han lavet 

3. Familien [ja] helt sikkert altså 
4. vi har sådan et forløb hvor vi også tager over på DTU og mærker sådan hvor 

studiemiljøet 
5. fysikkens love og begreber til at bygge et eller andet det har jeg altid synes var 

mega mega sejt, øhm og så har mine yndlingsfag også altid bare været 
matematik og fysik 

6. Min matematiklærer / jeg havde faktisk aldrig hørt om HTX før snakkede om 
det 

7. Internettet 
8. at være ingeniør er anset som en ret sikker øh vej 

CG 

1. ens venner vil studere på KU  
2. Jeg synes meget det er noget man hører fra folk man enten kender eller fra ja 

forskellige ting i forbindelse med skolen her, 

HR 

1. vi været ude på DTU også flere gange og det, i forskellige sammenhæng, som 
regel med bioteknolog og ja, det virker som en god måde at arbejde på i 
forhold til hvad man er vandt til 

2. jeg har været på studiepraktik på DTU og som softwareingeniør og så fik jeg så 
øjnene op for design og innovation i stedet måske 

Information Online 

NAG 

1. grafisk design inde på hjemmesider og sådan noget fordi jeg mærker da klart 
når jeg kommer ind på en hjemmeside og den ligner altså jeg ved ikke hvad 
hvor man bare kommer ind og siger ej / gør det pænt, gør det simplet 
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2. Det burde alle steder da have, en rimeligt cool hjemmeside som er let 
tilgængelig 

3. Der er jo ikke det man laver på sociale medier 
4. jeg synes nogle gange på min sådan startside kommer der nogen gange sådan 

nogen ting op med KU eller DTU og sådan noget altså jeg kører bare videre 
5. Det virker også sådan lidt suspekt synes jeg når de der studier sådan prøver så 

hårdt at reklamere for sig selv, det skal måske være sådan lidt mere indirekte 
6. altså de der reklamer der kommer op ude i siden af Facebook det er sådan lidt 

det har man lidt mistillid til  

IJG 

1. Uddannelsesguiden  
2. Ja UG.dk 
3. Københavns universitets egen hjemmeside og så også professionshøjskolens 

egen hjemmeside 

ØG 

1. UG 
2. uddannelsesstedernes hjemmesider der har jeg i hvert fald siddet og søgt det 

synes jeg var sådan rimeligt nyttigt 
3. videoer fra hver linje eller for hver uddannelse / det kan også være meget 

nyttigt 
4.  

HL 

1. Jeg har primært brugt den der på UG og sådan noget 
2. Jeg var inde på DTU, DTU’s hjemmeside og kigge derinde se hvad de havde at 

byde 

FG 
1. Der er annoncerne men jeg synes bare de irriterende 
2. Nej der er da ikke nogen der bruger det 
3. De kommer alligevel op som teasers ikke men det er ikke noget man går ind 

på 

CG 

1. Uddannelsesguiden 
2. Jeg tror også jeg har søgt på KU 
3. (Siger at de godt kunne forestille sig at bruge sociale medier i deres søgning) 

HR 

1. (flere) UG 
2. Jeg synes bare at DTU’s hjemmeside den er ikke så ligetil at bruge / bedre hvis 

det var lidt tilgængeligt og ikke være så på den måde snørklet at finde 
3. det jo kun dem der opsøgende godt vil ud og vide et eller andet om en bestemt 

uddannelse som går ind og kigger på deres hjemmeside 
4. deres hjemmeside, og så forsøger jeg at sætte en studerende for en dag op 

derude faktisk 

Student guidance counselors  

NAG 

1. jeg har været nede og snakke med vores studievejleder på skolen om det 

ØG 

1. også nogen der kommer og fortæller de der hvad fanden hedder de 
2. De der studievalg ting 
3. (Hvad fortæller de om) at vi skal bruge UG 
4. det vidste man egentlig godt i forvejen, fordi det har man også gjort i 

folkeskolen 
5. mere specifikt til hver studieretning måske at sende en eller anden der sådan 

har styr på naturvidenskabelig fag 

HL 
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1. vores studievejleder Muhammed tror jeg han hedder, han er rigtig god til at 
præsentere, han kommer fra DTU og arbejder med rumteknologi eller noget 
helt vildt 

2. Man kan bede om personlige timer 
3. vi fik også udfyldt sådan et skema om øh, man havde sådan nogen ideer om 

hvad man ville i fremtiden og øh, så alle dem som han synes der lød sådan lidt 
i gråzonen, dem kontaktede han så også og tilbød et møde, 

CG 

1. jeg har i hvert fald været til sådan noget man kunne melde sig på ved 
studievejlederen, sådan nogen oplæg man kunne tage ud og høre 

Fairs 

In general 

IJG 
1. når vi har altså så har vi uddannelseskaravanen (A: ja) alt sådan nogen der 

ting hvor der boder ude her eller vi skal ud et sted 
2. uddannelseskaravanen det utroligt kaotisk det er et lille rum man går rundt i, 

man lærer i hvert fald ikke sådan man kan ikke lige forstå på de to sekunder 
man lige taler med en eller anden om hvad en uddannelse virkelig består af, 

CG 

1. hvis man kommer ud og stå i sådan en stand så står man der måske 5 minutter 
ikke og, lige spørger, nå er det fedt og gå der, er der mange fester og der er 
altid mange 

Bella 
Centeret 
(Uddannelse 
uden 
Grænser) 

IJG 
1. Jeg synes ikke de var så velrepræsenteret 
2. Der var rigtig mange højskoler  

FG 
1. foredragene var det bedste, det var det eneste man var der for 
2. jeg var henne og snakke med Aarhus universitets boden, der blev jeg bare 

anvist til sådan en, henvist til en computer hvor der var en side fra deres 
hjemmeside 

ØG 
1. (Hvad var repræsenteret) Højskoler 
2. erhvervsakademiuddannelser var der også meget af 
3. Var det ikke også det det hele handlede om, det skulle være noget andet end 

universitetet 
4. højskoler var totalt overrepræsenteret 

HR 

1. meget overvældende, det tager lang tid at finde rundt synes jeg, og man 
bruger meget energi på sådan at finde de ting man egentlig interesserer sig 
for, 

Open house ØG 

1. (DTU) sidste år, men der var en stor messe hvor man kunne komme ind og se 
sådan hver uddannelse om det var så civil eller diplomingeniør og sådan noget 
[D: ja] så det var meget fedt 

2. mange mennesker man kunne spørge, altså sådan man stod ikke i kø 

HL 

1. i hvert fald vores skole vi blev vist inviteret til at komme derover på en dag 
hvor de havde en masse stande 

HR 

1. da jeg var ude på DTU der var der rigtig mange studerende der stod med de 
projekter de havde lavet, fx deres specialer eller noget de havde gang i, som de 
havde, som de ligesom viste frem og forklarede om, det synes jeg var enormt 
spænende, hvor på KU der var det bare sådan noget 3 mennesker der stod og 
fortalte om uddannelsen og hvad man kunne bruge den til. Jeg synes helt klart 
det lød meget mere interessant ude på DTU i forhold til KU. 
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2. åbent hus på DTU og der fik man så også øjnene op for noget andet, man 
ligesom også kunne, så jeg synes i hvert fald at de gør det rigtig godt 

Det rullende 
universitet 

FG 

1. lidt ligesom det vi havde efter det rullende universitet hvor vi alle sammen gik 
ud og i kantinen og så kunne man gå hen til dem og spørge om ting 

Student for a day 

FG 

1. jeg har i hvert fald ikke set så mange tilbud om at komme ud til, ud på DTU og 
prøve at være studerende, jeg ved ikke om om det der tilbud / på KU 
reklamere de med man kan komme ud 

ØG 

1. man kan jo bare ringe ud til nogen af de der øh uddannelser og spørge om man 
ikke må komme derud og følge undervisningen en dag 

2. det synes jeg de var gode til at informere om på det der uddannelsesmesse 
3. Det har jeg ikke fået noget som helst at vide om 
4. du har nok ikke spurgt (svaret var nej) 

CG 

1. jeg har været derude før med min far, som også er professor og har nogle 
venner der underviser der og sådan noget, så jeg har været ude på skolen og 
se undervisning 

HR 

1. deres hjemmeside, og så forsøger jeg at sætte en studerende for en dag op 
derude faktisk 

How to inform 
about 
engineers? 

Where 

NAG 

1. På gymnasiet, skolevejlederne 
2. Ikke i folkeskolen 
3. det er sådan på skolen man kommer sådan mest i kontakt med det man ikke 

ellers ville se (i sin dagligdag) 
4. Social media advertising: Det virker også sådan lidt suspekt synes jeg når de 

der studier sådan prøver så hårdt at reklamere for sig selv, det skal måske 
være sådan lidt mere indirekte 

5. altså de der reklamer der kommer op ude i siden af Facebook det er sådan lidt 
det har man lidt mistillid til  

6. Instagram har heller ikke rigtig nået det der reklamestadie endnu 

IJG 

1. Man kunne forestille sig hjemmeside med en masse billeder af forskellige 
ingeniører hvor der så stod altså fx ser man ansigtet af personen og stod der 
under hvad han lavede  

2. jeg ville sige primært på internettet  
3. jeg ser ikke TV længere 
4. når vi har altså så har vi uddannelseskaravanen  
5. primært internettet fordi det er jo ligesom der at man bruger meget af sin dag 

efterhånden og det er der ens opmærksomhed kan blive fanget 
6. Foredrag på skoler kunne også være en god ide 

FG 

1. når vi har morgensamling fx, bede skolen om at måske få lov til at komme ud, 
holde et lille foredrag for nogle af de naturvidenskabelige klasser vis filmen så 
man ligesom får den ind med, med noget teoretisk viden 

HR 

1. hvis nu den havde sit eget reklamespot på TV2 så kunne det var at det var der 
folk de ville opdage det 

2. Vi har de her møder i salen en gang i mellem, hvor der kommer nogen 
mennesker og snakker 
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3. komme ud på det almene gymnasium og ligesom informere dem hvad de stod 
for og hvilke værdier de havde 

What 

NAG 

1. At man fortæller mere om selve uddannelsen 
2. Man skal gøre sig selv synl 
3. synliggøre lidt sådan de forskellige slags ingeniører 
4. DTU har jo et meget sådan lidt nørdet image det kunne man jo godt ligesom 

ændre til at være sådan [M: På den fede måde] 

IJG 

1. der er så mange forskellige, hvad var det retninger inden for ingeniør at det er 
svært at sætte en finger på hvad laver en ingeniør rent faktisk / der er jo 
selvfølgelig nogen gennemgående træk / når man hører ingeniør så tænker 
man altså det siger ikke så meget om hvad, hvad han går og laver altså 

2. så synes jeg jo vi har et rimeligt godt billede af ingeniører altså jeg synes det er 
sådan fedt og nu snakker vi jo også om det her sådan sammenhold der er fx er 
på DTU og sådan noget og det har vi jo ligesom fået et indtryk at det sådan fedt 
sted at være ikke øhm, så jeg synes generelt at det sådan ingeniør, man ved 
godt hvad en ingeniør er man ved godt hvad DTU er og man sådan har næsten 
overordnet set et godt billede af det ikke 

3. det der med at kunne komme ud og rejse, altså det der ingeniører uden 
grænser synes jeg lød rigtig fedt og det tror jeg også man kunne sådan sælge 
lidt / bare fordi ved at hvad deres ende produkt er forstår man jo ikke rigtig 
processen heller ikke sådan i grove træk 

4. (Mere fokus på linjer og titler) jeg tror det ville være en fin ide / hvis der er en 
der siger jeg læser ingeniør så, er man sådan nå okay det ved jeg ikke hvad 
betyder  

5. rejsemulighederne er da helt klart en de store ting der kunne tiltrække 
6. hvor de har taget en masse sammenklip fra en måned / hvordan er der for 

nogen sjove ting der kan ske på en måned / en kort video sådan på alle slags 
ingeniører 

7. hvis man kunne få et billede på hvad for nogen ting man kan blive helt 
specifikt indenfor det, både sådan selve sådan arbejdsprocessen men også det 
hvad man ligesom kan sådan arbejde med bagefter 
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8. man kan jo ikke rigtig gå ud ligesom og markedsføre for det at være ingeniør, 
man bliver nødt til at tage fat i nogle specifikke retninger, ellers så tror jeg 
ikke rigtig det giver mening 

9. netop med en ingeniør så tænker man jo netop på hvordan vil det blive når jeg 
kommer ud på en arbejdsplads fordi man ved at det det der ligesom er 
meningen med det ikke 

10. jeg har okay styr på hvad en ingeniør studerende / hvordan det er at være en 
ingeniør på en arbejdsplads det ved man jo ikke særligt meget om 

11. det kan man trække meget ud af den uddannelse tænker jeg fordi det er så 
anvendt ikke 

12. fordi det er måske så blandet er det meget svære sådan forstå hvad det er de 
laver i deres hverdag, jeg synes det er noget nemmere med sådan nogen 
forskningsuddannelser at forestille sig hvad de har gang i 

FG 

1. Men det handler vel også lidt om at man er uoplyst og man ikke ved hvad det 
indebærer [C: mm] og derfor vælger man måske ikke at gøre det [D: mm] vi 
mangler information 

2. vi vil gerne ned i detaljen fordi nu er vi kommer så langt at vi vil gerne vi ved 
sådan nogenlunde hvad vi vil altså hvilken retning så vi har ikke brug for at 
finde ud af hvilken retning vi vil i mere, nu har vi brug for også at høre om de 
specifikke studieretninger vi kan vælge 

ØG 

1. Oplyst noget mere om det i hvert fald 
2. (Mere oplysning om hvad man kan læse) der er aldrig sådan, noget lidt mere 

spændende det er altid et af de fag vi nærmest har haft så kan man læse fysik 
eller kemi eller matematik på universitetet man får aldrig at vide sådan andre 
retninger synes jeg 

3. altså fremtiden det ligger i matematik og fysik og kemi og i generelt alt det 
naturvidenskabelige 

4. det åbner for (T: ja) over 100 nye uddannelser hvis man hæver matematik til 
A 

5. Jeg tror det starter i folkeskolen at man skal begynde at gøre det lidt mere 
attraktivt at læse mat A på gym fordi man kan bruge det til vildt meget 

6. måske gå lidt tilbage til det gamle (Den gamle reform med mere klassiske 
linjer) 

7. du skal lige tænke dig om en ekstra gang inden du vælger 
8. det vil være god ide at måske fra folkeskolen af sådan lidt mere 

matematiktimer / slip den der fordom at fysik og matematik årh det rigtig 
svært måske undervise det på anderledes måde der gør det mere simplet 

9. Måske opdele det i folkeskolen også man har jo kun altså man har et fag der 
ligesom både er fysik og kemi ikke og så ved man jo ikke rigtig når man 
kommer ud på altså skal i gymnasiet hvad er fysik og kemi egentlig hvad er det 
ene og hvad er det andet fordi man har blandet det sammen 

10. starte lidt tidligere på kemi og fysik 
11. (Ændre reglerne, så) den der strategi med du vælger en eller anden linje som 

altså som virker nem og så scorer du vildt flot snit i det og så supplere du 
bagefter fordi suppleringen kan egentlig være lidt lige meget det er jo egentlig 
bare at du skal have de der fag på det niveau og så kan du komme ind 

12. Det kunne være man skulle lave sådan nogen, øhm sådan nogen regler for 
hvor mange fag man måtte supplere med 

13. Der er 50 % det faglige og så er der 50 % af hvordan det er at være gå der 
14. om man skal læse på det ene eller det andet universitet, øhm, det betyder ret 

meget i forhold til hvordan det sociale hænger sammen ikke 

HL 

1. det første jeg tænker når jeg hører ingeniør det er bare rigtig lange øh 
matematik formler med rigtig mange symboler som der ingen mening giver så 
jeg tænker at måske sådan det billede af ingeniører at det er sådan så meget 
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matematik og sådan noget men det altså det hører jo også med til det, så jeg 
ved ikke rigtig om det er noget man sådan skulle prøve at fjerne fokus fra fordi 
det jo også en del af det 

2. prøve at forbinde dem sådan med det produkt de lavet 
3. (fysik) der en forklaring på det, alting hænger sammen 

CG 

1. jeg har lidt brug for sådan at vide hvilke forskellige ting der giver, altså hvilke 
forskellige jobmuligheder der er og sådan bare generelt sådan om det 

2. lidt mere åbenhed, så man bare ved lidt mere om hvad det er, / at man får lidt 
mere kendskab til hvad det er og hvad det indebærer kan gøre en del tror jeg 

3. måske få hele klasser ud i praktik (både i virksomheder og på DTU) 
4. der skal mere fokus på hvilke jobs du kan få når altså sådan, også helt tilbage i 

folkeskolen 
5. sådan noget forum eller sådan noget, måske lave nogle oplæg 
6. altså hvis jeg så ordet ingeniør, altså bare sådan stå på et skilt og 

ingeniøruddannelser kom her hen og hør noget om det, så ville jeg bare tænke 
sådan nå / hvorimod hvis jeg sådan tror jeg hvis jeg kom ud og så hvad der var 
nogen der lavede og sådan noget så ville jeg blive, så ville det blive lidt mere, 
altså så ville jeg jo vide hvad det var 

7. hvis der var en der selv er i det der kommer ud til dig 

HR 

1. Jeg har sådan en ide, ide om hvad en generel ingeniør er, sådan noget med ja 
også som vi snakkede om problemløsning og matematisk og sådan et eller 
andet / teknisk medicin, jamen hvad kan jeg så bruge den til, hvad kan en 
ingeniør der ved noget om teknisk medicin gøre, fordi jeg kan sagtens se en 
ingeniør kan bygge en bro eller være med til at designe et eller andet, eller 
men, ja så kan man designe medicin måske, jeg ved ikke, det siger mig 
ingenting, hvad man kan som ingeniør indenfor noget kemisk eller biologisk 
eller bioteknologisk, det siger mig ingenting, så noget der er mere specifikt 

2. så skulle du gå ud og specificere det og det kræver bare meget, mange penge 
at skulle, sådan gå ud og sige hvad hver enkelt ingeniør hvad han laver eller 
hvad hende lavet og hvad hver uddannelse sådan går op i og hvordan man kan 
bruge det, det vil koste mange penge at gøre rigtig sådan 

3. det tror jeg simpelthen er for bredt 
4. jeg tror også det fungerer meget godt det der de har gjort i reklamerne med at 

tage et konkret eksempel med en eller anden person så der ligesom også var 
et ansigt på den her ingeniør 

5. det gør noget at vi ligesom får et billede på hvad en ingeniør er og hvad de 
laver i deres hverdag 

6. Jeg tror det er noget med at informere om hvad man kan bruge et fag til 
indenfor ingeniøruddannelsen og indenfor det fag 

7. give nogle konkrete eksempler som det der med droner eller malaria 
8. komme ud på det almene gymnasium og ligesom informere dem hvad de stod 

for og hvilke værdier de havde 

Who 

NAG 

1. På gymnasiet, skolevejlederne 
2. måske vælge en som ikke ligner den stereotyp altså sådan udenpå 

FG 

1. Altså jeg vil jo helst være sammen med nogen der er lidt ligesom mig 

HL 

1. de fleste af dem var jo så bare desværre sådan klassisk IT nørder og ikke rigtig 
særlig gode til at snakke, så de stod bare lidt og mulede lidt om, øhm, hvad de 
øh lavede imens øh, kludrede rundt i det, så det var ikke rigtig så 
gennemarbejdet / hvis de har tænkt sig at sende nogen ud og snakke om det, 
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til sådan et foredrag så vær sikker på at øh, de kan finde ud af at snakke om de 
ingeniøruddannelser og har forstand på det har forberedt sig 

How 

NAG 

1. hvor de kommer ud og holder foredrag 
2. Jeg tror også det betyder noget at man ikke møder det i sin hverdag 
3. det handler lidt om at formidle, på en god måde, så folk kan forstå det og 

forstå mulighederne i det 

IJG 

1. det mangler at blive inddraget i nogen af de fag der er i skolen 
2. du laver en kampagne hvor fx informerer om hvad en ingeniør rent faktisk 

står for, hvad han laver og så er det så forskellige indenfor de forskellige fag 
hvad, eller men, ja altså processen hvad han står for 

3. Man kunne forestille sig hjemmeside med en masse billeder af forskellige 
ingeniører hvor der så stod altså fx ser man ansigtet af personen og stod der 
under hvad han lavede / sætte sådan et filter sådan en search på sige øh inden 
for det her firma eller et eller andet og så forsvinder nogle af dem og så er der 
kun de her tilbage og så kan man alligevel se hvordan der ti ingeniører 
stadigvæk 

4. Jeg så hernede på Nørreport forleden en plakat jeg tror der stod Danmark har 
brug for softwareingeniører og så var der billede af en eller anden pige foran, 
det synes jeg var lidt komisk fordi jeg vidste bare der edermuggema ikke 
mange piger på det studie, øh men det var nok også derfor de så har valgt at 
gøre det ikke 

5. Foredrag på skoler kunne også være en god ide 
6. en hjemmeside hvor man har samtlige ingeniøruddannelser sat op som sådan 

et træ så man sådan bare vælger sådan mere og mere overordnet og så bliver 
det mere specifikt  

7. måske kunne arbejde lidt mere med noget problem løsning fordi at altså hvis 
man ja fx der var en der nævnte et eller andet med en ingeniør skal udregne et 
eller andet  

8. Hvis man havde sådan en der video i samspil med noget af det vi har snakket 
om (hjemmeside med præsentationer) 

9. virksomheder der har brug for ingeniører kun åbne lidt mere op for hvilke job 
og hvad man hvordan en stilling kunne se ud derude ikke 

10. hvis man nu havde en drone med til uddannelseskaravanen det ville jo altså 
trække sindssygt meget opmærksomhed 

FG 

1. det der med foredrag der ville være den bedste måde at informere folk / hver 
gang man møder en som studerer det så tænker man stort set altid, så har jeg 
synes nøj det lyder spændende det der de snakker om 

2. reklamefilm det kunne måske være sådan en appetitvækker 
3. lidt ligesom det vi havde efter det rullende universitet hvor vi alle sammen gik 

ud og i kantinen og så kunne man gå hen til dem og spørge om ting 
4. Noget andet der er fedt det er også at se uddannelsesstederne 
5. komme ud på skolen med nogle flyers og øh tilbud 
6. Og så et samarbejde med gymnasierne måske de naturvidenskabelige klasser 

(hvor man bliver inviteret ud og se uddannelsesstederne 
7. når vi har morgensamling fx, bede skolen om at måske få lov til at komme ud, 

holde et lille foredrag for nogle af de naturvidenskabelige klasser vis filmen så 
man ligesom får den ind med, med noget teoretisk viden 

ØG 

1. tog ud på gymnasierne og fortalte noget mere om det 
2. opfordre elever mere til at tage de studieretninger som det så kræver, jeg 

synes der er meget sådan der pres på for eksempel der er ikke så mange der 
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gider og studere mat A fordi de føler at det er virkelig virkelig virkelig svært 
men der er ikke sådan der er heller ikke så meget at sådan der opfordrer dem 
til det 

3. videoer fra hver linje eller for hver uddannelse / det kan også være meget 
nyttigt 

4. vlog-agtigt hvor at det, hvor man ligesom kameraet det følger en elev i en uge 
og så hvis de skal til eksamen / mere sådan det sociale og ikke så meget sådan 
jo måske lidt omkring uddannelsen 

HL 

1. Jeg vil sige navnet på uddannelsen har meget stor virkning, altså hvis det ikke 
lige umiddelbart lyder som noget der specifikt sådan er interessant i forhold 
til denne her uddannelse så går jeg ikke ind og læser yderligere om den 

2. specielt forummer har jeg kigget efter 
3. de fleste af dem var jo så bare desværre sådan klassisk IT nørder og ikke rigtig 

særlig gode til at snakke, så de stod bare lidt og mulede lidt om, øhm, hvad de 
øh lavede imens øh, kludrede rundt i det, så det var ikke rigtig så 
gennemarbejdet / hvis de har tænkt sig at sende nogen ud og snakke om det, 
til sådan et foredrag så vær sikker på at øh, de kan finde ud af at snakke om de 
ingeniøruddannelser og har forstand på det har forberedt sig 

CG 

1. ingeniørting så jeg tror, hvis det skulle, altså så skulle der virkelig være nogen 
der kom og stilte en person foran mig for at jeg skulle sådan, jeg ville aldrig 
selv gå ud og høre det, 

HR 

1. dele sådan nogen ligesom de der foldere eller pjecer eller hvad fanden det er 
der står der på gangen med studievejledning, / sådan noget der er let 
tilgængeligt 

2. Vi har de her møder i salen en gang i mellem, hvor der kommer nogen 
mennesker og snakker / det tror jeg kunne åbne det meget, give en meget god 
ide om hvad man skulle bruge, så tror jeg mange ville vælge at læse til 
ingeniør. 

Plans for the 
Future 

Engineering 

ØG 

1. DTU, bygningsdesign, civilingeniør 
2. Jeg skal bare på DTU og læse 
3. jeg har to brødre der er bygningsingeniør og så er jeg selv blevet inspireret af 

det men det lyder spændende men det ikke det, det min plan b i hvert fald 

HL 

1. jeg gerne vil være ingeniør herude på DTU / jeg tænker lidt i svagstrøm, øhm 
men også noget eller også måske noget IT 

2. software eller IT / en ingeniøruddannelse eller om det datalogi eller 
datamatiker 

3. tænkt mig på DTU / jeg ved heller ikke helt hvad det skal være 
4. mere teknisk retning 
5. DTU efter sommerferien / Matematik IT 

CG 

1. vil jeg gerne læse teknisk biomedicin på DTU 

HR 

1. på KU for at læse fx biokemi eller alternativt læse på DTU noget med noget 
tekniske medicin 

2. på DTU og påbegynde enten en bachelor i et eller andet biokemi eller 
bioteknologi eller en diplomingeniør alt efter om jeg har lyst til noget praktisk 
orienteret som jeg kan gå ud med lige med det samme i forhold til 
diplomingeniøren eller om jeg vil forsætte på et mere forskerbaseret grundlag 
senere med en kandidat. 
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3. IT på inde på ITU eller DTU 
4. IT og økonomi på DTU som diplomingeniør. 
5. software ingeniør på DTU eller noget design og innovation. 

Nature Science 

NAG 

1. jeg ved slet ikke hvad jeg vil overhovedet. I hvert fald ikke noget 
samfundsfagligt, det er helt sikkert. 

2. Jeg havde tænkt at studere arkitektur eller design // men så har jeg også 
medicin lige i baghovedet // at være kreativ men alligevel have noget af den 
der lidt sådan matematik eller fysik ind over det og skabe noget som folk kan 
bruge til noget 

FG 

1. læse kemi ved Aarhus Universitet 
2. veterinærmedicin på KU 
3. Nanoscience på KU eller Aarhus 
4. Biokemi eller nanoscience på KU efterfulgt af en MBA hvis mulighederne er til 

det 

ØG 

1. medicin på Panum 

CG 

1. matematik i København 
2. jeg har også tænkt arkitekt kunne være for sygt 
3. enten en teknisk eller kunstnerisk linje 
4. Sådan indenfor naturvidenskab sådan kemi og sådan jeg vil bare gerne vide 

hvilken sådan uddannelser jeg kan tage ligesom 

HR 

1. på KU for at læse fx biokemi eller alternativt læse på DTU noget med noget 
tekniske medicin 

2. IT på inde på ITU eller DTU 

Other 

ØG 

1. CBS og studere erhvervsøkonomi og matematik 
2. noget med matematik, måske almen matematik eller matematik med økonomi 
3. Ku og læse til tandlæge, hvis snittet kommer 
4. Copenhagen Business Academy og læse finansøkonom 

HL 

1. ind i militæret / Livgarder 
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10.5 Appendix V – Apperance 

This subcategory will analyze some of the prejudice and descriptions of engineers when it comes to their 

appearance. It will also include the some comments about the prejudice concerning the sex of an engineer, 

the two subcategories boys and girls have been merged in the analysis, however in Appendix IV it is still 

two different categories. However, first I will go into depth with their appearances. 

- Looks 

There are many different description of what an engineer looks like at IJG a participant thought of a tall 

broad man with a beard and a mustache where another participant imagined a small skinny man with 

glasses, also described as the brainy type (IJG 1, 2). At CG the description was that an engineer was short 

and wears glasses. The detail about wearing glasses was very popular and mentioned in several interviews 

(CG 3, 4, NAG 5 & HR 1). 

Several participants commented on how engineers dress. At NAG the image is that many DTU students also 

wear DTU clothes, this was not considered cool (NAG 2, 3). Another description was similar, DTU students 

are also believed to wear sweatshirts often (ØG 3). However, at IJG the image of an engineer and engineering 

students is that they are more business-like in their clothes (IJG 3). A participant said, “they wear suits more 

often than science students [at The University of Copenhagen] maybe, like when they are at work” (IJG 4). 

Nevertheless, generally they are not given much credit for their appearance, and in line with being thought 

of as geeky they are believed not to care about their clothes (CG 1). 

- Boys and/or Girls 

I have touched upon this subcategory a little earlier. The general thought that comes to mind when 

imagining an engineers is that it is a man. At IJG a participant said that he had trouble describing a 

stereotype for engineers, except that it is a man (Boys IJG 2). At NAG the general idea was also that it is 

mostly boys at DTU and that there are either no girls at all, or that there are some girls but more boys than 

girls (Boys NAG 1, 2 & Girls NAG 1). At HR they said that of course there are women in the field, however 

the majority is men (Girls HR 1 & Boys HR 1). I believe this image of a field dominated by men is a barrier 

for girls to consider engineering, however this will be elaborated upon in the following category Universities, 

where The People at DTU is analyzed. 
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10.6 Appendix VI – Plans for the Future 

This subcategory will give a brief overview of the range of ideas the participants had for their future studies. 

- Engineering 

Among the participants that considered studying engineering, many different specializations were 

mentioned. Examples included building design, software and IT, electrical engineering, biomedicine and 

technical medicine (ØG 1, HL 1, 2, CG 1 & HR 1). Looking at all the interviews, it was obvious that most of 

the HTX students considered engineering, whereas at STX the considerations were more diversified. 

- Nature Science 

In spite of not wanting to become engineers, several participants still considered science as the focus of 

their future study. Studies within medicine, architecture, chemistry, nanoscience, biochemistry and 

mathematics were mentioned (NAG 2, FG 1, 3, 4, ØG 1 & CG 1, 2). As can be seen these interests were 

expressed by STX students. 

- Other 

Lastly, some other ways of using their science skills included studying math and economics at CBS, a 

participant wanted to study financial management in order to become a realtor and a couple of the 

participants at HL wanted to do their military service before starting their studies (ØG 1, 4 & HL 1). 
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10.7 Appendix VII – BSM 

In order to fit all the information into the model it has been divided into two parts. This is only a cosmetic 

choice. 

Behavioral Sequence Model (part 1) 

Decision 
stages 

Need arousal Remembering need 
Identify interests and 
options 

Individuals 
involved and 
decision roles 

Initiator: Self, family, 
friends, Student guidance 
counselors (SGC). 

Initiator: Self, family, 
friends, SGC. 

Decider: Self. 
Influencer: SGC, current 
students, university 
representatives, family and 
friends. 

Where stage 
is likely to 
occur 

Anywhere, often at home 
or at school. 

Anywhere, often at home 
or at school. 

At home, school or at a fair. 

Timing of 
stage 

Anytime, most likely 
during high school. 
Increasing likelihood of 
occurrence towards the 
end of the study. 

Anytime, most likely 
during high school. 
Increasing likelihood of 
occurrence towards the 
end of the study or the year 
prior to acceptance in case 
of a gap year.  
Close to fairs or application 
deadline 

Most likely, during the year 
prior to acceptance. 
Fairs are held in January 
and February. 

How stage is 
likely to occur 
(steps in this 
process might 
occur twice if 
the student is 
applying for 
both quota 1 
and 2) 

The student realizes the 
need to choose a study, or 
hears about an interesting 
study 
Family or friends ask what 
they want to study 
SGC presents something 
about study choice. 

The student realizes the 
need to choose a study, or 
hears about an interesting 
study 
Family or friends ask what 
they want to study. 
SGC presents something 
about study choice. 

Search for information 
online, take tests. 
Talk with family, friends, 
SGC 
Presentations from SGC, 
current students or 
university representatives. 
Browsing fairs talking to 
SGC or current students. 
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Behavioral Sequence Model (Part 2) 

Decision 
stages 

Evaluate study 
options 

Decide on a study 
and university 

Apply for studies Start studying 

Individuals 
involved and 
decision roles 

Decider: Self 
Influencer: SGC, 
family and friends. 

Decider: Self 
Influencer: SGC, 
family and friends. 

Decider/purchaser: 
Self 

Purchaser: Self. 

Where stage 
is likely to 
occur 

At home or at 
school (could 
practically happen 
anywhere). 

Anywhere. At home. At the university. 

Timing of 
stage 

During visits to 
fairs. 
A few months or 
weeks prior to 
application 
deadline. 

Depending on 
decisiveness, 
weeks days or 
hours before 
application 
deadline. 

Depending on 
decisiveness, weeks 
days or hours before 
application deadline. 

August (if summer 
start) January or 
February (if 
winter start). 

How stage is 
likely to 
occur (steps in 
this process 
might occur 
twice if the 
student is 
applying for 
both quota 1 
and 2) 

Search for 
information and 
recommendations 
online, compare 
different options. 
Discussions with 
family, friends and 
SGC. 

Decide on a study, 
university and 
prioritize different 
options. 

Send in the 
application. 

Start studying. 

 


